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O. Introduction 
The theory of formal languages has grown in several directions according to the 
way a language is considered. First, strictly speaking, a language is just a part of 
the free monoid. But a language can also be seen as a formal series with coefficients 
in the boolean semiring gJ. These two representations have been widely investigated 
for rational languages. 
Nevertheless, there is another viewpoint which consists of considering the formal 
expression that is used to write a rational language. We shall call it a rational 
expression associated with this language. This concept has been studied much less 
than the classical approaches because it leads immediately to several difficulties: 
for instance, the uniqueness of the representation of a language is lost since a 
rational language is generally described by many distinct rational expressions. 
Therefore this situation brings us naturally to the study of the rational identities, 
i.e. of the pairs of rational expressions that denote the same rational language. The 
most important problem in this area is to construct a "good" system of rational 
identities that would permit us to obtain by a logical deductive process (i.e. by a 
rewriting process) every possible rational identity; such a system will be called 
complete. 
Several important results are known on this problem. Let us recall the following 
three positive ones. First, a theorem of Salomaa from 1966 (see [23] or [11, Chap. 
5, Theorem 111.5]) shows that there exists a complete system formed of two identities 
and of an axiom scheme which permits essentially to solve linear systems formally. 
Secondly a theorem of Redko (cf. [20]) whose proof was simplified and corrected 
by Pilling (cf. [7, Chap. 11]), gives a complete system of identities for the commutative 
rational expressions. Finally, another result of Redko (cf. [19] or [7, Chap. 4]) 
constructs a complete system of identities for the usual rational expressions over a 
one-letter alphabet. In the other direction, a negative result was proved independently 
by Redko and Conway (see [19] and [7, pp. 105-118]); it shows that every complete 
system of identities for the usual rational expressions is necessarily infinite. 
For the non-commutative rational expressions over arbitrary alphabets, the con-
struction of a "good" complete system was still open though candidates were 
proposed by Conway [7, pp. 116-119]). Indeed, Conway associated with every finite 
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monoid M the monoid identity P(M) whose interpretation is 
At= I cp:J(m) 
mEM 
where AM = {am, mE M} is an alphabet indexed by M and where CPM denotes the 
natural monoid morphism from At into M which maps every letter am in AM on 
m in M. Conway conjectured in [7, pp. 116, 118] that: 
(1) the system of monoid identities which is the system composed of all the monoid 
identities P(M) as well as of the two identities (M): (ab)* "'" 1 + a(ba)*b and 
(5): (a+b)*""'(a*b)*a* is complete; 
(2) the system of group identities which is the system composed only of the monoid 
identities P( G) associated with the finite groups and of (M) and (5) is equivalent 
to the system of monoid identities; 
(3) the system of group identities is equivalent to the system composed of (M), 
(5) and the two letter identities (R(n))n""2 which are defined by 
R(n) (a + b)* "'" [(a + b)(b + (ab*r- 2a)]* (1 + (a+ b)C~: (ab*)i)) 
and which are naturally related to the dicyclicity of the symmetric group. 
Thus, if these three conjectures were proved, we would obtain that the system 
formed of (M), (5) and the two letter identities (R(n))n""2 is complete. 
This article is devoted to the resolution of the first two conjectures of Conway 
given above. Therefore, it follows that we have proved the following theorem. 
Theorem 0.1. The system of group identities is complete. 
Since we show that this last system is equivalent to the subsystem which consists 
of (M), (5) and of the monoid identities (P(@Sn))n""2 associated with the symmetric 
groups, we also obtain the completeness of this last system. Hence we construct in 
this paper the first well described complete system of rational identities. 
Moreover, in order to solve Conway's conjectures, we were led to prove several 
important results that permit us to answer other open questions. In particular, we 
showed, with the help of a theorem of Boffa (cf. [3]), the completeness of several 
systems of meta-rules for which this problem was still open (cf. [23; 7, p. 103]). We 
obtained also a new characterization of aperiodic semigroups in terms of @-rational 
identities: indeed, we proved that a semigroup 5 is aperiodic iff an identity naturally 
associated with 5 is trivial, i.e. is just a consequence of the two identities (M) 
and (5). 
But more important are the new methods we developed here: indeed, when we 
work with rational expressions, the only methods we can use are formal. When 
these formal ideas are interpreted at the level of rational languages, we can obtain 
new powerful methods. In particular, we brought out the notion of universal 
language associated with a monoid (cf. [12]) which permitted us to shed new light 
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on old results: for instance, we obtained with this notion a "formal" proof of 
Schiitzenberger's theorem on the characterization of star-free languages (see [12]). 
Let us remark that the family (Lm),neM of universal languages associated with a 
finite monoid M is defined by 
V m E M, Lm = cp rJ (m ). 
Thus, it consists exactly of the languages that appear in the interpretation of the 
identity P(M). Moreover, it plays a main role at the level of rational expressions 
as we will see in the sequel. We called these languages universal since up to an 
alphabetic morphism, every rational language L is a finite union of universal 
languages associated with the syntactic monoid of L (see [12]). Thus, in several 
cases, we can restrict the study of the infinite class of languages recognized by a 
monoid M to the study of the finite family of its associated universal languages. 
Let us also point out that we constructed in [11] a theory of K -rational expressions 
on a general semiring K that shows the specific difficulties of the study of £JJ-rational 
expressions, i.e. of usual rational expressions. The fact is that the research of a 
complete system of K-rational identities is a very simple problem when K is a ring: 
in this case, the system reduced to one of the identities (AI) or (A.) (cf. Section 2.2) 
is complete (cf. [13] or [11, Chap. 5, Theorem 11.3]). On the other hand, when K 
is a positive semiring (such as £JJ or N for example) every complete system of 
K-rational identities is necessarily infinite. 
Let us end this introduction by giving the structure of our paper, which is 
self-contained. This will also allow us to outline the approach that we have followed 
in order to solve the two open problems of Conway presented above. First, let us 
give its general structure. This paper is divided into sixteen sections: the first six 
are just preliminaries for later results. The following four sections (7-10) are the 
heart of this paper: there we prove the two main theorems on which the proof of 
the completeness of the system of monoid identities is based (given in Section 11). 
Then Sections 12-14 are devoted to the simplification of the complete system we 
obtained: here we study the completeness of systems of identities that are associated 
with certain group families. Finally, the two last sections deal with complete systems 
of meta-rules and with independence. 
Section 1 recalls some classical definitions and notations. The real beginning of 
our work is Section 2 where we present the framework of our study that originates 
from [11]. We begin with the construction of the £JJ-*-algebra jgoog'lat(A) of the 
£JJ-rational expressions. Then we recall the basic definitions and properties of rational 
identities, identity models, rational inequalities and formal derivatives with respect 
to a letter. 
The third section deals only with matrix identities, i.e. with identities between 
matrices of rational expressions. This kind of identity will be very important in all 
the sequel since it allows us to handle very concisely several rational identities at 
the same time. First, we show how to equip .Mnxn ( jgoog'lat(A)) with a £JJ-*-algebra 
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structure: thus we just recall the results of [11, Chap. 3], concerning the formal star 
of a matrix and its interpretation. Then we show how to extend to matrices the 
different notions related to usual identities and usual deductions: we introduce 
especially the notion of matrix substitution and we study under which conditions 
a usual deduction is stable when the letters are substituted by matrices. 
Section 4 is very short and only devoted to the + operation. For technical reasons, 
some results concerning the identities associated with semigroups can be more easily 
written with + than with *. Then, we have grouped here the few specific properties 
of + which will be used in the sequel. 
In the same way, we have grouped in Section 5 all the results concerning the 
maximal ideals of a finite semigroup that will be used in the proof of the main 
theorem of Section 7. 
In Section 6, we associate with every finite semigroup S acting on the right on a 
finite set E, a family (P( S, E, e)) eEE of rational identities that we call semigroup 
identities: it generalizes Conway's definition (cf. [7, p. 116]) who only considered 
rational identities associated with monoids right acting naturally on themselves. 
This generalization is motivated by technical reasons since as it is proved in the 
sequel, we do not really extend Conway's system. Indeed, the proof of our main 
structure theorem to which is devoted all of Section 7, is more natural in our 
framework than in Conway's. This main result consists of proving that, if (MsLES 
denote the matrices associated with the right action of S on E, we have modulo 
some identities 
( L asMs) + = L EsMs 
SES SES 
where (EsLES is a family of gJ-rational expressions which is independent of E. 
When S is a monoid, the interpretation of the expression Es is exactly the universal 
language Ls we presented previously, except when s = Is where the interpretation 
of Es is Ls - {l}. 
Section 8 is devoted to the first applications of the central theorem we have proved 
in Section 7. First, we show that the identities (P(S, E, e))eEE we associated with 
the right action of a semigroup S on a set E are equivalent modulo a certain family 
of group identities. Thus, this result allows us to speak of the family of the semigroup 
identities which is defined modulo the family of group identities. It also follows 
from the main theorem of Section 6 that every semigroup identity implies its matrix 
version: this result is important since it permits us to use the powerful tool of matrix 
deduction with semigroup identities. 
We prove in Section 9 the second essential result on our way to the proof of the 
completeness of the system of semigroup identities. More precisely, we show that 
for every boolean matrix representation J.L of a semigroup S, if we denote by ii its 
natural extension to ~03gjlat(As), we have 
(M) A (S) f- ii(Es) = EsJ.L(s), 
where (EsLES are the rational expressions associated with S by (*). 
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In Section 10, we obtain several important consequences of this result. In par-
ticular, we show that the relation (*) can be extended to general kinds of matrices_ 
Indeed, we prove that if t-t is a boolean matrix representation of a semigroup S, 
then we have modulo some group identities 
C~s ast-t(S)) + :=:s~s E,t-t(s) (**) 
where (E.)SES are still the rational expressions associated with S by (*). This last 
result is the fundamental tool which will permit us to prove in the next section the 
completeness of the system of monoid identities proposed by Conway. Therefore, 
Section 11 ends the first part of our paper where the first conjecture of Conway 
recalled above is solved. 
In Section 12, we have grouped all the results that show how the usual algebraic 
operations on semigroups (subsemigroup, quotient, direct product, semidirect 
product) can be expressed in terms of deductions for the associated semigroup 
identities. Therefore, using Krohn-Rhodes theorem, these results allow us to show 
in Section 13 that the system of group identities is still complete, thus solving the 
second conjecture of Conway. Also they permit us to reduce this last system to 
different equivalent systems formed of group identities associated with certain classes 
of groups. In particular, we prove that the system formed of the group identities 
associated with all the symmetric groups and of (M) and (S) is complete. 
In Section 14, we give the formulation in our framework of the third open problem 
of Conway presented above. We propose a more general conjecture which implies 
Conway's: it concerns the relations existing between the group identity associated 
with a group G and another identity constructed from the generators of G. We 
show particularly how a result of Conway provides an answer to our conjecture in 
the case of commutative groups. 
In Section 15, we apply our completeness theorems to prove the completeness of 
several systems of meta-rules. A theorem of Boffa allows us in particular to prove 
the completeness of a rule conjectured by Salomaa. We also give new proofs for 
the completeness of several other rules. 
Finally, the last section is devoted to the study of the independence of group 
identities. We have developed in particular, the study of a model that Conway 
introduced in [7, p. 117]). It permits us to show independence results for group 
identities. We prove also by a different method than Conway's that a complete 
system of qJ-rational identities on an alphabet with two or more letters contains 
necessarily an infinite number of two letter identities. 
1. Preliminaries 
1.1. qJ-semialgebras 
In the sequel of the paper, qJ will denote the boolean semiring: 
qJ = {O, l}, with 1 + 1 = l. 
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Definition 1.1. A PlJ-semialgebra d is a semiring equipped with a compatible PlJ-
semimodule structure. This means that d has two internal laws denoted by + and 
x and an external law from PlJ x d into d denoted by . such that 
(i) (d, +) is a commutative monoid whose unity is denoted by 0; 
(ii) (d, x) is a monoid whose unity is denoted by 1; 
(iii) the product x is distributive with the sum +; 
(iv) VaEd, axO=Oxa=O; 
(v) Va E d, Ooo.a = 0, loo.a = a, a + a = a. 
Note. The PlJ-semimodule structure is defined here by (v): indeed, the structure of 
PlJ avoids adding the other compatibility conditions between the external law and 
the internal product. One may refer to [2, pp. 10-17]) or [11] to see the general 
definitions of a semimodule and a semialgebra. 
For every PlJ-semialgebra d, we will identify PlJ to a sub-PlJ-semialgebra of d. 
This is possible by (v). Note finally that we will just speak in the sequel of a 
PlJ-algebra instead of a PlJ-semialgebra. 
Definition 1.2. Let 'If, g; be two PlJ-semialgebras. Then we shall call morphism of 
PlJ-algebras from 'If into g; every mapping cp from 'If to g; such that 
(i) Va, bE'lf, cp(a+b)=cp(a)+cp(b); 
(ii) Va, bE 'If, cp(axb)=cp(a)xcp(b); 
(iii) cp(O) = 0, cp(l) = 1. 
1.2. Generalities 
Notation 1.1. We will denote by ~~,p the monogenic semigroup generated by a single 
element a which satisfies only the relation an = a n+p• ~~,p is often represented by 
the classical "frying-pan" diagram: 
~an+1 
Xa 2 Xa Xa n n+p '" 
a-a -"'-  =a \ 
\ n+p-I ",/ 
"-- a '" 
~~,p contains obviously a unique maximal group G={a n, ... , a n+p - 1}=71./p71.. We 
will denote by [n] the class of nE~* into ~~,p, 
Notation 1.2. U2 denotes the transition monoid of the "reset" automaton: 
b 
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We can also define U2 by the following generators and relators: 
U2 = {1, (T, T}, where (T2 = T(T = (T, T2 = (TT = T. 
Notation 1.3. For every semigroup S, we denote by SI the monoid defined by 
1 { S U {1} , if 1 f S, 
S = S, if S is a monoid. 
Notation 1.4. We will denote by Urn the row vector of qJn whose mth entry is 1 and 
whose other entries are all 0 and by u the column vector of qJ n whose entries are 
all 1. When we use these vectors in the sequel, nand m will often not be specified 
since the context will remove the possible ambiguities. 
Definition 1.3. A semigroup is said to be aperiodic if it does not contain any 
non-trivial group as subsemigroup. 
1.3. Action of a semigroup on a set 
We regroup here some definitions concerning right actions of a semigroup on a 
set. They can be always easily transposed to left actions. Note finally that only finite 
sets and semigroups will be considered in the sequel. 
Definition 1.4. A semigroup S acts on the right on a set E if there is a mapping 
from E x S into E denoted by . such that 
'VeEE,'Vs,tES, (e.s.}.t=e.(st). 
Then we will say that e.s is the result of the right action of s on e. 
Notes. (1) Observe that the above definition is not compatible with the usual notion 
of group action on a set (cf. [4, Section 1.5.1]) since we do not ask that 1 s induces 
the identity on E when the semigroup has a unity. 
(2) When we speak of a group action on a set in the sequel, it will always refer 
to Definition 1.4. 
Example. Every semigroup S acts on the right on itself by the natural action of S 
on S which is defined by 
'V s, t E S, s. t = st. 
More generally, every T of a semigroup S acts also on the right on S by a natural 
action defined as above. 
Definition 1.5. Let S be a semigroup which acts on the right on the sets E and F. 
We will say that a bijective mapping q; from E into F is an isomorphism for the 
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right action of S on these two sets if and only if 
'riSES, 'rIeEE, q;(e.s)=q;(e).s. 
Then we will denote it by E = F. 
2. ai-Rational expressions 
2.1. Construction of the :!lJ-*-algebra of the :!lJ-rational expressions 
Let A be an alphabet and let 1: be the union of the sets of product symbols of 
arity 0, 1 and 2 denoted 1:(0), 1:(1) and 1:(2) and defined by 
• 1:(0) contains two elements denoted by 0 and A;l 
• 1:(1) contains the elements 000 and 100 and the symbol *; 
• I(2) contains the symbols + and x. 
Then we can construct the free 1:-algebra W = F(1:, A) on A (see [10, Section 2.5.]). 
Let us introduce now the smallest congruence = of the 1:-algebra W such that 
'ria, b, CE W, 
'ria, b, CE W, 
'rIaE W, 
'ria, bE W, 
a+(b+c)=(a+b)+c, ax(bxc)=(axb)xc, 
ax(b+c)=axc+bxc, (b+c)xa=bxa+cxa, 
a + 0 = 0 + a = a, a x A = A x a = a, a x 0 = 0 x A = 0, 
b+a = b+a, a+a = a, l.a = a, O.a =0, 
(O.A)* = (l.A)* = A.2 
We can now define the :!lJ-algebra of :!lJ-rational expressions as follows. 
Definition 2.1. We will call :!lJ-*-algebra of :!lJ-rational expressions on the alphabet A 
and we will denote by ~oo~at(A> the quotient :!lJ-algebra WI=. 
Remark. ~oo~at(A> is obviously a :!lJ-algebra since all the properties of =, except 
the last two, are just the axioms of the :!lJ-algebra structure. 
Let us recall [8, p. 160] that a :!lJ-*-algebra is a :!lJ-algebra d equipped with a 
mapping * from d into d. The :!lJ-*-algebras are clearly the objects of a category 
B-*-Alg with evident morphisms called *-morphisms.3 Then, we can consider the 
subcategory B-*-Bound-Alg of the :!lJ-*-bound-algebras of B-*-Alg. Its objects are 
the :!lJ-*-algebras d which satisfy 
(O.ld)* = (l.1 d )* = I d . 
1 0 and A are intended to be the unities of the ell-algebra goo~at(A). 
2 This last relation means that we can identify the star in goo~ at(A) and the star in ell which exists 
independently of rational expressions. 
3 A *-morphism rp from g into g; is a ell-algebra morphism such that VEE jg, rp(E*)=(rp(E))*. 
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This condition ensures the compatibility between the star of gJ and the star of .sIl. 
By construction, /goog'lat(A) is obviously a gJ-*-bound-algebra. But, it is moreover 
a universal object for the category B-*-Bound-Alg. 
Proposition 2.1 (Krob [11, Chap. 1, Proposition 111.1]. Let A be an alphabet, let.sll 
be a gJ-*-bound-algebra and let cp be a mapping from A into.sll. Then, there exists a 
unique *-morphism iP such that the following diagram (where i denotes the canonical 
injection) is commutative: 
A ) /goog'lat(A) 
-1/ 
.sIl 
Remarks. (1) From now on, we will consider that gJ is embedded into /goog'lat(A). 
(2) The above universal property of /goog'lat(A) allows us to consider the unique 
gJ-*-morphism c from /goog'lat(A) into the gJ-*-bound-algebra gJ such that 
VaEA, c(a)=O. 
Then, we shall say that c(E) is the constant coefficient of E E /g~Jcjg'lat(A). 
2.2. Rational identities 
In the previous section, we defined a syntax which allowed us to speak of the 
gJ-rational expressions. It remains now to provide a semantics with these formal 
expressions. Thus let us denote by Rat(A*) the set of the rational languages in A*. 
Then Rat(A*) is a gJ-*-bound-algebra if we equip it with the usual * operation 
defined by 
V LE Rat(A*), L* = U L" 
n~O 
By the universal property given in Proposition 2.1, there exists a gJ-*-morphism A 
called interpretation from /goog'lat(A) into Rat(A*) which is defined by 
VaEA, A{a)=a. 
Remark (Krob [11, Chap. 2, Proposition 11.2]). We can clearly identify the constant 
coefficient of a gJ-rational expression with the constant coefficient of its interpre-
tation. 
Definition 2.2. Let E, FE /goog'lat(A). Then the pair (E, F) is said to be a rational 
identity iff we have A(E) = A(F). We will denote it by E = F. 
This means that two gJ-rational expressions form a rational identity if and only 
if they denote the same rational language. 
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Examples. (1) We will call aperiodic classical identities the two following rational 
identities on the alphabet A = {a, b}: 
(M) (ab)*""'I+a(ba)*b and (S) (a+b)*"'" (a*b)*a*. 
(2) We introduce also the two "star definition" identities: 
(AI) a*""'I+a.a* and (Ar) a*""'I+a*.a. 
(3) The following identities will be called cyclic classical identities: 
(P(n))nEN* a*""'(1+a+·· ·+an-I).(a n)*. 
Note. The family composed of the identities given in (1) and (3) was called the 
system of classical identities by Conway (cf. [7, p. 25]). 
2.3. Deductions 
The identities (AI) and (Ar) are consequences of (M) since it suffices to replace 
a or b by 1 in (M) to obtain them. We shall try now to give a precise meaning to 
this notion of consequence. At first, we shall call substitution of ~911~at(A) every 
@-*-endomorphism 0" of ~911~at(A). By the universal property of ~911~at(A), a 
substitution is completely determined by its image on A. 
Definition 2.3. Let d be a set of @-rational identities. Then we will call d-deduction 
any finite sequence (Ej , FJjE[I.nl of @-rational identities such that one of the 
following cases holds for every k E [1, n]: 
(0 1) (Ek, Fd E d, 
(02 ) 3i,j<k, Ek=Ej+Ej and Fk=Fj+Fj, 
(D3) 3 i, j < Ie, Ek = Ej.Ej and Fk = Fj.Fj, 
(04 ) 3i<k, Ek=E1 and Fk=F1, 
(05) 3i < k and a substitution 0", Ek = O"(EJ and Fk = O"(FJ, 
(06 ) Ek = Fk, 
(07) 3i < k, Ek = Fj and Fk = E j, 
(08) 3i, j < k, Ek = Ej and Fk = Fj and Fj = Ej • 
We will say that a @-rational identity (E, F) is a consequence of d if and only if 
there exists a d-deduction ending with (E, F). We will denote it by 
df-E""'F. 
Remark. The above definition is consistant since each term of a d-deduction is 
necessarily a rational identity: indeed, the only problem which may occur concerns 
the rule (05) and is solved in [11, Chap. 2, Proposition 11.6). 
Notation. We will denote equivalently 
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Example. Let us show for instance that the following deduction holds: 
(5)" (M) I- (a + b)* = a*(ba*)*. 
Indeed, we can write the following sequence of elementary deductions: 
(5) I--(a+b)*=(a*b)*a* 
~ (a + b)* = [1 + a*( ba*)*b ].a* = a*.[1 + (ba*)*(ba*)] 
~ (a + b)* = a*.(ba*)*. 
Let us now give the following two results; 
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Proposition 2.2 (Star-Star) (Conway [7, p.35] or Krob [11, Chap. 2, Proposition 
IV.l5]). We have the following deduction: 
(M)" (5) I- (A)" (5) I- a** = a*. 
Proposition 2.3 (Krob [11, Chap. 2, Lemma IV.20). For every E in gooiYlat(A), there 
exists a [J/J-rational expression F with c( F) = 0 such that 
(M)" (5) I- E = c(E)+ F 
Definition 2.4. Let d be a set of [J/J-rational identities. An identity (E, F) will be 
said to be independent of d iff it cannot be deduced from d. 
Example (Krob [11, Chap. 2, Proposition IV.8]). The identity (Ar) is independent 
of (AI) and conversely the identity (AI) is independent of (Ar). 
Note. A system d of [J/J-rational identities is made of independent identities iff every 
identity (E, F) of d is independent of d -{(E, F)}. 
Definition 2.5. Let A c B be two alphabets. Then a system d of [J/J-rational identities 
on 9liJ is said to be complete for A if and only if every 9liJ-rational identity on A can 
be deduced from d. 
Definition 2.6. Two systems g and fY of 9liJ-rational identities are equivalent iff every 
rational identity which is a consequence of g is also a consequence of fY and 
conversely. 
Notation. When two systems g and fY are equivalent, we will denote it by 
In particular, such a notation will be often be used in the sequel when two identities 
are equivalent. 
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Let us recall now the following fundamental results. 
Theorem 2.4 (Conway [7, p. 105] or Krob [11, Chap. 2, Theorem IV. 13 D. Let A c B 
be two alphabets. Then every complete system of [fJ-rational identities on B for A is 
infinite. 
Theorem 2.5 (Conway [7, pp. 104-105] and Krob [11, Chap. 2, Theorem IV.7D. Let 
[l} be the set of the prime integers in N* - {I}. Then the following system of [fJ-rational 
identities is formed of independent rational identities and is equivalent to the system 
of classical identities: 
(M), (S), (P(P))PE>'J>' 
2.4. Models of a systems of rational identities 
For every [fJ-*-bound-algebra );l and every family x = (Xa)aEA of elements of );l, 
there exists by Proposition 2.1 a unique [fJ-*-morphism from ~96:Ylat(A) into );l 
which maps every letter a of A onto Xa: it will be denoted by EAt.x' 
Definition 2.7. Let.sll be a set of [fJ-rational identities on A. Then we will call model 
of .sIl every [fJ-*-bound-algebra );l such that 
Vx E );lA, V(E, F) E.sIl, EAt.AE) = EAt,AF). 
Example. [fJ«A *», [l}(A *) and Rat(A) are models of every system of identities. 
The next result is very important since the independence proofs rely on it. Indeed, 
to show that the identity a is not a consequence of an identity {3, it will suffice by 
it to construct a model for a where {3 does not hold. 
Proposition 2.6 (Krob [11, Chap. 2, Proposition 111.5). Let.sll be a system ofPA-rational 
identities and let );l be a model of .sIl. Then, for every family (Xa)aEA of elements of 
);l, we have 
.sIl f- E "'" F => EAt,x(E) = EAt,AF). 
Notes. (1) The above proposition says exactly that every model of .sIl is also a model 
of every .sIl-consequence. 
(2) As in first order logic, we can prove a completeness theorem that shows the 
equivalence between .sIl-deduction and validity in all the models of .sIl for every 
system .sIl of rational identities [11, Chap. 2, Proposition 111.6]. 
2.5. Rational inequalities 
The rational inequalities were introduced by Conway [7, p. 27] where they play 
an important role. In this paper, we will use them only in Section 15. 
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Definition 2.8. Let A be an alphabet and let E, F E ~~£Ylat(A). Then, the pair (E, F) 
is said to be a rational inequality and will be denoted by E.;;; F iff 
A(E) C A(F) ¢:> A(F) == A(E) u A(F). 
The notions of rational inequality and of rational identity are dual. Thus it is 
straightforward to define the following deduction notion. 
Definition 2.9. Let .sti be a gJ- rational identities system and let (E, F) be a rational 
inequality on an alphabet A Then the inequality E .;;; F is said to be an .sti-consequence 
iff one of the two following equivalent conditions holds: 
3 T E ~~£Ylat(A), .sti 't-- F = E + T ¢:> .sti 't-- F = E + F. 
The following results show that we can work modulo (M), (S) with rational 
inequalities deductions exactly as with rational identities deductions. 
Proposition 2.7 (Conway [7, p.36] or Krob [11, Chap. 6]). Let.sti be a system of 
rational identities. Then,for every substitution (T andfor every E, F, G, H in ~~~at(A), 
we have 
{
.sti 't-- E + G.;;; F + H 
.sti 't-- E .;;; F } ~ .sti 't-- E.G.;;; F.H 
.sti 't-- G .;;; H 
.sti 't-- (T(E).;;; (T(F). 
Proposition 2.8 (Conway [7, p.36] or Krob [11, Chap. 6]). Let.sti be a system of 
rational identities on an alphabet A For every E, F E ~oo£Ylat(A), we have 
Note. Transivity and reflexivity hold for inequalities deductions: 
.sd 't-- E.;;; F} 
.sti 't-- F.;;; G ~.sti 't-- E .;;; G and .sd 't-- E .;;; E. 
The following result is important since it allows us to connect rational inequality 
deductions with usual rational identity deductions. 
Proposition 2.9 (Conway [7, p.36] or Krob [11, Chap. 6]). Let.sd be a system of 
rational identities on an alphabet A For every E, F E ~oo£Ylat(A), we have 
.sti 't-- E .;;; F} 
F 
~ .sti 't-- E = F. 
.sti 't-- .;;; E 
Note. The above result shows the antisymmetry of the inequality deductions. 
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Proposition 2.10 (Conway [7, p. 36] or Krob [11, Chap. 6, Proposition 111.6]). Let 
A be an alphabet and let E be in ~oo911at(A). Then, we have 
(M) /I (S) f- E,;;;; A*. 
2.6. Proper rational expressions 
We define a OO-algebra filtration in ~oo911at(A) by 
g>o=OO(A) and Vn~l, g>n+I=(g>n, (g>nnKerc)*), 
where OO(A) denotes the non-commutative polynomials constructed over A and 
where the notation (fF) denotes the OO-subalgebra of ~oo911at(A) generated by the 
family fJ'. Thus, the elements of g>n+1 are sums of products of elements in g>n with 
stars of elements of g> n whose constant coefficient is O. 
Definition 2.10. We shall call OO-algebra of proper rational expressions and we shall 
denote by g>~oo911at(A) the OO-subalgebra of ~oo911at(A) defined by Un;;,o g>n. 
Remark. Thus we can say that a rational expression E is proper iff under a star in 
E there are only expressions whose constant coefficient is O. 
Note. g>~oo911at(A) is obviously the smallest subalgebra of ~oo911at(A) containing A 
and satisfying the property 
E E g>~oo911at(A) and c(E) = 0 ~ E* E g>~oo911at(A). 
Proposition 2.11 (Krob [11, Chap. 2, Proposition IV.21]). For every E in ~oo911at(A), 
there exists a proper ~-rational expression F in g>~oo~at(A> such that 
2.7. Derivative of a rational expression 
Let us define now the derivative of an element of ~oo911at(A>. 
Proposition 2.12 (Conway [7, p. 41] or Krob [11, Chap. 4, Corollary 11.2]). Let A 
be an alphabet. Then, for every letter a of A, there exists a unique mapping aa from 
~oo911at(A) into ~oo911at(A) which satisfies the properties 
V E, F E ~oo911at(A), aa(E + F) = aa(E) + aa(F), 
V E, F E ~oo~at(A), aa(E.F) = aa(E).F + c(E).aa(F), 
VEE ~oo911at(A), aa(E*)=aa(E).E*. 
Definition 2.11. The mapping aa defined by the previous proposition is called 
derivative with respect to the letter a in ~oo~at(A>. 
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The following result connects aa with the usual notion of derivative (or residual) 
of a language with respect to a letter. 
Proposition 2.13 (Conway [7, Chap. 5] or Krob [11, Chap. 4, Proposition 11.4]). Let 
a be a letter of an alphabet A. Then, for every expression E E ~911fnat(A), we have 
Note. Thus the interpretation of the derivative of a rational expression IS the 
derivative of the interpretation of this expression. 
3. Matrix identities 
3.1. Definitions 
Definition 3.1. Let M and N be two matrices of Atnxm(~911fnat(A»). We shall say 
that the pair (M, N) forms a matrix identity if and only if we have 
Vi E [1, n], Vj E [1, m], A (Mi ) = A(Ni) 
Then we shall denote it by M = N. 
We extend in the same way the notion of deduction: indeed, we shall say that a 
matrix identity is a consequence of a system of identities .'ii iff each entry of this 
identity can be .'ii-deduced in the usual sense. We also define the constant coefficient 
c( M) of a matrix M of Atn x m (~911fn at(A») as the matrix of the constant coefficients 
of the entries of M. Finally, we shall say that a pair (M, N) of matrices in 
Atn x m (~911fn at(A») forms a matrix inequality and we shall denote it by M,;;; N iff we 
have 
Vi E [1, n], Vj E [1, m], Mi,j';;; Ni,j' 
We also extend as above the notion of deduction to matrix inequalities. 
3.2. The formal star of a matrix 
We can now come to the most important definition for matrices of f!lJ-rational 
expressions: the notion of formal star of a square matrix in Atnxn ( ~911fnat(A». To 
define this concept, it seems natural to use an inductive method. This will lead us 
to define a notion of star relatively to a cutting of [1, n]: to formalize this situation, 
we must introduce the free magma on one letter. 
Recall (Bourbaki [4, Section 1.7.1]). We denote Atfl the free magma constructed on 
the one element set {X}. Atfl is the union of the sequence of sets (Atfln) nEN constructed 
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inductively as follows: at first, we get .;(;{gl = {X}; then, for every n:;:,; 2, .;(;{gn is the 
sum set of the sets .;(;{gp x .;(;{gn-p for p E [1, n -1]. 
Definition 3.2. Let M be a matrix of .;(;{nxn( ~oo~at<A» and let a be in .;(;{gn' Then 
we shall denote by M! the star of M relative to a: it is the matrix inductively defined 
as follows: 
(a) when n = 1, a = X and the star of M relative to a will be the star in the usual 
sense of the rational expression MI,I; 
(b) If n:;:,; 2, there exists a unique pair (p, q) E N* x N* with P + q = n such that 
a = ({3, 'Y) with {3 E .;(;{gp and 'Y E .;(;{gq. Then we can decompose M in the following 
way: 
p q 
M=;(ffi) 
and we define 
p q 
(A+BD*C)* A~B(D+CA~B)*'Y) * P 'Y {3" " M -
a- q D~C(A+BD~C)Z (D+CAZB)~ 
Remark. If Tn is the nth Catalan number, there are exactly Tn distinct ways to 
compute the star of a n x n matrix with the above inductive formulas. 
Let us recall the following miraculous result which shows that (M) and (S) 
together imply their matrix versions. 
Theorem 3.1 (Krob [11, Chap. 3, Proposition IV.2]). Let A be an alphabet, let P, Q 
be two square matrices of "«nxn(~oo£1lat(A»), let M be in "«nxmUgoo£1lat{A») and let N 
be in .;(;{mxn(~oo£1lat<A»). Then, for every a in .;(;{gn and {3 in .;(;{gm, we have 
(M) 1\ (S) f-- (MN)! = In + M(NM)ZN, 
(M) 1\ (S) f-- (P+ Q)! = (P!Q)!P!. 
Corollary 3.2 (Conway [7, p.ll0], Krob [11]). Let M be a matrix of 
.;(;{nxn(~oo~at(A». Then, for every pair (a, {3) of elements of .;(;{gn, we have 
(M) 1\ (S) f-- M! = MZ. 
Proof. Let (a, {3) be a pair of elements in .;(;{gn' Let us now apply the previous 
theorem with N = In. Thus, we obtain the identity 
(M) 1\ (S) f-- M! = In + M.MZ. 
But, this identity gives in particular, when a = {3, 
(M) 1\ (S) f-- MZ = In + M.M~. 
We can now immediately conclude to our corollary. 0 
(1) 
(2) 
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Remark (Krob [11, Chap. 3, Proposition IV.l]). It can also be proved that each 
identity (AI) or (Ar) implies its own matrix version. 
Conseq~ence. From now on, we will always work modulo (M) and (S). Thus, we 
can now speak of the star of a matrix. 
Note. This convention is equivalent to identifying the iJJ-algebra Alnxn (jgooi1'lat(A)) 
with its quotient algebra with the finest iJJ-algebra congruence that identifies the 
consequences of (M) and (S). By Corollary 3.2, Alnxn (jgooi1'lat(A)) is now clearly a 
iJJ-*-bound-algebra since we can easily check by induction on n that 
O~ = Id n and Id~ = Idn • 
It remains to check that the iJJ-*-bound-algebra structure of Alnxn(jg~Ai1'lat(A)) 
defined above is consistent. In other words, we must see if our definition of the 
formal star is related to the natural star that exists in Alnxn ( gp(A *)). At first, observe 
that (Alnxn(gp(A*)), U, x) has a natural iJJ-algebra structure inherited from gp(A*). 
Moreover, we can give it a iJJ-*-algebra structure if we extend the star of gp(A*) 
by defining for every Min Alnxn(gp(A*)), 
( gp) 
This gives a iJJ-*-bound-algebra structure to Alnxn(gp(A*)) as can be easily checked. 
Let us still denote by A the iJJ-algebra morphism from Alnxm (jgooi1'lat(A)) into 
Alnxm(gp(A*)), called matrix interpretation, which is defined by 
Notes. (1) With this definition, we can rewrite Definition 3.1 as follows: 
VM,NEAlnxm (jgooi1'lat(A)), M"'='N iff A(M)=A(N). 
(2) The morphism A maps in fact Alnxm (jgYJi1'lat(A)) into Alnxm(Rat(A*)). 
Then, the following result establishes that the formal star of a matrix in 
Alnxn (jgooi1'lat(A)) has for interpretation the star, in the sense of relation (gp), of the 
interpretation of this matrix. 
Proposition 3.3 (Krob [11, Chap. 3, Proposition 111.9]). The mapping A from 
Alnxn (jgooi1'lat(A)) into Alnxn(gp(A*)), which is defined by (A), is a iJJ-*-morphism. 
3.3. Deductions and matrices 
In this section, we show that several properties of the usual deductions hold also 
for matrix deductions. The two first results concern deductions of sums and products 
of matrices: their proofs are easy and are left to the reader. 
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Proposition 3.4. Let A be an alphabet and let .sIl be a system of [l}J-rational identities. 
Then,for every M, N, P, QE Alnxm(~9B911at(A»), we have 
.sIl~M~N} ~ .sIl ~ M + P~ N + Q . .sIl~P~Q 
Proposition 3.S. Let A be an alphabet and let .sIl be a system of [l}J-rational identities. 
Then, for M, N E Alnxm ( ~9B911at(A»), P, Q E Almxp( ~9B911at(A»), we have 
.sIl~M~N} ~ .sIl ~ M.P~ N.Q . 
.sIl~P~Q 
We can now study how a star can be deduced in a matrix deduction. 
Proposition 3.6. Let A be an alphabet and let .sIl be a system of [l}J-rational identities. 
Then,for every M, N, P, QEAlnxn(~9B911at(A»), we have 
.sIl ~ M ~ N ~ .sill (M),(S) M* ~ N*. 
Proof. We shall prove this result by induction on n. If n = 1, the proposition is 
clear. Now let n ~ 2 and let us suppose that our result is proved for every order 
<no Then let M, N be two matrices of Alnxn(~9B911at(A») such that 
Ole) 
Let us write M and N as follows: 
n-1 1 n-1 
M = n ~ 1 ( ~ I ~) and N = n ~ 1 ( ~ I ~ ). 
then relation ('Je) gives us immediately 
It follows from the induction hypothesis that 
.sill (M),(S) D* ~ H*. (0) 
Using the two previous propositions, it follows from (0) that 
.sill (M),(S) A + BD*C ~ E + FH*G 
f----- (A + BD*C)* ~ (E + FH*G)* (1) 
(M),(S) D*C(A + BD*C)* ~ H*G(E + FH*G)*. (2) 
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However, using Propositions 3.4 and 3.5, (~) also implies 
Slif-D+CA*B:=:H+GE*F 
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Hence, applying the induction hypothesis to this matrix identity of order n -1, we 
obtain the following deductions: 
Slil (M),(S) (D+ CA* B)*:=: (H + GE* F)* (3) 
(M),(S) A* B(D+ CA* B)*:=: E* F(H + GE* F)*, (4) 
due to Propositions 3.4 and 3,5. Therefore, according to Definition 3,2 and Corollary 
3.2, relations (1), (2), (3) and (4) shows that 
SIi I (M),(S) M*:=: N*. 
Hence, this ends the induction and proves our proposition. 0 
3.4. Matrix substitutions 
According to the results of the last section, it seems natural to see if we can also 
replace letters by matrices in a deduction. Therefore let us give now the following 
definition. 
Definition 3.3. Let A, B be two alphabets, Then we call matrix substitution of order 
n from A into B, every iYJ-*-morphism from the iYJ-*-algebra ~oo91lat<A> into the 
iYJ-*-algebra JUnxn (~oo91lat<B». 
Remark. We can easily extend this notion to matrix substitutions in matrices of 
JUnxm ( ~oo91lat<A» when this operation makes sense. 
Proposition 3.7. Let A, B be alphabets and let (T be a matrix substitution of order n 
from A into B. Then, there is a unique iYJ-*-morphism iT from Rat(A*) into 
fto x n (Rat( B*)) whiCh makes the followinf! diagram commutative: 
if Rat(A*) --~) JUnxn(Rat(B*)) 
Proof. Observe that the unicity of iT is obvious. Indeed, if the previous diagram is 
commutative, we have necessarily for every letter a E A, 
iT(a) = iT(A(a)) = A(O'(a)). (1) 
Hence this relation clearly imposes the value of the iYJ-*-morphism iT on every 
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rational language L over A. Conversely, let us define for every LE Rat(A*), 
iT(L) = U A(O"(W))EvUnxn (9J>(B*)), 
WEL 
where we denote for every w = a\ ... an in A*, 0"( w) = O"(a\) ... O"(an). Then we can 
easily check that the mapping iT is a iYJ-*-morphism from the iYJ-*-algebra Rat(A*) 
in the iYJ-*-algebra vUnxn (9J>(B*)). But, we have by construction, 
Va E A, iT(a) = A (O"(a)) E vUnxn(Rat(B*)). 
It follows clearly that iT is a iYJ-*-morphism from Rat(A*) into vUnxn(Rat(B*)). 
Therefore, since we may easily check that this mapping iT makes the desired diagram 
commutative, this ends our proof. 0 
It follows from the above result that rational identities are stable by matrix 
substitutions. 
Corollary 3.8. Let A, B be two alphabets, let 0" be a matrix substitution of order n 
from A into B and let E, F be expressions of ~oo9Jlat(A>. Then, we have 
E "'" F => O"(E) "'" O"(F). 
Proof. Let us denote by iT the morphism associated with 0" by Proposition 3.7 and 
let E "'" F be a rational identity. Thus we have A (E) = A (F). Therefore, we can write, 
according to the previous proposition, 
A(O"(E)) = iT(A(E)) = iT(A(F)) = A(O"(F)). 
This means exactly that we have the matrix identity O"(E) "'" O"(F). 0 
Let s'l be a system of identities that implies all the matrix identities obtained by 
matrix substitutions from s'l. Then the following proposition shows that the s'l-
deductions are stable by matrix substitutions for such a system. 
Proposition 3.9. Let A, B be alphabets and let s'l be a system of iYJ-rational identities 
over A. Let us suppose that we have for every matrix substitution 0" from A into B, 
s'll (M).(S) 0"( s'l) 
Then, for every matrix substitution 0" from A into B and for every rational expression 
E, F in ~oo9Jlat(A>, we have 
s'l f- E "'" F => s'll (M),(S) O"(E) "'" O"(F). 
Proof. First, observe that Corollary 3.8 ensures the consistency of our result. We 
shall now show by induction on the length I of the deduction 
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that we have for every matrix substitution (T, 
d I (M),(S) (T(E) = (T(F). 
If I = 1, then either E = F or E = F is an identity of d. In these two cases, it follows 
clearly from (*) that d implies the identity (T(E) = (T(F). Let us suppose now that 
the result is proved at order 1-1 and let (E j , F;) j~ l,t be an d-deduction of length 
I. If the identity (EI, FI) comes from the previous ones by product, sum or star, it 
follows easily from Propositions 3.4, 3.5 and 3.6 and from the induction hypothesis 
that we have 
(1) 
If (EI, FI) comes from the previous identities by symmetry, transitivity, if it is an 
element of d or if Et = FI, (1) is obvious. Finally, if (EI' FI) comes from a previous 
identity by use of a usual substitution 7, we have 
3i < I, EI = 7(E;) and Ft = 7(F;). 
Then the induction hypothesis applied to the matrix substitution (T 0 7 gives 
This means exactly that the relation (1) is true in this case. Therefore this ends our 
induction and proves our proposition. 0 
3.5. Matrix version of a rational identity 
Let A be an alphabet. Let us now define the family (Xa)acA of alphabets by 
Xa = {x~j, 1 ~ i,j ~ n} for every a E A and let us denote for every a E A, 
Let us also denote by X the union of the alphabets Xa' We will call generic substitution 
of order n the matrix substitution y~ from A into X defined by 
Va E A, y~(a) = Ga. 
This leads us to the definition of the matrix version of an identity. 
Definition 3.4. Let A be an alphabet. Then we call matrix version of order n of a 
~-rational identity (E, F) over A, the matrix identity 
'Y~(E) = y~(F). 
Proposition 3.10. Let A, B be alphabets, let (E, F) be a ~-rational identity and let (T 
be a matrix substitution of order n from A into B. Then we have 
'Y~(E) = 'Y~(F) I (M).(S) dE) = (T(F). 
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Proof. Let us define a substitution r from ~9lI911at(X) into ~9lI911at(B) by 
Va E A, Vi,jE [1, n], r(xf,j) = (O"(a))i,j' 
The universal property of ~9lI911at(A) implies clearly that we have 0" = r 0 "}'~ and 
our result follows easily from this last equality. 0 
Remark. This proposition explains why only the generic version of a given rational 
identity was called its matrix version. 
According to Propositions 3.9 and 3.10, it is interesting to find under which 
conditions a system of 9Zl-rational identities d implies its matrix versions. 
Lemma 3.11. Let d be a system of 9Zl-rational identities over an alphabet A. Then, for 
every n, p in N*, we have 
Vp~ n, [d I (M),(S) "}'~(d)] ~ [d I (M),(S) "}'~(d)]. 
Proof. Let p ~ n be two integers in N* and let us suppose that d implies "}'~(d) 
modulo (M), (S). Then, let us denote by Xp c Xn the alphabets associated with the 
substitutions "}'~ and "}'~ and let us consider 
p n-p 
Va E A, Ma = p ("}'~(a) 0) ~~ (C:S> ()Jj (X)) v ":"":"":"'--'-+--0- E .I/1/,nxn 09l1.nat p • 
n-p 0 
Then we can obviously define a substitution 0" from Xn into Xp such that 
Let us denote by r the matrix substitution 0" 0 "}'~. Since "}'~(d) is a consequence 
from d, we obtain immediately applying the usual substitution 0", 
d I (M),(S) 0"( "}'~(d)) = r(d). 
But it follows easily from the universal property of the 9Zl-*-algebra ~9lI911at(A) that 
r satisfies the following relation: 
p n-p 
p ("}'~(E) I 0 ) VEE ~9lI911at(A), r(E) = n _ p 0 c(E)I
n
_
p 
(0) 
According to (*), it follows immediately from (0) that d implies "}'~(d). 0 
The next proposition shows that the generic version of order 2 of a system of 
identities d is strong enough to imply all the matrix versions of d. 
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Proposition 3.12. Let A be an alphabet and let SIi be a system of [YJ-rational identities 
over A. Then, for every n in N, we have 
[Sli I (M),(S) 'Y~(SIi)] ~ [Sli I (M),(S) 'Y~(SIi)]. 
Proof. To obtain this result, we can restrict ourselves to show by lemma 3.11 that 
Vn ~ 1, [Sli I (M),(S) 'Y~(SIi)] ~ [Sli I (M),(S) 'Y3;(SIi)]. 
We will prove it by induction on n. Let us suppose now this result is proved at 
order n ~ 1 and let us show it at order n + 1. We can then always write 
VaEA, 
Let us now consider the matrix substitutions (Ti) 1,,; i,j,,;2 defined by 
VaEA, 
According to the universal property of )gooi1'lat(A), we have obviously 
(1) 
(M),(S) 2 Let us suppose now that SIi I 'Y A(SIi). Therefore, applying the induction 
hypothesis and Proposition 3.10, we obtain 
Vi,jE[I,2], Slil (M),(S) TijSli). 
The relation (1) now permits us to conclude immediately that the induction 
hypothesis holds at order n + 1. Hence, this ends our proof. 0 
Note. Consequently, it follows from Proposition 3.9 that if we have 
-A I (M),(S) 2 ( -A) 
.YY- 'Y A .YY- , 
then, for every matrix substitution a, we have 
SIi 't-- E = F ~ SIi 't-- a(E) = a(F). 
3.6. Derivations and matrices 
We can clearly define, entry by entry, the notion of a derivative with respect to 
a letter for a matrix. This matrix derivative is [YJ-linear. The following propositions, 
whose proofs are left to the reader since they can be easily proved by induction on 
n, show how it transforms products and stars. 
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Proposition 3.13. Let A be an alphabet, let n, mEN and let M, N be matrices of 
Alnxm(lCooi¥lat(A)) and of Almxn(lCooi¥lat(A)). Then, for every a in A, we have 
oa(MN) = oa(M)N + c(M)oa(N). 
Proposition 3.14. Let A be an alphabet, let n be an integer and let M be a matrix of 
Alnxn(lCooi¥lat(A)). Then, for every letter a of A, we have 
(M) A (S) I- oa(M*):::: (c(M))*oa(M)M*. 
4. The + operation 
4.1. The + operation for rational expressions 
For technical reasons that will appear later, some results can be stated and proved 
more easily with the + operation. This explains why we have devoted this short 
section to the study of + though it is equivalent to *. 
Definition 4.1. For every E E lCooi¥lat(A), we denote E+ = E.E*. 
Note. Since we work module (M) and (S), we have 
E+ = E.(1 + E*.E) = (1 + E.E*).E = E*.E. 
A 9JJ-subalgebra of lCooi¥lat(A), stable by +, will said to be 9JJ-+-subalgebra of 
lCooi¥lat(A). We also introduce the notion of non-unitary 9JJ-+-algebra: it is a 9JJ-+-
algebra which has not necessarily a unit for the product. 
Proposition 4.1. Modulo (M) and (S), the following statements are true: 
(1) the non-unitary 9JJ-+-algebra of the 9JJ-rational expressions with zero constant 
coefficient is generated by A as non-unitary 9JJ-+-algebra; 
(2) lCooi¥lat(A) is generated as 9JJ-+-algebra by A. 
Proof. Let us denote by K = Ker c the 9JJ-algebra of the expressions with zero 
constant coefficient. K is clearly a non-unitary 9JJ-+-algebra that contains A. Con-
versely, let L be a non-unitary 9JJ-+-algebra containing A. We shall show by induction 
on the star height of E that we have for every E in lCooi¥lat(A), 
c(E)=O ~ EEL. (i¥l ) 
For star height 0, (i¥l) is obvious. Let us suppose now that our result is proved for 
any star height < n and let E be an expression of star height n. According to 
proposition 2.11, we can write E modulo (M) and (S) as follows: 
E =I E;,(F;)* ... E;n_JF;J*E;n+,' 
; 
where E; and F; are of star height < n and where moreover c(F; ) = 0 for every ip • P P P 
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By the induction hypothesis, we obtain 
Since c(E) = 0, we have for every i at least C(Ei ) = 0 for some Ei which will p p 
therefore be in L by our hypothesis. But, we have modulo (M) and (5), 
Ei,(Fi)* ... Ein_JFiJ* Ein " = Ei,(1 + F~) ... Ein)l + F~)Ei,,+,. 
By Proposition 2.3, there exists some Dip with C(Di) = 0 (and hence in L) such that 
we have modulo (M) and (5), Ei "'" C(Ei ) + Di . Hence, by distributivity, it follows p p p 
easily that we have for every monomial, 
since we have C(Ei) = ° for some ip • Therefore EEL. This ends our induction and 
proves (1). On the other hand, (2) follows from the fact that for every E in ~PJJi(Jlat(A), 
E* = 1 + E+ since ~PJJi(Jlat(A) is generated as *-algebra by A. D 
The distinction that appeared above does not exist with the * operation: indeed, 
every non-unitary sub-OO-*-algebra of ~PJJi(Jlat(A) contains 1 since 0* = 1, and, there-
fore, is a OO-*-algebra in the usual sense. 
Note. The classical identities do not have a very pleasant form if + is the only 
operation used. For instance, the reader can verify that 
4.2. The + operation for matrices 
Definition 4.2. We define the + operation for matrices by 
VME.4tnxn(~PJJfYlat<A», M+=M.M*. 
Note. By Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 3.2, we have modulo (M) and (5), M+ = M*.M. 
Proposition 4.2. Let n;:;' 2 and let M be a matrix of .;ttnxn(~PJJi(Jlat(A») given by 
p q 
M=;(~ I ~) 
with p + q = n. Then the matrix M+ is equal modulo (M) and (5) to 
p q 
M+ = p( (A+ BC+ BD+Ct (Ip+A+)B(Iq+(D+ CB+ CA+Bt)) 
q (Iq+D+)C(Ip+(A+BC+BD+Ct (D+CB+CA+Bt 
Proof. It is an immediate consequence of Definition 3.2 and Theorem 3.1. D 
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Remark. The previous proposition gives an inductive definition which allows us to 
compute M+ for every matrix. This definition is less pleasant to use than the 
corresponding one for the star. But, it will be important to know that such a definition 
exists. 
S. Maximal ideals of a semigroup 
This section is independent of the previous ones. Its only purpose is to group 
some classical results concerning maximal ideals of a semigroup that will be needed 
in the sequel. We refer to [17] for the standard definitions concerning semigroups 
that will not be recalled here. 
5.1. Maximal left and right ideals 
Definition 5.1. Let S be a semigroup. Then we call maximal left (resp. right) ideal 
every non-trivial (Le. distinct from 0 and from S) left (resp. right) ideal I of S such 
that we have for every left (resp. right) ideal 1 of S, 
1¢.1cS ~ 1=S. 
Let us recall (see [17, p. 73]) that a semigroup is said to be left (resp. right) simple 
iff it does not have any non-trivial left (resp. right) ideal. We can now give the 
following result which the reader can easily prove: 
Proposition 5.1. Let S be a finite semigroup. Then the following statements are 
equivalent: 
(1) S has a maximal left (resp. right) ideal; 
(2) S is not left (resp. right) simple. 
The following proposition is obvious and its proof is left to the reader. 
Proposition 5.2. Let S be a semigroup and let I ¥- S be a left (resp. right) ideal of S. 
Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(1) I is a maximal left (resp. right) ideal of S; 
(2) VtES-I, luSI.t=S (resp. lut.SI=S). 
Corollary 5.3. Let S be a semigroup and let I h.: a maximal left (resp. right) ideal of 
S. Then S - I is a 5t-class (resp. a [lfl-class) of S. 
Proof. We shall work in the left ideal case. Let a, (3 be elements of S - 1. By the 
previous proposition, we have I u SI.a = S and I u SI.(3 = S. Therefore, since a and 
f3 are not in I; we can write 
a E SI.f3 and f3 E SI.a ~ SI.a = SI.f3. 
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Hence, a and {3 are in the same £'-class_ But, an element of I and an element of 
S - I cannot be in the same £'-class. From this remark, we can immediately conclude 
our proposition. 0 
Note. It is easy to see that all the results above can be generalized to the two-sided 
ideal case. 
5.2. Semigroup generated by the complement of a maximal ideal 
We present here a classical result that was introduced by Krohn and Rhodes. It 
can be found in [15, p. 87] in a slightly different form. 
Proposition 5.4. Let S be a non-left (resp. right) simple finite semigroup and let I be 
a maximal left (resp. right) ideal of s. Then, only the two following situations can 
appear: 
(1) the semigroup generated by S - I is strictly included in S; 
(2) S - I is reduced to a unique element a and a 2 E I. 
Proof. We will do the proof in the left ideal case. Let a be in S - I. Since I is a 
maximal left ideal of S, we are in one of the following situations: 
(a) Iu S.a = I, i.e. S.a c lor 
(b) I u S.a = S. 
At first, we shall study case (a). By Proposition 5.2, we have 
I u SI.a = I u S.a u {a} = S. 
It follows that I u {a} = S and hence that S - I is reduced to a unique element a 
whose square is in I as S.a c I. Therefore this ends our study in case (a). Let us 
suppose now that we are in case (b). Then the previous study allows us to claim 
that we have 
(1) 
Hence, we deduce from (1) that we have for every a, {3 E S - I, 
a E S.{3 and {3 E S.a (i.e. S.{3 = S.a). 
Let us then denote by L the semigroup defined by L = S.a for every a E S - I. It is 
clear that S - I c L. Therefore, if L,e S, the semigroup generated by S - I is included 
in L and hence is obviously a strict subsemigroup of S. In the other case, L = S. 
Thus, we have S.a = S for every a in S - I. Then, it is easy to show that S - I = 
{a E S, S.a = S}. It follows easily that here S - I is a semigroup, strictly included in 
S. This last case ends our proof. 0 
Corollary 5.5. Let S be a non-left (resp. right) simple finite semigroup and let I be a 
maximal left (resp. right) ideal of s. Then, the semigroup generated by S - I is not 
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strictly included in S if and only if S is isomorphic to N~.p and I is isomorphic to 
N~.p - {I} for some integers n, p. 
Proof. According to Proposition 5.4, the situation of the corollary can only appear 
if S - 1= {a} with a 2 E 1. Hence, the semigroup generated by S - I is generated by 
a and therefore is isomorphic to N~.p for some integers n, p (see [17, p. 19]). The 
corollary now follows easily. 0 
6. Semigroup rational identities 
6.1. Identities associated with a semigroup morphism 
Let A be an alphabet, let S be a finite semigroup, let E be a finite set on which 
S acts on the right and let", be a semigroup morphism from A + into S. Let us also 
consider the matrix of .4lExE(~oog'lat<A)): 
C (S, E, "') = ( La) . 
eljJ(a)=f (e,f)EExE 
Let us finally denote 
[C(S, E, ",)t = (Ee,f)(e,f)EExE' 
Lemma 6.1. For every couple (eJ) of elements of E, we have 
A (Ee,f) = U w. 
eljJ(w)=f 
Proof. We can write by Proposition 3.3, 
00 
A(C(S, E, ",t) = (A(Ee,f))(e,f)EExE = U [A(C(S, E, ",))Y. 
p=! 
It is also easy to prove by induction on p that we have for every p E N*, 
A(C(S, E, "'W = ( L w) . 
eljJ(w)=f (e,f)EExE 
wEAP 
Our lemma now follows easily from relations (1) and (2). 0 
The previous lemma shows immediately the validity of the definition: 
(1) 
(2) 
Definition 6.1. For every e in E, we shall denote by P( "', e) the following ~-rational 
identity: 
P("" e): A+:::: L Ee,f' 
fEE 
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Remark. The identity P( 1/1, e) can be written under the matrix form 
that will be used often in the sequel (see Notation 1-4). 
6.2. Identities associated with the action of a semigroup on a set 
Let S be a finite semigroup, let E be a finite set on which S acts on the right and 
let p = {Slo"" sn} be a subset of S. Let us now introduce an alphabet Ap = {a" s E p}, 
indexed by p. Then we can consider the natural semigroup morphism ({)p from A; 
into S defined by 
'f/sEp, ({)p(as)=s. 
We shall here denote by C(S, E, p) the matrix C(S, E, ({)p). Hence this leads us to 
the following definition: 
Definition 6.2. For every e in E, the identity P( ({)p, e) over the alphabet Ap will be 
called the semigroup identity of order e associated with the action of S on E relatively 
to p and denoted by P(S, E, p, e). 
Remark. The identity P(S, E, p, e) can be written under the matrix form 
P(S, E, p, e): A+::: uA C(S, E, p )t.u. 
6.2.1. Identities associated with the action of a semigroup on a set 
At first, there is a very important special case of the previous definition which 
corresponds to the case p = S. In fact, it will be essentially the only one that we will 
consider in a first approach. We will denote by C(S, E) the matrix C(S, E, S). This 
leads us to the definition: 
Definition 6.3. When p = S, the i13·rational identity peS, E, S, e) over As will be 
denoted by P( S, E, e) and will be called the semigroup identity of order e associated 
with the action of S on E. 
Note. This definition will provide us with a framework that will permit us to unify 
several results. But, we are essentially interested in fact by the case where S acts 
naturally on the right on itself. 
6.2.2. Identities associated with a semigroup 
There are also two important particular cases of Definition 6.2 that correspond 
to E = S equipped with its natural action on itself. Thus we shall denote by 
C(S, p) the matrix C(S, S, p) where p is a subset of S, 
C(S) the matrix C(S, S, S) when p = S. 
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This leads us to the two following definitions: 
Definition 6.4. When E = S, the ~-rational identity P(S, S, p, s) over the alphabet 
Ap will be called the semigroup identity of order s associated with S relatively to p 
and will be denoted by P(S, p, s). 
Definition 6.5. When E = Sand p = S, the ~-rational identity P(S, S, S, s) over the 
alphabet As will be called the semigroup identity of order s associated with Sand 
will be denoted by P(S, s). 
Notes. (1) The identities P(S, E, p, s) and P(S, E, s) are respectively identities over 
alphabets with Ipl and lSI letters. 
(2) We will study in Section 14 the identities P(S, p, s) in the case where p is a 
generating system of S. 
6.3. Somes properties of semigroup identities 
Observe that it follows from the following property applied with p = S that the 
semigroup identities imply their versions relative to any subset. This explains why 
we will consider only semigroup identities initially. 
Proposition 6.2. Let S be a finite semigroup right acting on a finite set E, let piC P be 
two subsets of S and let e be in E. Then we have 
P(S, E, p, e) I (M),(S) P(S, E, pi, e). 
Proof. Let us denote by u the substitution of Ap into Ap' defined by 
't/SEp_p', u(as)=O and <irE pi, u(ar)=ar. 
Therefore we clearly have u( C(S, E, p)) = C(S, E, pi). It follows that 
u([ C(S, E, p )]+) = [C(S, E, p')t. 
The proposition is now obtained immediately. 0 
The following proposition shows that it is not necessary to consider the unit for 
S, if it exists, in order to study semigroup identities. 
Proposition 6.3. Let S be a monoid, let E be a finite set on which S acts on the right. 
Then, for every e in E, we have 
(M),(S) 
P(S, E, S-{Id}, e) I I P(S, E, e). 
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Proof. According to Proposition 6.2, we can restrict ourselves to proving 
{ } ) (M),(S) (S E ) P(S, E, S - Id ,e 1 P , ,e. 
Let us denote n = lEI. Then we have obviously 
C(S, E) = C(S, E, S-{Id})+a'd.In. 
It follows from this relation that 
(C(S, E))+ = (C(S, E, S - {Id}) + ald.In)+. 
Therefore we have 
(M) 1\ (S) I-- (C(S, E))* "'" (aldIn )*( C(S, E, S - {Id})( a'dIn)*)* 
I-- (C(S, E))* "'" atd( C(S, E, S -{Id})atd)*' 
Let us denote by 0' the substitution from AS{Id} into As defined by 
'v'sES-{Id}, O'(a,) = asatd' 
Thus relation (1) can be rewritten as 
(M) 1\ (S) I--- (C(S, E))* "'" atdO'[( C(S, E, S - {Id} ))*] 
I--- ue ( C(S, E) )*u "'" atdO'[ ue ( C(S, E, S - {Id}))*u] 
1 P(S,E,S-{Id},e) (C(S E))* "'" * [A* ] Ue , U aldO' S-{Id} 
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(1) 
Using Proposition 6.4 (which is independent of this result), it is now straightforward 
to finish the proof. 0 
Remark. It follows from Proposition 6.3 that we have for every semigroup S, 
P(S, E, e) 1-1 _(M_)_,(S_)-il P(S\ E, e). 
6.4. Monoid identities 
We will here associate with every monoid another identity equivalent to the one 
associated by the previous process. Now let M be a finite monoid that acts on the 
right on a finite set E and let p be a subset of M. Then, let us introduce the following 
two matrices: 
[C(M, E, p )]* = (Fe,f )(eJ)£ ExE and [C(M, E, p)t = (Ee,f )(e,f)EExE' 
Then, the following relations hold clearly modulo (M) and (S): 
'v' e ¥ fEE, EeJ = FeJ and VeE E, Ee,e = 1 + Fe,e-
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The validity of the following definition follows immediately from these relations 
and from Definition 6.2. 
Definition 6.6. For every e E E, we shall denote by Q(M, E, p, e), the identity 
Q(M, E, p, e): At:=:: L Fe,f, 
fEE 
that will be called the monoid identity of order e associated with the action of M 
on E relative to p. 
Note. As in Section 6.2, we could define the different special cases of Definition 6.6. 
Let us now show the equivalence between monoid identities and semigroup 
identities of the same order. 
Proposition 6.4. For every monoid M, for every subset p of M, for every set E on which 
M acts on the right and for every element e of E, we have 
(M),(S) P(M, E, p, e) I I Q(M, E, p, e). 
Proof. At first, we have for every e E E, 
Therefore the deduction 
P(M E ) I (M),(S) Q(M E ) 
, ,p, e , ,p, e 
is obvious. To show the other deduction, let us observe at first that 
Q( M E ) I (M),(S) , ,p, e (1) 
Now, we have by definition 
[C(M, E, p)t = [C(M, E, p)]*C(M, E, p). 
It follows that we have, for every fin E, 
L Fe,u ( Lam) = Ee,f. 
UEE um=f 
Therefore this implies 
L Ee,f = L L L Fe,uam = L L L Fe,uam 
fEE fEE UEE um=f UEE fEE um=f 
= L Fe,u( L I am) = I Fe,u( I am). 
uEE fEE um=f UEE mEp 
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Hence, according to (1), we have proved that 
Q( M E ) I (M),(S) , ,p, e A>= L Ee,f H P(M, E, p, e), 
lEE 
Therefore this ends our proof. D 
Note. When we work with monoids, and specially with groups, it will often be easier 
to use monoid identities rather than semigroup identities in effective computations. 
Consequence. For every semigroup S right acting on a set E and for every e in E, 
we have according to Propositions 6.3 and 6.4, 
) (M),(S) 1 ) P(S, E, e I I Q(S ,E, e . 
Hence, this shows that it is equivalent from the deduction viewpoint to work with 
the family of the semigroup identities P(S) or with the family of the monoid identities 
Q(M). 
7. Structure of C(S, Et 
The purpose of this section, which is the main part of our study, is to show that 
the matrix [C(S, E)t has in a certain sense the same structure as C(S, E). This 
result will be essential by its consequences. 
7.1. Action matrices of a semigroup on a set 
Definition 7.1. Let S be a finite semigroup right acting on a finite set E. Then we 
call action matrices of Son E the matrices (MS),ES defined by 
'r:Is E S, M, = (8es,f )(e,f)cEXE E );lEXE(OO).4 
Remarks. (1) The action matrices permit to represent the action of S on E In 
);lEXE(OO); this means that we have 
'r:Is, tE S, M,M, = Mu' 
(2) Using the action matrices of S on E, the matrix C(S, E) can be written 
C(S, E) = L a,Ms ' 
SES 
Definition 7.2. Let S be a finite semigroup right acting on a finite set E. Then we 
shall denote by ~[S, E] the matrix OO-algebra defined by 
~[S, E] = L ~~J3~at(A)M, c );lExE(~g{j~at(A»). 
SES 
4 We recall that Be,} denotes the Kronecker symbol which is equal to 1 when e = f and to 0 when e 7" f 
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Remark. Observe that ~[S, E] is the ~ilIl~at(A)-subalgebra of .4tExE(~ilIl~at(A») 
which is generated by the action matrices of S on E. 
We can now present the main theorem we want to prove: we shall show that 
there exist rational expressions (ES).ES, independent of E, such that the following 
rational identity holds: 
.4t(S, E): (L asMS) + "'" L EsMs 
SES SES 
modulo some @-rational identities that we will make precise. This is equivalent to 
prove that ~[S, E] is +-stable, modulo these identities. 
Note. We understand here why + was introduced. Indeed, since the unit matrix is 
not in general an action matrix, (.4t(S, E)) cannot be stated with *. 
7.2. Natural action of groups 
We shall now prove the above result in the case of groups acting naturally on 
themselves. Observe that the action in the sense of semi groups is the same as in the 
usual sense for this natural action. 
Definition 7.3. We associate with every finite group G the following matrices that 
take account of the left natural action of G on itself: 
Remark. We can easily see that 
In particular, every matrix Pg is regular, with Pg-I as inverse. 
Notation. Let I be a finite set. Then, for every subset ~ of .4tlx/(~ilIl~at(A»), we 
shall denote by CI(~) the centralizer in .4tIXI(~ilIl~at(A») of ~: 
The following result shows the connection between the matrices associated with 
the left action of G on itself and the ~ilIl~at(A)-algebra ~[G, G]. 
Proposition 7.1. Let G be a finite group equipped with its right natural action on itself. 
Then, we have 
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Proof. Let M be in AtGxG (goo9Rat(A»). Then, we can write for every g in G, 
MPg = ( L M(u, W)Bgw.v) = (M(u, g-lV))(u,v)EG~G' 
WEG (U,V)EGxG 
PgM = ( L Bgu,wM(w, V)) = (M(gu, v))(U,V)EGXG' 
WEG (U,V)EGxG 
From these two relations, we immediately deduce that 
ME Cd(Pg)gEG] ~ 't/g E G, 't/u, v E G, M(gu, v) = M(u, g-IV) 
~ 't/g E G, 't/u, v E G, M(u, v) = M(gu, gv) 
~ 't/u, v E G, M(u, v) = M(1, u-1v) 
~ 't/u, v E G, M(u, v) = L M(1, g)Bug,v' 
gEG 
This shows that M belongs to the centralizer of the family (Pg)gEG iff 
M = L M(1, g)Mg. 
g£.G 
i.e. iff M belongs to g[ G, G]. This was exactly what we wanted to obtain. 0 
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We can now make precise the structure of [C( G)]* for every finite group G. It 
is given by the following proposition that generalizes a result of Conway (see [7, 
p. 111]), proved only in the case G = 7L/ n7L. 
Proposition 7.2. Let (Mg)gEG be the action matrices of a finite group G relative to its 
natural right action on itself. Then, there exist rational expressions (Eg) gE G such that 
we have modulo (M) and (S), 
[ L agMgJ* = L EgMg. gEG gEG 
Proof. Let us denote by C the centralizer in AtGxG ( goo9Rat(A») of the matrices 
(Pg}gEG associated with the left natural action of G. Let us define also 
(1) 
By Proposition 7.1, At E C. We will show that At* E C, modulo (M) and (S). Then 
our result will follow by Proposition 7.1. Now let g E G. Using (M), we can write 
(PgAtPg-t)* = ~GI + PgAt[Pg-tPgAt]* Pg-t = Pg[~GI + AtAt*]Pg-t 
= PgAt* Pg-t. 
But, since At E C, we have At = PgAtPg-t. It follows that we have 
At* = PgAt* Pg-t (i.e. At* Pg = PgAt*). 
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Hence, since this result is true for every g in G, we have proved that Af* belongs 
to C. Therefore it ends the proof. D 
Corollary 7.3. Let (Mg) gE G be the action matrices of a finite group G for its right 
natural action. Then there exist rational expressions (Eg)gEG such that we have modulo 
(M) and (S), 
[ 1: agMg] + = 1: EgMg. 
gEG gEG 
Proof. It is an obvious consequence of Proposition 7.2. D 
Corollary 7.4. The [!/J-algebra g[ G, GJ is * and + stable, modulo (M) and (S). 
Proof. This result follows from the two previous propositions: we just have to use 
an ordinary substitution in order to map the generic matrix Af, defined by relation 
(1) in the proof of Proposition 7.2, onto any element of g[ G, GJ. D 
Corollary 7.5. Let G be a finite group and let g, h be in G. Then we have 
P(G, g) I (M),(S) I P(G, h). 
Proof. Let (EI)IEG be the expressions given by Corollary 7.3. Then we have 
P( G, g) I (M),(S) I A~ = I Eg-111 (M),(S) I A~ = I El 
lEG lEG 
for every g in G. The corollary now follows clearly. D 
This result allows us to give the following definition. 
Definition 7.4. Let G be a finite group. Then we shall call the group identity associated 
with G, and denote by P( G), anyone of the equivalent identities (P( G, g))gEG 
considered modulo (M) and (S). 
Note. Owing to Proposition 6.4, we will often use the monoid version of P( G) in 
order to compute explicitly P( G). 
7.3. A generalization of group identities 
In this section, we shall prove a result generalizing in a certain sense the definition 
of the group identity P( G). At first, we shall generalize Corollary 7.4. Therefore, 
Complete systems of @-rational identities 
let us define the matrix p~n) of order [1, n] x G as follows: 
(
pg 
P(l)=p and Vn>-2 p(n)= 0 g g :;.- ,g : 
o 
o I .,. I 0) 
p(n-l) 
g 
According to Proposition 7.1, the next result generalizes Corollary 7.4. 
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Proposition 7.6. For every n;?! 1, the @-algebra Crl,n]xd(pin»)gEG] is a @-*-algebra 
modulo (M) and (S). 
Proof. We shall use an induction on n. First, let us define for every n;?! 1, 
The case n = 1 is an immediate consequence from Propositions 7.1 and 7.4. Now 
let n ;?! 2 and let us suppose that the result is proved at every order ~ n -1. To show 
it at order n, it suffices to see that Cf6n is *-stable. Then let M be a matrix of order 
[1, n] x Gin Cf6n • We can decompose it as follows: 
where A, (B;) j~2,n and (C;) j~2,n are square matrices of order G and where D is a 
square matrix of order [1, n - 1] x G. It is easy to see that 
(1) 
By our induction hypothesis, D* belongs to Cf6n - l • Then let us decompose D* in 
(n _1)2 square blocks of order G as follows: 
D* = (Li .) ( .. ) [2 ] = (Li~'2 Li~. ,n) 
I,J I,J E,n --'-' -+_-+--=-_ 
Li2,n , Lin,n 
As D* E Cf6n - l , it follows that we have 
(2) 
for every i, j E [2, n]. Let us introduce the matrix U = [CA* Bj Jo,j)E[2,n] of order 
[1, n -1] x G. As (Cj )j"'2, (B;)j"'2 and A* are in Cf6 1 , it follows that 
(3) 
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We can now begin proving that M* Erin. According to Definition 3.2, we have 
By (1),(2) and (3), we can now claim that WE Cfi j and Z E cfin - j • Therefore, it 
follows from the induction hypothesis that W* E Cfi j and Z* E cfin - j • Hence, we can 
decompose the matrix Z* in blocks of order G: 
( 
'!l2,2 ... '!l2,n) 
Z* - '!l -: : 
- (/)(i,J)E[2,nj-. . 
'!l2,n '!In,n 
where each matrix '!lj.j belongs to cfi j • Observe finally that, according to Definition 
3.2, the matrices (X;) and (1';) are equal to 
Vi,jE[2, n], Xj=A*(.£ Bj'!lj.j) and Yi=( £ .1i.j~) W*. 
1=2 J=2 
It follows immediately from the previous results that these matrices belong to cfi j • 
Hence we have proved that M* belongs to cfin • This ends our proof. 0 
Let us introduce some further new notations. At first, we associate with every 
finite group G, the matrix 
J = (l)(U,V)EGXG E .;UGxdfJJ3) 
and the matrices j<n) of order [1, n] x G which are defined by 
j<1)=1 and Vn~2 j<n)= ? 
(
10
1 
... 
1 °) 
, . j<n-I) 
° 
To express P( G) in a new form, we shall need the following lemma that the 
reader will easily prove with Proposition 4.2 by induction on the order of 1. 
Lemma 7.7. For every a E A, we have 
(M),,(S) f- (a.Jt"""a+.J. 
Proposition 7.8. Let G be a finite group equipped with its right natural action. Then, 
every matrix M of ~[G, G] commutes with 1 and we have 
Complete systems of ill-rational identities 
Proof. Indeed, let us consider the generic matrix of ~[G, G): 
);( = I agMg E );(Gxd~oo911at(A»). 
gEG 
By Corollary 7.3, there exist gJ-rational expressions (Eg)gEG such that we have 
);(+ = I EgMg 
gEG 
modulo (M), (8). On the other hand, we have 
l.);{ =);{.J = ( I ag ) 1. gEG 
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Therefore );( does commute with 1. Using a substitution, it follows easily that every 
matrix of ~[G, G] does commute with 1. Then, we obtain by Lemma 7.7 
modulo (M) and (8). Thus, we have the equivalence modulo (M) and (8), 
();{.Jt""");{+.J H ( I ag )+ """ I Eg H peG). gEG gEG 
In particular, we have 
P( G) I (M),(S) ();{.Jt """ );{+.J. 
The same result for a general matrix of ~[G, G] now follows clearly. 0 
Remark. Conversely, if we have for every M in ~[G, G], (M.Jt """ M+.J, the identity 
P( G) will follow by taking M = C( G). 
We can now give the main result of this section; according to Proposition 7.1, it 
does appear as a generalization of Proposition 7.8. 
Theorem 7.9. Let G be a finite group and let n ~ 1. Then, every matrix M of order 
[1, n] x G which belongs to the centralizer in );([ l,n)x d ~oo911 at(A») of the matrices 
(p~n))gEG commutes with in' Moreover we have 
P( G) I (M),(S) (M.int""" M+.i;. 
Proof. At first, let us define for every n ~ 1, 
ren = ql,n)xd(p~n))gEG)' 
We shall do the proof by induction on n exactly as for Proposition 7.6. For n = 1, 
the result comes from Proposition 7.8. Let n ~ 2 and let us suppose that our result 
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is proved at any order < n. Then let M be a matrix in Cfin : 
G G G 
where Band C denote the matrices formed with the blocks (BJi'~2 and (CJ;;;;'2, 
respectively. It is easily checked that 
By our induction hypothesis, A, (B;);;;;,2 and (CJ;;;;,2 do commute with J and D 
commutes with in-I' It follows that M commutes with in. Observe now that we 
can write modulo (M) and (S), 
where the different matrices ~, 'Je, (g-J j~2.n and (tgJ j~2.n are given by Proposition 
4.2. We shall now define them. First, we have modulo (M) and (S), 
~ = A.J + L (BjJ)( C;J) + (J.B)(D.in-I)+( C.J). 
2~i=:::;n 
Therefore, since J is idempotent and since Bj and C; commute with J, it follows 
from our induction hypothesis applied to D that 
By Proposition 7.6, D+ E Cfin - I . Let us decompose D+ in square blocks of order G: 
Thus each of these blocks will belong to 'til and commute with J by Propositions 
7.1 and 7.8. Then it follows that 
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Therefore, using (1), we can write 
P( G) I (M),(S) 'l: "'" (A + BC + BD+ C).J. 
But, according to the previous results, the matrix 
A+BC+BD+C=A+ L BjCj+ L BjLlj,jCj 
2~j~ n 2~i,j~n 
belongs to cgt. Therefore, by Propositions 7.1 and 7.8, we have 
Let us now study 7Je. We have 
where U and V denote the two matrices of order [2, n] x G given by 
U = [( C;l)(B/)](i,j)E[2,n] and V = [( C;l)(A.Jt(B;l)] (i,j)E[2,n]' 
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(2) 
By Propositions 7.1 and 7.8 applied to A, Since A + E cgt and since the matrices 
(C;)j=2,n, (Bj );=2,n and A+ commute with J, we obtain 
P(G) I (M),(S) V""'[C;(AtB/L,j?o2=CA+B.jn-t. 
By (*), it follows that 
P(G) I (M),(S) 7Je""'(D+CB+CA+B).jn_t. 
But, by the induction hypotheses and by Propositions 7.1 and 7.8, D + CB + CA + B 
clearly belongs to cgn-t. Then, applying the induction hypothesis, we obtain 
P(G) I (M),(S) 7Je+""'(D+CB+CA+B)+.jn_t. (3) 
Finally let us study the case of :Ji and 'fJ. We can write 
:Ji = (Ie + (A.Jt)(JB)(I[2,n]xe + 7Je+) 
modulo (M) and (S). According to the above results, it follows that 
P( G) I (M),(S) :Ji "'" (Ie + A + J)(JB) 
x (I[2,N]xe+ (D+ CB+ CA+ Bt.jn-t). 
By our induction hypothesis and with the +-stability of cgn-t, we obtain 
P( G) I (M),(S) :Ji "'" J.(Ie + A +) 
X B(I[2,n]xe + (D + CB + CA + Bt). (4) 
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In the same way, we can show that we also have 
P( 0) I (M),(S) <§ "'" (I[2,n]xG + D+) 
x C(IG+(A+ BC+ BD+Ct).J. (5) 
Observe now that the identities (2) to (5) mean exactly that 
P(O) I (M),(S) (M.Jnt=M\jn. 
Therefore this ends our induction and proves the proposition. D 
7.4. Action of a group on a set 
We shall now study the case when a group acts on the right on a finite set. 
Therefore, we shall first give a result concerning the right action of a group on its 
left cosets relative to a subgroup. 
Lemma 7.10. Let A be an alphabet, let J be the square matrix of order n whose entries 
are all 1 and let 0' be the matrix substitution defined by 
Va E A, O'(a) = aJ. 
Then, for every E E ~iYlat(A> with zero constant coefficient, we have 
(M) A (S) I- O'(E) "'" EJ. 5 
Proof. Let us consider the following set: 
.K = {E E ~BlliYlat(A>, (M) A (S) I- O'(E) "'" EJ}. 
It is clear that A c.K and that .K is a non-unitary g)1-algebra. But Lemma 7.7 ensures 
that .K is a g)1-+-algebra: therefore .K contains the non-unitary g)1-+-algebra gener-
ated by A. The lemma now follows by Proposition 4.1. D 
For every group 0 and for every subgroup H of 0, we denote by (0/ H), the 
set of the left cosets of 0 relative to H: 
(0/ H), = {H.g, g EO}. 
It is clear that 0 acts naturally on the right on (0/ H), by the action 
(0/ H),x O~ (0/ H)" 
(H.u, v) ~ H.uv. 
Note that this action will always be the right action of 0 on (0/ H), to which we 
will refer in the sequel. 
Proposition 7.11. Let (Mg)gl"-G be the matrices associated with the right natural action 
of a finite group 0 on itself and let (Eg)gEG be the rational expressions given by 
5 More generally, we can prove that we have (M)" (S) f- u(E) "" c(E)+ E.J for every E in ~9Ili?'iat(A>. 
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Proposition 7.3. Let H be a subgroup of G and let (Ng)gEG be the action matrices of 
G on (G/ H){ for the above action. Then, we have 
(P(H)) 1\ (M) 1\ (S) ~ C~G agNg) + = g~G EgNg. 
Proof. We shall consider here 'le=(G/H)e and 7T the canonical projection of G 
onto 'le. Let us also introduce the generic matrices 
.;(t = I agMg and .N= I agNg = ( I ag) . 
gEG gEG ug=f3 (U,f3)E:JeX:Je 
Let us consider now, for every hE H, the matrices 
r;;h = (ilh.u,v)(U,V)EGXG' 
At first, observe that .;(t belongs to the centralizer of these matrices since for every 
h E H and for every pair (u, v) E G x G, we dearly have 
(.;(tr;;h)(u,v) = I au-'w8hw,v = au-'h-'v = a(hu)-'v, 
WEG 
(r;;h.;(t) (u,v) = I ilhu,waw-'v = a(hu)-'v' 
WEG 
Let us finally introduce the matrices j and J defined by 
j = (il1T(g),1T(h») (g,h)EGXG E .;(tGxG([!13) and J = (1) (U,f3)E HxH E .;(tHXH ({lfJ). 
Let us now compute .;(t.j. For every pair (g, h) in G x G, we have 
(.;(t.j) (g,h) = I ag-'U 81T(U),7T(h) = I al = .N7T (g),7T(I)' 
UEG 7T(g)I=7T(h) 
Let a denote the matrix substitution defined by 
We can now express the previous result by .;(t.jf = a(.N). As a is a +-morphism, we 
have (.;(t.jt = a(.N+). But, since.;(t belongs to the centralizer of the family (r;;h)hEH, 
it follows by Theorem 7.9 that 
P(H) 
P(H) 
(M),(S) 
(M),(S) 
(.;(t.j)+ = .;(t+.j, i.e. 
a(.N+) = .;(t+.jf. (*) 
Since c(.N+) = c(.Nt = 0, every expression (.N+)u,/3 has a constant coefficient equal 
to O. Then, Lemma 7.10 implies that we have modulo (M) and (S), 
a(.N+) = «.N+)u,f3.J) (U,f3)E:J{X:Je' 
Identifying now the two parts of (*), we obtain for every a, f3 E 'le, 
P(H) I (M),(S) (.N):,f3 = I El = I Egilug,f3 
,,1=/3 gEG 
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It now follows immediately that 
P(H) I (M),(S) }{+ "= L EgNg. 
gEG 
Therefore this ends our proof. D 
This result being proved, we can now consider general group actions. We will 
need the following lemma that the reader will easily prove. 
Lemma 7.12. Let G be a finite group that acts on the right on a finite set E, let e be 
in E and let Ge be the following subgroup of G: 
Ge = {g E G, e.g = e.1al. 
Then, if we equip e. G with the action of G obtained by restriction of the action of G 
on E, the following sets are isomorphic for the action of G: 
Definition 7.5. Let G be a finite group that acts on the right on a finite set E and 
let (GJeEE be the subgroups of G defined by Lemma 7.12. Then we associate with 
the action of G on E the following set of subgroups of G: 
eEE 
where the isomorphic groups are identified. 
Example. When G right acts naturally on itself, we have d( G, G) = {lal. 
Proposition 7.13. Let H be a subgroup of a finite group G. Then, we have 
(P( U» UEstl(G,E) f- (P( V» VEstl(H,E)' 
Proof. Indeed, we clearly have for every e E E, He C Ge. Therefore, by Proposition 
12.1, which is completely independent of the sequel, and by Corollary 7.5, we have 
P( Ge) f- P(He) for every e E E. The proposition follows. D 
Note. The above proof also shows that, if we are only interested in the identities 
P( U) for U E d( G, E), we can suppress in d( G, E) the subgroups of the groups 
that appear in it. 
Proposition 7.1.4 (Action of a group on a set). Let G be a finite group that acts on 
the right on a finite set E and let (Mg)gEG denote the action matrices ofG on E. Then, 
there exists 2iJ-rational expressions (Eg)gEG which depend only on S, such that 
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Proof. Let us denote Q = E - E.G. We can decompose E.G, 
n 
E.G= U ej.G, 
j=! 
in a partition of distinct classes for the right action of G on E. Let us also introduce 
the generic matrix 
We can decompose each matrix Mg as follows: 
E.G Q 
Mg=E~G(~: I ~) 
Since MgMh = Mgh , we clearly have 
QgPh = Qgh (0) 
for every g, h in G. Let us now write ,;(f as follows: 
Then, using Definition 3.2, we can easily compute ,M+: 
e,.G e".G Q 
"G(~ 0 0 ) = ( ::.j Q~ ) ,;{f+ = e".G 0 ,;{f+ 0 n 
Q 22\.4f.1 22n.4f. ~ 0 
Let (Ag)gEG be the action matrices associated with the natural action of G on itself. 
By Corollary 7.3, there exist expressions (Eg)g;oG such that 
Observe that it follows from Theorem 3.1 that we have modulo (M) and (S), 
Looking at this identity on the row associated with 1G , we obtain 
lr;IgEG, Eg:::::ag+ I auEu-'g' 
UEG 
(1) 
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But, Proposition 7.11 and Lemma 7.12 show that 
(P(H)) HE.>i(G,E) f- '!}+ "'" L EgPg, 
gEG 
Hence it follows that 
f- 22,!}* ~ L agQg + L agEhQgh' 
gEG g,hEG 
by (0). But, we can write, according to (1), 
Therefore we showed that 
(P(H)) HEd(G,E) f- 22,!}* ~ L EgQg. 
gEG 
Then it follows immediately from (2) and (3) that we have 
(P(H))HEd(G,E)f-Al+~ L EgMg. 
gEG 
(2) 
(3) 
Since it is clear that the expressions (Eg)gEG depend only on the natural action of 
G on itself, this ends our proof. 0 
Note. The above proof shows that the expressions (Eg)gEG which occur in it are in 
fact those defined in Corollary 7.3; hence they depend only on G. 
7.5. Action of a monogenic semigroup on a set 
The aim of this section is to prove a result similar to Proposition 7.14, but for 
monogenic semigroups. Hence, since these semigroups are closely related to cyclic 
groups, it is not surprising that these last groups appear here. 
Lemma 7.1S. For every k:;:;. 0, we have 
Proof. It clearly suffices to show the lemma for k = 1. Since we have 
a(aP)* = a(1 + aP- 1(a P)*a) = (1 + aP(aP)*)a = (a P)* a 
modulo (M), the lemma follows. 0 
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Lemma 7.16. Let pEN and let us denote by N the matrix C(Z/ pZ, {I})- Then, we 
have modulo (M) and (S), 
(aN)* = (a P)* C~(: aiN} 
Proof. Indeed, we can write the matrix a.N as follows: 
o I... p-I 
o 0 a... 0 
=(*) aN= 0 ... 0 a 0 
p-2 0 0 a 
p-I a 0 0 
and compute its star with Definition 3.2: 
*=( (A+BC)* A*B(CA*B)*) 
(aN) C(A + BC)* (CA* B)* . 
Since A is a nilpotent matrix of order p - 2, the computation of A * is easy. Indeed, 
we obtain by iterated use of (M): 
p-2 
A*=I+A+" ·+AP-2+Ap-1A*= I Ai. 
i~O 
It follows easily that CA * B = aP• With the previous formulas, we obtain easily by 
elementary computations 
(aN)*= 
o (0 p-2 ap!;~:~p)*) 
: (A+BC)* 
2 a(a P )* p- --~----~1---~~--
p-l C(A+BC)* (a P )*. 
Since we know the last column of (aN)*, our result follows from Proposition 7.2 
which described, modulo a substitution, the structure of this matrix. 0 
Note. This lemma also shows that the classical identity Pen) is equivalent, modulo 
(M), (S), to the identity P(Z/ nZ, {l}). This justifies our denotation of classical 
cyclic identity for P( n). 
Proposition 7.17. Let N be a monogenic semigroup, isomorphic to N!,p and let Nt be 
the action matrix associated with N that corresponds to 1. Then, we have modulo (M) 
and (S), 
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Proof. It is easy to check that we have 
2 
o 1 
n-\ 0 0 
n 
n+p-l 
For every k ":;31, let us denote 
o 
n -I n 
o 0 
1 0 
o 1 0 
o 1 
1 0 
1. .. n-\ n ... n-p-I 
1 t Ak N~= n -\ 
n+LI 0 
n+p-\ 
o 
o 
o 
o 
1 
o 
Since the matrix Al is nilpotent of order n -1, we immediately have Ak = 0 for 
every k":;3 n - 1. Let us also denote 
I ... n-I n ... n-p-I 
1 ( ) A B (aN I )* = n-\ n+LI 0 C 
Using (M), we obtain for every k":;3 n -1, 
k-I 
(aNI)* = I aiN; + akN~(aNI)*' 
i~O 
But, since k":;3 n - 1, we have 
Now, Lemma 7.16 shows that 
c=(aCI)*=(aP)*C~~ aiCi)' 
It follows that 
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But, since Ak = 0 and since (NJ)k( NJr = N;+\ we obtain immediately that 
Then this allows us to write 
Hence, we find finally that 
= (a P )* C~~ ai(NJr+k). 
It follows that we have modulo (M) and (S), 
according to Lemma 7.15. Thus this ends our proof. 0 
Corollary 7.18. Let N be a monogenic semigroup, isomorphic to N!,p and let N J be 
the action matrix associated with N that corresponds to 1. Then, for every k;:;. n, we 
have modulo (M) and (S), 
Proof. It follows easily from Proposition 7.17, Definition 4.1 and Lemma 7.15. 0 
Corollary 7.19. Let qlp E N and let r = pi q. Let N, M be monogenic semigroups 
isomorphic to N~,p and N!.,q, respectively. Let us denote by M J the action matrix 
associated with M that corresponds to 1. Then, for every k ;:;. m, we have 
Proof. Indeed, according to the previous corollary, we have for every k;:;. m, 
(0) 
modulo (M) and (S). But, according to the note following Lemma 7.16 and to 
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Proposition 6.2, it follows from P(7L/ r7L) that 
(aq)*=(aqr)*C~~ aq) =(aP)*C~~ aqi ). (1) 
Therefore the following identity is a P(7L/ r7L) consequence: 
=(ap)*C~~~~~ ak+j+qiM~+j). 
But, we clearly have M~+j = M~+j+qi for every i E N since k ~ m. Hence the following 
deduction holds: 
(q-l ) (P-l ) P(71../ r7L) I--- (a q)* .~ ak+iM}+i = (a P)* ,L ak+jM~+j . 
1-0 }=o 
The proposition now follows according to relation (0). 0 
We can clearly define an action of N~,p on N~,q when qlp and n:::::; m by 
\f[a] E N~,p, \f[b] E N~,q, [a]n,p' [b ]m,q = [a + b ]m,q' 
We will equip N~,q with this action in the following lemma that will be easily 
proved by the reader. 
Lemma 7.20. Let N be a monogenic semigroup, isomorphic to N~,p that acts on the 
right on a finite set E and let e be in E. Then, if we equip e.N with the action of N 
obtained by restriction of the action of N on E, there exist m,q in N with m:::::; nand 
qlp such that the sets e.N = N!,q are isomorphic for the action of N on them. 
Note. Let ~ be the unique subsemigroup of N isomorphic to 7L/ p7L. Then, we 
clearly have Ge = 7L/ r7L for the action of ~ on E. 
Proposition 7.21. Let S be a semigroup that acts on the right on a finite set E, let s E S 
and let Ms be the action matrix of Son E corresponding to s. Let N~,p be the monogenic 
semigroup generated by s. Then, for k ~ n, we have 
Proof. The proof is exactly the same as for Proposition 7.14 up to some easy 
modifications: we just have to replace the propositions that are used in the proof 
of Proposition 7.14, by Corollary 7.19, Lemma 7.20 and the above note. 0 
Proposition 7.22 (Action of a monogenic semigroup on a set). Let M be a semigroup 
isomorphic to N~,p that acts on the right of a finite set E and let (Mm)mEM be the 
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action matrices of M on E. Then, there exist rational expressions (Em) m EM that depend 
only on M such that 
I 
(M),(S) (P(H))HEd(Z/pZ,E) 1-. --
Proof. We can identify M to N~,p and write M = {l, ... , n + p -1}. We shall denote 
by f!l = {n, ... , n + p -1} the unique subsemigroup of N isomorphic to II pl. Let 
us now introduce the matrix 
We shall prove by induction on k that there exist for every k in [1, n] some rational 
expressions (Ej)jE[k,n+p-IJ, independent of E, such that 
(P(H))HEd(Z/pZ,E) I (M),(S) [~~: ajMj+ PJ r "'" nJ:1 EjMj. 
For k = n, this result follows from Proposition 7.14 applied to f!l. Let k ~ nand 
suppose our result is true at order k. We shall show it now at order k -l. Let us 
introduce the following matrices for every k ~ n: 
n-l 
.4tk = I ajMj + PJ. j=k 
Then, using (S), we have 
.4tt-l = (.4tk + ak-lMk-l)* = (ak-l Mk-l)*(.4tk(ak-l Mk-l)*)* (1) 
The element (k -1) generates a monogenic semi group isomorphic to N!,q for some 
qlp. According to Proposition 7.21, we have 
n+p-l 
(P(H))HEd(Z/qZ,E) f- (ak-lMk-l)* "'" I + I FjMj 
i=k-l 
with ~-rational expressions (Fj ) which are independent of E. By Proposition 7.13, 
it follows that 
n+p-l 
(P(H))HEd(Z/pZ,E) f- (ak-lMk-l)* "'" I + I FjMj. j=k-l 
It follows from this identity and from (1) that 
It is easy to introduce adapted ~-rational expressions (Gj)j.,b which will be 
independent of E by construction, such that 
(2) 
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By our induction hypothesis, it follows that there exist rational expressions (H;)i~ko 
depending only on M, such that 
(3) 
With (2) and (3), it is now easy to see that the induction hypothesis is true at order 
k -1. Therefore this ends our proof. D 
Note. When we speak of "rational expressions independent of E", we mean 
expressions that are the same for any set E on which S acts. Consequently, we can 
obtain them in particular with the natural right action of S on itself. 
7.6. Action of a simple semigroup on a set 
We shall now study the case of the simple semigroups right acting on a set. First, 
let us give the following definition that extends Definition 7.5. 
Definition 7.6. Let S be a finite semigroup right acting on a finite set E and let ri 
denote the set of the groups included in S. Then we define 
d(S, E) = U d( G, E) c ri, 
GE'Ii 
where the isomorphic groups are identified. 
Notes. (1) Observe that ri cannot be empty since the finite semigroup S has always 
an idempotent which forms clearly a trivial group. 
(2) If S right acts naturally on itself, we note d(S) instead of d(S, S). 
Example. If S is an aperiodic semigroup, d(S, E) = {{ld} for every set E. 
Proposition 7.23. (Action of a simple semigroup on a set). Let S be a finite left (resp. 
right) simple semigroup right acting on a finite set E and let (MS)SES be the action 
matrices ofS on E. Then, there exist rational expressions (ES)SES which are independent 
of E such that 
(P(H))HEd(S,E) I (M),(S) [L: asMS] + :::: L: EsMs. 
SES SES 
Proof. By symmetry, we can suppose that S is left simple. Then, there exist a finite 
group G and a part P = (P;)lo<;io<;n of G such that S is isomorphic to the semigroup 
M(n, G, P) (cf. [17, Chap. 3, Section 3.3] or [15, Chap. 3, Section 2]) which is 
constructed on the set [1, n] x G and whose law is defined by 
(i, g).(l, h) = (i, g.p/.h). (1) 
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We shall prove the proposition by induction on n. If n = 1, S is isomorphic to a 
group and our result follows from Proposition 7.l4. Now let n "" 2 and let us suppose 
our result is proved for every M(n, G, P) with k < n. Then let S be a left simple 
semigroup isomorphic to M(n, G, P) and let us introduce the matrix 
9'="aM= i...J s .Ii 
SES l:s-i~n.gEG 
Then, we have modulo (M) and (S), 
9'* = ( I a(n,g)M(n,g»)*(( gIG a(i,g)M(i,g»)( I a(n,g)M(n,g»)*)*. 
gEG l'!'Sl:S;n-1 gEG 
But it follows clearly from (1) that {n} x G is a group which consequently acts on 
E. Hence, according to Proposition 7.14, there exist OO-rational expressions 
(E(n,g»)gEG, independent of E, such that we have modulo (M) and (S), 
(P(H))HE.9t({n}XG,E) f- ( I a(n,g).M(n,g)t= I E(n,g).M(n,g)' 
gEG gEG 
It follows that we have, modulo (M), (S) and the group identities associated with 
the groups of d({n}x G, E), 
9'* = (I + I E(n,g)M(n,g)) 
gEG 
We can obviously introduce a family (F(i,/)) of OO-rational expressions, which will 
be by construction independent of E, such that 
g,hEG gEG lEG 
I a(i,g)E(n,h)M(i,gPnh) + I a(i,g)M(i,g) = I F(i,l)M(i,I) 
l~j~n-l l";;i~n-l 
Since d({n} x G, E) c deS, E), we obtain 
(P(H))HEi.1(S,E) f- 9'* = (I + I E(n,g)M(n,g»)( lIG F(i,l)M(i,I»)*' 
gE.G l~J:s-n-l 
Let us consider OU = [1, n -1] x G which is a left simple subsemigroup of S. Then, 
applying the induction hypothesis to OU and substituting the expressions F(i,1) to the 
letters a(i,I) for each (i,l) E OU, we easily obtain that there exist expressions (A(i,l)kl)E "11 , 
which will not depend on E, such that 
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It follows easily that we have modulo (M) and (S), 
(P(H))HE.stl(S,E) f-- g*::.: (1 + L E(n,g)M(n,g») (1 + IfiG A(i,I)M(i,,»), 
gEG l~l~n-l 
Therefore, using (1), we can write 
lEG 
(P(H))HE.stl(S,E) f-- g*::.:1+ L B(i,I)M(i,I) 
l:!$:;i.s;:n 
with some rational expressions (B(i,I») which are obviously independent of E. Hence 
it follows easily that the matrix g+ has the required form, modulo (M), (S) and 
the identities associated with the groups of deS, E). This ends our induction and 
proves our proposition. 0 
Note. We can easily adapt the previous proof for simple semigroups. 
7.7. The general structure theorem for C(S, Ey+ 
Finally we can prove the main result of this chapter. 
Theorem 7.24 (Structure of C(S, Et). Let S be a finite semigroup which acts on the 
right on a finite set E and let (Ms)sEs be the action matrices of Son E. Then, there 
exist :!/J-rational expressions (EsLES, which are independent of E, such that 
(P(H)) I (M),(S) [" M ]+ "E M HE.stl(S,E) L. as s ::.: L. s s· SES SES 
Proof. We shall argue by induction on lSI. If lSI = 1, our result is obvious. Now let 
n ~ 2 and let us suppose that our result is proved for lSi < n. Then let S be a 
semi group such that lSI = n. If S is left simple, the result follows from Proposition 
7.23. In the same way, our theorem follows from Proposition 7.22 when S is a 
monogenic semigroup. Then we can suppose that S is neither left simple, nor 
isomorphic to a semigroup N!,p. Let us now consider a maximal left ideal 1 of S: 
then the subsemigroup U of S generated by S - 1 is strictly included in S by 
Corollary 5.5. Thus, we can apply the induction hypothesis to U: hence, there exist 
:!/J-rational expressions (EU)UE u, independent of E, such that 
modulo (M) and (S). Since S - 1 c U, it follows that there exist :!/J-rational 
expressions (FU)UEU, independent of E, such that we have modulo (M) and (S), 
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Applying (S), we obtain 
Therefore it follows that we have modulo (M), (S) and (P(H))HE.91(U.E). 
But, since 1 is a left ideal, we can clearly define 9JJ-rational expressions (Ai)iEI. 
which are independent of E by construction, as follows: 
L aiMi + L aFuMiu = L AiM;. 
iEI iEI,uEU iEI 
It now follows that 
(P(H))HE . .t(U.E) I- [L asMs] * =(1+ L FuMu)(L A;Mi)*' 
SES UEU lET 
But, 1 is also a strict subsemigroup of S. Hence, we can also apply the induction 
hypothesis to 1. Using substitutions, it follows easily that there exist 9JJ-rational 
expressions (B;);El, independent of E, such that 
(P(H))HE . .t(I.E) I- [L A;M;] + = L B;M;. 
iE I iE 1 
Since d(I, E) and d( V, E) are subsets of d(S, E), we have 
(P(H))HES1(S.E) I- [L a'Ms] * = (1 + L FuMu)(1 +L B;M;). 
SES UE U lEI 
Grouping some terms, we can write 
(P(H))HE . .t(S.E) I (M),(S) [s~s a,Ms r = 1 +,~s CsM" 
where (Cs LES is a family of 9JJ- rational expressions, which are independent of E 
by construction. It is now easy to conclude our induction. 0 
Remark. At the interpretation level, the identity given by Theorem 7.24 is quite easy 
to understand. Indeed, we have 
A (L asMs) * = I La" ... askMs, ... MSk SES k~O SjES 
We also understand here why the expressions (E")SES do not depend on E. 
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From Theorem 7.24, we can now easily obtain the following results. 
Corollary 7.25. Let S be a finite semigroup which acts on the right on a finite set E 
and let (MS)SES be the action matrices ofS on E. Then, there exist !?lcJ-rational expressions 
(ES)SES, independent of E, such that 
(P(H))HEd(S,E) I (M),(S) [C(S,E)t:::::( L Es) = L EsMs. 
es=J (e,J)EExE SES 
Corollary 7.26. Let S be a finite semigroup which acts naturally on the right on itself 
and let (MS)SES be the associated action matrices. Then, there exist !?lcJ-rational 
expressions (ES)SES such that 
(P(H))HEd(S) I- [C(S)t:::::( L Es) = L EsMs. 
us=v (U,V)ESXS SES 
Note. The expressions (EsLES of Corollary 7.26 are also those of Corollary 7.25. 
Corollary 7.27. Let M be a monoid that acts on the right naturally on itself and let 
(Mm)mEM be the associated action matrices. Then, there exist !?lcJ-rational expressions 
(Em)mEM such that 
(P(H))HEd(M) I- [C(M)]*:::::( L Em) = L EmMm· 
um=v (u,v)EMxM mEM 
Note. More generally, if M is a monoid and if 1M induces the identity on E, 
Corollary 7.25 extends immediately to C(M, E)*. 
Corollary 7.28. Let S be a finite semigroup which acts on the right on a finite set E. 
Then, the !?lcJ-algebra g'[S, E] is +-stable modulo (M), (S) and the group identities 
associated with the groups of .sIl(S, E). 
8. Consequences of the structure theorem 
8.1. Semigroup identities equivalence 
We study here the equivalence between the different semigroup identities that 
were introduced previously. Therefore we will need the following lemma. 
Lemma 8.1. Let S be a finite semigroup that acts on the right on a finite set E. Then, 
we have 
(P(H))HEd(S,E) I- (P(H))HEd(S)' 
Proof. For every group G c S, for every s E S and for every e E E, we clearly have 
the inclusion Gs c Ge.s • The lemma follows from Proposition 7.13. 0 
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The following example shows that there are no inclusions between the sets .s4 (S, E) 
and .s4(S) in general. 
Example. Let us consider the semigroup S = Z/ 6Z u Z/2Z equipped with the law 
EEl, whose restriction to Z/6Z and to Z/2Z is the usual addition on these two groups 
and which relates the two parts of S by 
'ttx E Z/6Z, 'tty E Z/2Z, x® y = x + y [2J-
One can check that .s4 (S) = {Z/ 3Z} _ But, if S acts on the right on the set E = {e} 
by the trivial law e_s = e for every s E S, we have .s4(S, E) = {Z/6Z, Z/2Z}. Here, 
there are no inclusions between .s4(S) and .s4(S, E)_ This example shows also that 
the converse deduction of Lemma 8.1 is false since by Theorem 2.5, by Lemma 7_16 
and by Theorem 14.5, P(Z/3Z) is independent of P(Z/2Z)_ 
The following result says that the semigroup identities for the action of S on E 
relative to any element of E are all equivalent modulo the identities associated with 
the groups of .s4(S, E): 
Proposition 8.2. Let S be a semigroup that acts on the right on E and let peS. Then, 
for every e,fE E, we have modulo (M), (S) and (P(H))HESlt(S,E). 
P(S, E, p, e) H P(S, E, p,f) H P(S, p, e) H P(S, p,f)-
Proof. It follows easily from Theorem 7_24 that we can write for every e E E, 
(M),(S) + ( ) (P(H))HEsd(S,E) I ue_[C(S, E,p)) _u= V~E e~v Es =s~s E, 
with rational expressions (E,)SES independent of E. Hence, we have modulo the 
group identities (P(H))HEsd(S,E), 
P(S E ) I (M),(S) I A+= " E , ,p, e p L. s· 
SES 
Since the second member of the previous identity is independent of e and of E, the 
proposition follows with Lemma 8.1. D 
The previous proposition allows us to give the following definitions: 
Definition 8.1. Let S be a finite semigroup right acting on a finite set E and let 
peS. Then we call semigroup identity associated with the action of S on E relative 
to p, and we denote by P.(S, E, p), anyone of the equivalent identities P(S, E, p, e), 
considered modulo (M), (S) and (P(H))HE91(S,E)' 
Definition 8.2. Let S be a finite semigroup and let p be a part of S. Then, we call 
semigroup identity associated with S relative to p, and we denote by P(S, p), anyone 
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of the equivalent identities P(S, p, e), considered modulo (M), (S) and 
(P(H))HEJli(S)' 
Notation. When p = S, we denote by P(S, E) and P(S) the identities that are 
introduced by Definitions 8.1 and 8.2. 
Remarks. (1) In a semigroup S, there is not generally a distinguished element s that 
allows us to define the identity associated with S only relative to s. This is not the 
case in a monoid where the unit can play such a role. However we could have 
defined the identity associated with S as P(S\ 1) for instance (this choice was used 
by Conway (see [7, p. 116]). But, this would just give another presentation of the 
same results. 
(2) When S is aperiodic, it follows from Proposition 8.2 that the semigroup 
identity P(S) associated with S can be defined only modulo (M) and (S). 
We can now obviously express Proposition 8.2 as follows: 
Corollary 8.3. Let S be a finite semigroup that acts on the right on a finite set E and 
let peS. Then, we have modulo (P(H))HEJli(S,E)o 
P(S, p) I (M),(S) P(S E ) , ,p. 
Note. This corollary explains why we will progressively work only with the semi-
group identities P(S, p) or P(S) in the sequel. 
Example. Let G be a group and let S = G u {oo} be the semigroup obtained by 
adding an absorbing element 00 to G. Then we have 
G 00 
C(S) = G(C(G) aoou) 
00 0 As 
Using Definition 3.2, we obtain immediately for every g E G, 
P(S, g) = [A~= ugC( Gtu+ UgC(G)*aooA~u] 
H A~ = ugC( G)*u(1 + aooA~) 
when P(S, 00) is the tautology A~ = A~. Therefore, the different identities associated 
with S are not equivalent here. Moreover, for every g E G, we have 
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(S) 
~ A~=(AG+aoo)*=A~. 
This illustrates Proposition 8.2 since d(S) = {G}. Observe also that this example 
shows that trivial identities can be obtained when we work modulo the group 
identities of d(S). Hence, it is not always possible to associate with a finite semigroup 
a non-trivial canonical identity as for a group. 
8.2. Matrix identities associated with semigroups 
Another main consequence of the C (S, E) + structure theorem is that the identity 
P(S, E) implies its matrix versions. According to Proposition 3.9, this will allow us 
to use matrix substitutions in our deductions. 
Theorem 8.4. Let S be a finite semigroup right acting on a finite set E. Then, for every 
matrix substitution U from As into AinxnUg811iYlat(A», we have 
(P(H»HEd(S,E) 1\ P(S, E) I (M),(S) u(P(S, E». 
Proof. According to Proposition 3.10, we may just prove this result for generic 
substitutions. First, we shall begin proving our result for n = 2. Let as, f3s, 'Ys and 
8s be four copies of As and let u be the generic matrix substitution of order 2 from 
As into Ai2x2( g811iYlat(as, f3s, 'Ys, 8s» which is defined by 
( as f3s) VSES, u(a.)= =Xs' 
'Ys 8s 
Then u( C(S, E» is a square matrix of order E x {I, 2}: 
Ex{l} Ex{2} 
( ( » EX{l}(Ua(C(S, E» u{3(C(S, E») uCS,E = Ex {2} Uy ( C(S, E» UIl( C(S, E» 
Ex{l} EX{2} 
=EX{l}( Ca I C{3 ) 
E x{2} Cy Cil 
where Ua, U{3, uy and Ull denote the substitutions defined by 
VSES, 
Now let e be in E. Then the identity u(P(S, E, e» can be wntten 
U(P(S, E, e»: (L X s )+ = Ue[u(C(S, E»tU, 
SES 
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where the matrices Ue and U are given by 
E x{l} 
U= 
E x{2} 
1 2 
1 0 
1 0 
o 1 
o 1 
and 
e e 
U = 1 (0 ... 0 1 0 .,. 0 0 ... 0 0 0 ... 0). 
e 20 ... 000 ... 00 ... 010 ... 0 
E ={l} E x{2} 
Using four square matrices of order E that will be made precise in the sequel, we 
can write (CT[C(S, E)]t as follows: 
E X{l} E x{2} 
[CT(S,E)t=EX{l}( A I B ). 
Ex{2} C D 
Then the second member of the identity CT(P(S, E, e)) is given by 
We shall prove that CT(P(S, E, e)) is a consequence of P(S, E, e) modulo (M), (S) 
and (P(H))HESi(S,E)' To this end, let us now make explicit A: 
A =.9'i+ with.9'i = C" + Cf3Cy + cf3ct C)" 
We have for every (e,f) E E x E, 
[C" + Cf3 Cyl e,f) = e.~f as+ d~E c.~/~u)C.~=f 'Yv) 
= e.~f ( as+ 2~s ~u'Yv). 
But, by Theorem 7.24, there are also rational expressions (ES).ES such that 
(P(H))HEstI(S,E) I (M),(S) [C(S, E)t;::; [ L Es] . 
e.s=f (e,f)EExE 
Hence, for every (e, f) E E x E, we have modulo the previous identities 
[Cf3 ctCyl e,f) = C,fE C~=C~u)C~d CTIl(Ev))C.~=f 'Yw) 
= eEf Cv~=s ~uCTIl(Evhw ). 
(1) 
(2) 
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Let us now define for every s in S, 
uv=s uvw=s 
Then it follows from (1) and (2) that the matrix stl can be written 
stl = [ I stls] . 
e.s=f (eJ)EExE 
Hence let us introduce the substitution T defined by T( a,) = stls for every s in S. 
Then we have stl = T( C(S, E)). It follows that 
P(S,E,e) f- ue.Au=ue.stl+.U=T(Ue.[C(S,E)t·U)=T(A;) 
f- Ue. A.u = (I stls) +. 
SES 
But, it is easy to see that 
I stls = as + {3s'Ys + {3sU's (I Es) 'Ys· 
SE S SE S 
By a new application of P(S, E, e), it follows that 
P(S, E, e) f- I stls = as + {3s'Ys + (3s8; 'Ys. 
SES 
Finally, it follows that we have modulo (M), (S) and (P(H))HEsi(S,E), 
P(S,E,e) f- ue.Au=(as+{3s'Ys+{3s8;'Yst. 
Using exactly the same method, we can prove that we have modulo the above 
identities, 
P(S,E,e) f- ue.D.u=(8s+'Ys{3s+'Ysa;{3st. 
Let us consider now the matrix C which is given by 
C = (h + C:)Cy(h + A). 
By Proposition 8.2, the identities P(S, E, e) are all equivalent modulo (M), (S) and 
(P(H))HEsi(S,E)' It follows from this result and from (*) that 
P(S,E) f- Au = (as + {3s'Ys+ {3s8;Ystu 
f- ueCu = ue(h + C:)Cyu( as + (3s'Ys + (3s8;'Ys)*. 
Since we clearly have Cyu = 'YsU = U'Ys, we obtain 
ue(h + C~)C.yU = ue(Ie + C:)u'Ys = 'Ys + ueC:u'Ys 
= 'Ys+ U',,(ue[C(S, E)tuhs. 
Using P( S, E, e), it follows that 
P(S,E,e) f- Ue(IE+C:)Cyu='Ys+a;'Ys. 
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Thus we have modulo (M), (S) and (P(H»HE.5li(S,E)' 
P(S,E) f- ue.c.u~ahs(as+f3sYs+f3s8;ys)*. 
A similar proof would also show that we have 
P(S, E) f- ue. B.u ~ 8~f3s(8s + Ysf3s + Ysa;f3s)*. 
Hence, grouping all our results, we proved that we have modulo (M), (S) and 
(P(H)HE~(S,E), 
P(S, E) f- Ue[u( C(S, E»r U 
( 
(as + f3sYs + f3s8;Yst 8~f3s(8s + Ysf3s + Ysa;8s)*) 
~ ahs(as+f3sYs+f3s8;ys)* (8s +Ysf3s+Ysa;f3st . 
This means exactly that 
(P(H)HE.5li(S,E) 1\ P(S, E) 1 (M),(S) 
(P(H»HE.5li(S,E) 1\ P(S,E) 1-1 -,-(M-,-)-,-'(S-,-)_ 
Ue[U(C(S,E»ru~(as I f3s)+, 
Ys 8s 
Ue[u(C(S, E»ru~( L X s )+ 
SES 
Thus we have proved the theorem for n = 2. Since .sIl( G, G) = {I} for any group G, 
it follows that the group identities imply their matrix versions of order 2, modulo 
(M), (S). Hence, according to Proposition 3.12, the identities P( G) imply all their 
matrix versions. This being proved, our theorem follows from Proposition 3.12 
applied with P(S, E) and (P(H»HE.9i(S,E) since our proof and the above remark 
show that this system implies its matrix version of order 2. D 
Note. The previous proof does not work for P(S, E, p) with p '" S. The problem of 
the matrix version of P(S, E, p) will be considered in Section 14. 
The two following results are immediate consequences of Theorem 8.4. 
Corollary 8.S (Matrix identities for groups). Let G be a group and let n ~ 2. Then, 
for every matrix substitution u from AG into Alnxn(~96~at(A», we have 
P(G) 1 (M),(S) u(P(G». 
Corollary 8.6 (Matrix identities for aperiodic semigroups). Let S be an aperiodic 
semigroup right acting on a finite set E and let n "'" 2. Then, for every matrix substitution 
u from AG into AlnX"(~96~at(A», we have 
P(S, E) 1 (M),(S) u(P(S, E». 
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8.3. Derivatives of semigroup identities 
Let S be a finite semigroup right acting on a finite set E and let peS. For every 
e in E, we denote here by A(S, E, p, e) the second member of the semigroup identity 
P(S, E, p, e). Therefore, we can write with this notation, 
P(S, E, p, e): A; = A(S, E, p, e). 
Proposition 8.7. Let S be a semigroup that acts on the right on a set E, let p be a 
subset of S, let e E E and let rEp. Then we have 
(M) A (S) I-- 3a,(A(S, E, p, e)) = 1 + A(S, E, p, e.r). 
Proof. By Proposition 3.13, we have modulo (M) and (S), 
3a,([ C(S, E, p )t) = 3a,( C(S, E, p)[ C(S, E, p )]*) 
= 3aJ C(S, E, p )).[ C(S, E, p )]*. 
But, we also clearly have 
3a,( C(S, E, p)) = ~r = (l'erJ )(eJ)EEXE E AlExE([JJ). 
It follows immediately that 
3a,(A(S, E, p, e)) = ue'~r'[C(S, E, p)]*.u = ue.r.[C(S, E, p)]*.u. 
It is now straightforward to obtain our result. 0 
Note. Let M be a monoid that acts on the right on a set E. Let us denote by 
B(M, E, p, e) the second member of the monoid identity 
Q(M, E, p, e): A! = B(M, E, p, e). 
Therefore, the same computation as above will show that 
(M) A (S) I-- 3a,(B(S, E, p, e)) = B(S, E, p, e.r), 
for every rEp and e E E. Thus monoid identities have a better behaviour relative 
to derivations than semigroup identities. 
Corollary 8.8. Let S be a semigroup that acts on the right on a set E, let peS and 
let rE p. Then we have modulo (M), (S) and (P(H))HEd(S,E)' 
P(S, E, p) H 3a,(P(S, E, p )). 
Proof. This follows immediately from Propositions 8.7 and 8.2 and from the proof 
of Proposition 6.4 which remains valid for a semigroup. 0 
Note. The same result also holds for monoid identities. 
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S.4. The identity associated with U2 
We study here the monoid identities associated with U2 (cf. Notation 1.2). We 
will show that these identities are all consequences of (M) and (S). This result will 
permit us to show that every identity associated with an aperiodic semigroup is a 
consequence of (M) and (S) (see Section 13). 
Proposition 8.9. We have the deduction (M)" (S) I- P( U2 ). 
Proof. Since U2 is aperiodic, the identity P( U2 ) is just defined modulo (M) and 
(S) according to Proposition 8.2. We can now easily compute 
This shows that we have 
Let us now introduce 
Therefore we clearly have 
(M) I-- D=(a~a<T)*+a:aT(a:aT)* 
This proves that the identity P( U2, {O', T}, 0') is a consequence of (M) and (S). Our 
result now follows easily from Propositions 6.3, 6.4 and 8.2. 0 
9. Universal rational expressions 
This section is devoted to the proof of a result that will be the last step towards 
the completeness of the system of semigroup identities. Therefore, we will need to 
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study some properties of the g(J-rational expressions (Es)sES that are associated with 
a finite semigroup S by the Theorem 7.24. 
9.1. Universal rational expressions associated with a semigroup 
Let S be a finite semigroup right acting on a finite set E and let (MS)SES be the 
action matrices of Son E. According to Theorem 7.24, there exists a family (ES)SES 
of rational expressions, independent of E, such that 
(M).(S) ( ) + (P(H))HEsl(S.E) I L a,M, "'" L EsMs 
SES SES 
Hence this leads us naturally to the following definition: 
Definition 9.1. Let S be a finite semigroup. Then, we shall call universal g(J-rational 
expressions associated with S the family (E')SES of g(J-rational expressions which is 
constructed by the proof of Theorem 7.24. 
Theorem 7.24 claims just that the expressions (Es)sES associated with S are 
independent from E. But the relation (*) does not characterize this family. Indeed, 
every family deduced from the previous one by (M) and (S) for instance, also 
satisfies (*). Nevertheless, we have the following proposition. 
Proposition 9.1. Let S be a finite semigroup equipped with its natural action on SI and 
let (MsLES be the action matrices ofS on SI.6 Then, thefamily (EsLES of the universal 
g(J-rational expressions associated with S is characterized, modulo (M), (S) and 
(P(H))HEsi(S) by 
( L asMS) + "'" L EsM,. (**) 
SES SES 
Proof. Since deS, SI) = deS), it follows from Theorem 7.24 that the universal 
g(J-rational expressions associated with S satisfy (**), modulo (M), (S) and 
(P(H)) HEsi(S)' Thus, we just have to show that (**) characterizes the family (E')SES' 
This follows immediately from the fact that we have for every s E S, 
Es = [L EsMs] . 
SES l,s 
( cg) 
Therefore this ends our proof. D 
Note. Observe that the above relation (cg) clearly permits us to compute modulo 
(M), (S) and (P(H))HEsi(S) the universal expressions associated with S. 
6 This family is exactly the family of the action matrices of the semigroup 5' for its right natural 
action on itself, with the exception of Is'. 
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We shall now investigate the interpretation of the universal expressions which 
are associated with a given finite semigroup S. First, let us consider the alphabet 
As = {as> s E S} and let us denote by ({)s the semi group morphism 
as~ s. 
Then, the interpretation of Es is given by the following proposition 
Proposition 9.2. Let (ES),ES denote the universal [llJ-rational expressions associated 
with a finite semigroup S. Then, we have A(Es) = ({)SI(S). 
Proof. Let us consider the action matrices (MS)SES associated with the right natural 
action of Son SI. Since the matrix interpretation A is a *-morphism by Proposition 
3.3, it follows from Proposition 9.1 that 
A( L asMs) + =(A( L asMs))+ =(U asMs) + = U A (Es)Ms. (1) 
SES SES SES SES 
This relation stands in the [llJ-*-bound-algebra .4lsxs(g>(A~)). Using a classical 
technique, (cf. [2, p. 25] for instance) we can easily show that 
(u asMs) + = U ( Un WMcps(w)) = U+ wMcps(w)' (2) 
SES ";;=:1 WEAS WEAS 
Relations (1) and (2) now imply that 
U wMcps(w) = U A(Es)Ms. 
wEA; SES 
Identifying the languages in the (1, s)-entries of these matrices, we obtain 
A(Es)= U W=({)SI(S). 
cps(w)~s 
This ends our proof. 0 
Note. Hence, according to Theorem 7.24, we proved that the interpretation of the 
semigroup identity P(S) is exactly A (A~) = LsES (() SI(S). 
Definition 9.2. Let S be a finite semigroup and let n EN. Then, we shall call [llJ-linear 
representation of order n of S any semigroup morphism /.L from S into the matrix 
semigroup .4lnxn ([llJ). 
Notation. For every finite semigroup S and for every [llJ-linear representation /.L of 
order n of S, we will denote by fi the [llJ-*-morphism defined by 
fi: ~~~at(As>~ .4lnxn(~~~at(As» 
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We can now present the main result of this section: we shall show that, if (E.)SES 
denote the universal expressions associated with a semigroup S, then we have for 
every @-linear representation JL of S and for every s in S, 
(M) A (S) f- ji(E,) = EsJL(s) (JU(S, s)). 
At the language level, this result is clear. Indeed, Proposition 3.7 shows that there 
is a @-*-morphism ~ making the following diagram commutative: 
It follows from this diagram and from Proposition 9.2 that we have 
We can easily check with the previous commutative diagram that, for every W in 
AL we have ~(w) = w.JL(cp(w)). Thus, it follows from the above relation that 
A(ji(Es)) = I"S~~S wJL(cp( w)) = CS(~~S W) JL(s) = A(Es)JL(s). 
This ends our proof that (JU(S, s)) is really a @-rational identity. Note finally that 
we will prove the identities JU (S, s )with the same method as in Section 7, beginning 
with groups before coming to general semigroups. 
9.2 Structure of boolean idempotent matrices 
We shall study in this section the structure of the idempotent matrices of JUnxn (@). 
Observe that these matrices are exactly the images of the units by all @-linear 
monoid representations. 
Let us now give some definitions. We shall say that a matrix P of JUnxn (@) is a 
permutation matrix iff there exist cr E IS n such that 
and we will denote this matrix by P". Then it is easy to see that permutation matrices 
satisfy the following properties: 
Hence PIT is invertible in JUnxn (@) with P" 1= 'P" as inverse.? Observe also that 
multiplying a matrix M on the right (resp. on the left) by P" amounts to doing the 
permutation cr (resp. cr- 1) on the columns (resp. the rows) of M. 
7 The permutation matrices are in fact here the only boolean invertible matrices. 
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Then, we shall say that a matrix M of Ain x n (fYJ) is reducible iff there is a permutation 
matrix PfT and an integer p> 0 such that 
p n-p 
-1 p (~) PfTMP fT = (MfT (i),fT(j»(i,j)E[I,nl = n _ p OTC . 
A matrix will be called irreducible iff it is not reducible. One can find several 
characterizations of real reducible or irreducible matrices in the literature (see [27] 
for example). It is not very difficult to show that they can in general be extended 
to our case. For instance, we have the following proposition. 
Proposition 9.3. A matrix ME Ainxn(fYJ) is reducible iff there is a partition (1, I) of 
[1, n] such that 
In this section, we shall denote by In the matrix of Ain x n (fYJ) whose entries are 
all 1. We can now give: 
Proposition 9.4. The only idempotent and irreducible matrix in Ainxn(fYJ) is the 
matrix In. 
Proof. First, I n is clearly irreducible and idempotent. Let us suppose now that there 
exist an idempotent and irreducible matrix M in Ainxn(fYJ) which is different from 
In· This means that there are at least two integers i, j such that Mi,j = O. Then the 
set 1= {k, Mi,k = O} is not empty. Let us consider k E 1. Since M is idempotent, we 
have 
n 
Mi,k = (M2 )i,k = L Mi,IM"k = O. 
1=1 
It now follows immediately by definition of I that 
n 
L Mi,IM"k = L Mi,IM',k + L Mi,IM"k = L M',k = O. 
1=1 lEI lEI lEI 
Since this equality holds in fYJ, it follows that M',k = 0 for every Ie 1. Thus, we have 
proved that M',k = 0 for every k E I and Ie 1. Since M is irreducible, it follows 
immediately from Proposition 9.3 that 1= [1, n]. Hence, we have shown that 
"IkE [1, n], Mi,k =0. 
If now follows obviously from Proposition 9.3 that M is reducible which is not the 
case. Hence, this contradiction ends our proof. 0 
We can now study the structure of a general boolean idempotent matrix. 
Theorem 9.5 (Boolean idempotent matrices' structure). Let n be an integer and let 
M be an idempotent matrix in Ainxn(fYJ). Then, only two cases can occur: 
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• M is equal to the matrix in or to the zero matrix; 
• there exists a permutation matrix Pa E AtnxnUJJ), an integer p E [1, n[ and an 
idempotent matrix N in Atpxp(iJJ) such that M can be written under one of the two 
following forms: 
M = p- I (in - p I L) P 
a 0 N a -I(~l L) or M=P" Pa. 
Proof. Let M 'I- 0 be an idempotent matrix in Atnxn(iJJ). Two cases can occur: if M 
is irreducible, Proposition 9.4 shows that M = in; on the other hand, if M 'I- 0 is 
reducible, there will exist p E [1, n[ and a permutation matrix Pa such that 
n -p p 
M=p~IAtPa WithAt=( ~ I ~)n;p. 
We can clearly suppose that either K = 0 or K is irreducible. Indeed, if it were not 
the case, it would suffice to increase p. We can also easily check that At is idempotent. 
It follows that K and N are also idempotent. If K = 0, we immediately obtain one 
of the desired forms. If K is irreducible, we just have to use Proposition 9.4 in 
order to conclude. Hence this ends our proof. 0 
Note. The two above forms are not equivalent by row or column permutations as 
shown easily by the two following examples: 
M=G ~) and N=G ~). 
Note. In fact, starting from this theorem, one can continue the study and give the 
complete structure of a boolean idempotent matrix. One can show that such a matrix 
is formed of blocks of 0 and of 1, mixed with row and column permutations. We 
do not give this result here since the recursive structure given by Theorem 9.5 will 
suffice in the sequel. 
9.3. A rational identity related to boolean idempotent matrices 
The purpose of the previous study was to permit us to prove Proposition 9.7 
which generalizes Lemma 7.7. We will need the following lemma: 
Lemma 9.6 (Conway [7, p.35]). We have the following deduction: 
(M)I\(S) I- a*a*:=::a*. 
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Proof. According to Proposition 2.2, we can write 
(M),,(S) f-- a*a*""'a*a**=a*(1a*)* ~ a*a*""'(1+a)* 
~ a*a*""'I*(al*)*=a*. 
This ends the proof of this lemma. 0 
Proposition 9.7. Let M be an idempotent matrix of .AtnxnU?lJ). Then, we have 
(M)" (S) r- (aMt"'" a+ M. 
Proof. We shall do an induction on the order n of M. The case n = 1 is clear. 
Suppose now that n;?; 2 and let us suppose that our result is proved at any order 
<n, Let M be an idempotent matrix of order n. By Proposition 9.5, we are in one 
of the four following cases: 
Case 1: M = 0: the result is obvious. 
Case 2: M = I n: the proposition follows from Lemma 7.7. 
Case 3: there is an integer p E [1, n[, a permutation matrix Per and an idempotent 
matrix N of order p such that 
M = p~l.Atp" with.At = (~q I ~). 
where we denote q = n - p. Therefore, we can write 
I (M) (aM)+ "'" (I + p~la.At(a.At)* p,,)(p~la.AtP,,) 
f-- (aMt "'" p~la.At(I + (avttt)P". 
This relation shows that we can reduce the problem to prove that 
(1) 
(2) 
Indeed, if this deduction was true, since .At is clearly idempotent, we would obtain 
with (1) 
(M)" (S) f-- (aMt "'" p~la.At(I + a+ .At)P" = p~l(a.At + aa+ .At2 )P" 
f-- (aMt "'" p~la(1 + aa*).AtP" 
I(M) (aMt"'" p~laa* .AtP" = a+ p~l.Atp" = a+ M. 
Thus, we may only prove (2). First, let us compute (a.Att. According to Propositions 
4.2 and 3.2, we have modulo (M) and (S), 
(a.Att = (aJq I aL)+ = (aJqt (aJq)*aL(aN)*). 
o aN 0 (aNt 
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Since p < n, we can apply the induction hypothesis to N: 
(M) A (S) f- (aNt""" a+ N 
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(3) 
Note that Lemma 7.7. gives the corresponding result for lq. We can now look at 
how to reduce the last block: 
(M) A (S) 
(M),(S) (alq)*aL(aN)* """ (I + a+ lq)aL(I + a+ N) 
1---- (alq)*aL(aN)* 
""" aL+ a+ alqL+ aa+ LN + a+ aa+ lqLN 
I (M),(S) (alq)*aL(aN)* 
""" a[L+ a+ lqL+ a+ LN + a+ a+ lqLN]. 
Observe now that the relation 
(4) 
(5) 
follows easily from the idempotency of ,;(;{. This relation, together with Lemma 9.6, 
shows that 
(M) A (S) f-- a+ lqL+ a+ a+ lqLN """ a+ lqL+ aa+ lqLN 
I(M) a+ lqL+a+ a+ lqLN """ (a +aa+)lqL+ aa+ lqLN 
f-- a+ lqL+ a+ a+ lqLN """ alqL+ aa+ lqL = (a + aa+)lqL 
But, it follows now from (4), (5) and (6) that 
(M) A (S) f-- (aJq)*aL(aN)* """ a(L+ a+(JqL+ LN)) 
f-- (aJq)*aL(aN)* """ a(L+ a+ L) = (a + aa+)L 
Thus, these different results give us 
(M)A(S) f- (a,;{;{t"",,(a:Jq ::~)=a+,;{;{. 
Therefore this ends the proof of the proposition in this case. 
(6) 
Case 4: There exists an integer p E [1, n[, a permutation matrix Pa and an 
idempotent matrix N of order p such that 
M=p~l';{;{Pa with';{;{=(~ I ~). 
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Using the same argument as above, we can reduce the problem to proving 
(M)" (8) I- (aAtt;::,: a+ At. 
With Propositions 4.2 and 3.2, we can now compute (aAtt modulo (M) and (8), 
(aAtt=(O I aL)+ =(0 aL(aN)*). 
° aN ° (aNt 
The induction hypothesis applied to N gives us 
(7) 
Since At is clearly idempotent, we obtain LN = L. It follows now from (7) that 
(M)" (8) I---- aL(aN)*;::,: aL(I + (aNt);::,: aL+ aLa+ N = (a + aa+)L 
I (M) aL(aN)*;::,: a+ L. (8) 
The two deductions (7) and (8) show that 
Hence it follows that the desired result is true in this case. Thus this ends our 
induction and our proof. 0 
Corollary 9.8. Let M be an idempotent matrix of AtnxnUijJ). Then, we have 
Proof. By symmetry, we can restrict ourselves to showing that 
(M),,(8) I- (aM)*M;::,:a*M. 
Then it follows from Proposition 9.7 that we have 
(M),,(8) I- (aM)*M;::,:(I+(aMt)M 
I- (aM)*M;::,: M +a+M2= (1 +a+)M 
I- (aM)*M;::,:a*M. 
Hence this ends the proof of our corollary. 0 
Note. The identities given in Propositions 9.7 and 9.8 are clearly equivalent. 
9.4. The identity At ( G, g) for groups 
We shall now prove that the deduction At (G, g) holds for every finite group G 
and for every g E G. First, let us introduce the following notation. 
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Definition 9.3. Let JL be a ~-linear representation of order m of a finite group G 
and let MEAtaxa(jgoo~at(A». Then, we will denote by M®JL the square matrix 
of order G x [1, n] with entries in jgoo~ at(A) which is defined by 
Proposition 9.9. Let G be a finite group, let X = {Xg,h, (g, h) E G x G} be an alphabet 
indexed by G x G and let JL be a ~-linear representation of G. Let us now denote by 
fe the generic matrix of order G defined by 
Then, the following matrix identity holds: 
(M) 1\ (S) ~ (fe® JL)+ = fe+® JL. 
Proof. We shall prove by induction on IHI that we have for every He G, 
where feH = (Xg,h)(g,h)EHXH' When IHI = 1, Ye(H) is given by 
and hence follows from Proposition 9.7 since JLOa) is idempotent. Let us suppose 
now that Ye(H) is proved for every IHI < P with p;.::;. 2. Then let He G with IHI = p, 
let k E H and let K = H - {k}. Therefore we can write 
k K 
2fH = k ( Xk'k_~) K~ 
Let us now study each block that appears in (1). First, we have 
But, according to the induction hypothesis applied to K, we have 
It follows immediately that we have modulo (M) and (S), 
(1) 
d = ((Xk,k + I Xk,hXh,k)JL(1) + I xk,pJL(k-1p )[fe~ ® JL ] (p,q)Xq,kJL (q-l k)) + 
hEK p,qEK 
Using both the fact that JL is a morphism and Proposition 9.7 with JL(1), it follows 
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easily from this last identity that 
(M)II(S) , d~(Xk,k+ I Xk,hXh,k+ I Xk,p[~](P,q)Xq'k)IL(l))+ 
hEK p,qEK 
, (M),(S) 
(2) 
This will end our study of d. Let us consider now eg. According to Propositions 3.2 
and 4.2, we can write modulo (M) and (S), 
eg = (1 + (~K ® ILt)CK,k(1 + d). 
The induction hypothesis applied to K and relation (2) show that 
(M)II(S) f-- eg~(1+~~®IL)CK,k(Xk,k+Bk,K~'kCK,ktlL(1) (3) 
Then we can compute easily that 
(1 + ff'~® IL )CK,k = [Xh,klL(h-1 k) + I (~~h,llL(h -11)XI,klL(l-1 k)] 
IEK hEK 
= [( CK,k + ~~CK,khlL(h-Ik)hEK 
= [«(1 + ~)CK,khlL(h-Ik)hEK' 
This relation together with (3) allows us to write the deduction 
(M) II (S) f-- eg ~ [«(1 + ff'~)CK,k(Xk,k + Bk,K~'k CK,kthlL(h-1 k)]hEK 
,(M) eg ~ [(~CK,k(Xk,k + Bk,K~CK,kthlL(h-1 k)hEK' (4) 
This will end our study of eg. Let us consider now the block qJJ. According to 
Proposition 4.2, we can write modulo (M) and (S), 
qJJ = (~ K h,llL(h -11) + Xh,klL (h -I k)(I + (Xk,klL (1) t)Xk,IIL(k-I/») + . 
(h,/)E K2 
Using Proposition 9,7, we can write modulo (M) and (S), 
qJJ ~ [(ff'K h,llL(h -II) + Xh,klL(h -I k)(1 + xtklL(l) )Xk,IIL(k- l 1) ]th,/)EK 2 
~ [(ff'K h,ilL (h -II) + Xh,klL(h -I k)(1 + Xtk)Xk,11L (k- I /)]th,/)EK 2 • 
Then it follows obviously that 
(M) II (S) f-- qJJ ~ [( (ff' K h,1 + Xh,kXt,kXk,I)IL(h -ll)]th,I)EK 2 
f-- qJJ ~[(~K + CK,kXt,kBk,K)®lLt. 
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Let us consider now the substitution a defined by 
Then, if we apply a to the deduction obtained from the induction hypothesis applied 
to fEK' we obtain the following identity: 
(5) 
This ends our study of '3J. Let us finally come to 9lJ. According to Proposition 4.2, 
we have modulo (M) and (S), 
9lJ = (I + (Xk,kl-L(l)t)Bk,K (I + '3J). 
But, we have by (5) modulo (M) and (S), 
Bk,K (I + '3J) "'=' ( Xk,hl-L(k- 1 h) 
+ L Xk,ll-L(k-Il)[(fEK + CK,kXtkBk,K t](l,h)I-L(l-lh)) 
lEK hEK 
It follows easily from Proposition 9.7 and from previous relations that 
(M)I\(S) f-- 9lJ"'='(I+X;'kl-L(1)) 
x [(BK,k(fEK + CK,kXtkBk,K )*hl-L(l-1 h )hEK 
f-- 9lJ "'=' (1 + xt,k)[(BK,k(fEK + CK,kXtkBk,K )*hl-L(l-1 h )hEK 
(6) 
It is now straightforward to see that the identities (2), (4), (5) and (6) mean exactly 
that 'j{(H) is satisfied. The proposition now follows immediately. 0 
The previous result now gives us easily the following proposition: 
Proposition 9.10. Let I-L be a 9lJ-linear representation of order n of a group G, let Ii be 
its associated 9lJ-*-morphismfrom l&'ooiYlat(Ao) into .,.t{nxn (l&'ooiYlat(Ao)) and let (Eg )gEG 
be the universal expressions associated with G. Then, for every g E G, we have 
Proof. It follows immediately from Proposition 9.9 that we have 
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But, we clearly have C( G)® f.L =';'( C( G». Hence, this shows that 
(M)A(S) f- [';'(C(G))]+::::C(Gt®f.L f- ';'(C(Gt)::::C(Gt®f.L 
since,;, is a *-morphism. Writing this identity on each entry, we now obtain all the 
identities .Al ( G, g). 0 
9.5. The identity .Al(S, s) for monogenic semigroups 
We shall now prove .Al(S, s) in the case of finite monogenic semigroups. 
Proposition 9.11. Let f.L be a OO-linear representation of order n of a monogenic 
semigroup S = N~,p, let,;, denote its associated OO-*-morphism from l&'9Il~at(As) into 
.Alnxn ( l&'9Il~at(As» and let (ES)SES be the universal expressions associated with S. Then, 
for every s in S, we have 
(M) A (S) f- ';'(Es):::: Esf.L(s). (.Al(S, s» 
Proof. We will use in the sequel the identification S = [1, n + p -1] and we will also 
denote by S(k) the subsemigroup [k, n + p -1] of S. According to Definition 9.1, 
the proof of Proposition 7.22 shows us that the family (EsLES is obtained by an 
inductive process which builds a sequence (l&'kh=n,t of rational expression families: 
it starts with the family l&'n of the universal rational expressions associated with the 
group S(n) =Z/pZ and it ends with the family l&'t = (ES)SES' To describe it, let us 
now define the relation between l&'k and l&'k-t. 
Let us suppose that the family l&'k = (E~LE[k,n+p-tl of l&'9Il~at(AS(k» is constructed 
and let us denote 
(1) 
for every j in [1, n + p -1]. Let us also introduce the substitution u from AS(k) into 
A S (k-1) defined by 
(2) 
i+j=m 
Then every element of the family l&'k-t is obtained as follows: 
i;;:?:k 
'tim ~ k -1, E~-I) = u(E~» + Am + L Aju(Elk». (3) 
i+j=m 
The reader should refer to the proof of Proposition 7.22 in order to see that the 
method we used there, really satisfies modulo (M) and (S) to our description. Let 
us now prove our proposition. Thus, let f.L be a OO-linear representation of S. We 
shall show by descending induction on k that 
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for every i E [k, n + p -1]. Note that in this identity, J-t can be considered as a 
representation of the semigroup S(k). First, the identities (*) are true for k = n as 
follows immediately from Proposition 9.10 applied to S(n) = Z/ pZ. Let us suppose 
now that (*) is proved at order k. Then let m ~ k - 1. By (3), we have 
i~k 
iL(E;:-o) = iL (O"(E;:»)) + iL (Am) + 1 iL (Aj)iL (O"(E~k»). (4) 
i+j=rn 
It follows from Proposition 9.7 applied to the idempotent matrix J-t((k -l)p) = J-t(p) 
and from (1) that we have for every j ~ k - 1 
(5) 
But, we check easily with definition (2) that 
(6) 
for every i ~ k. Let denote by ii the gJ-*-endomorphism of AtnxnUgoognat(AS(k») 
which acts like 0" on each entry. Hence, it follows from the universal property of 
'i5'oognat(AS(k) that (6) means exactly that the following diagram commutes: 
The induction hypothesis at order k with ii applied to (*) gives us 
(M)A(S) ~ ii(iL(E~k)))""'ii(E~k)J-t(i)) 
For every i ~ k. Therefore, since the previous diagram is commutative, we obtain 
by definition of ii, 
(7) 
According to relations (5) and (7), it follows immediately from (4) that 
Hence, since this is true for any m ~ k -1, we have proved (*) at the order k-1. 
Therefore, this ends our induction and consequently our proof. 0 
9.6. The identity At (S, s) for simple semigroups 
The next step of our study is to prove At (S, s) for simple semigroups. 
Proposition 9.12. Let J-t be a gJ-linear representation of order n of a finite left (resp. 
right) simple semigroup, let iL be its associated gJ-*-morphism from 'i5'oognat(As) into 
.4lnxn ('i5'oognat(As» and let (ES),ES be the universal rational expressions associated 
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with S. Then, for every s in S, we have 
(M),,(S) f- Ii(E.)=EsJL(s) (AI,(S,s». 
Proof. We can clearly consider only the left simple case. We will also take here the 
notations of Proposition 7.23. Thus S is isomorphic to the Rees semigroup 
M(n, G, P) of support [1, n] x G, where G is a finite group and P = (pJi=l,n is a 
subset of G. According to Definition 9.1, the proof of Proposition 7.23 shows that 
the universal expressions (E(i,I)(i,I)E[I,n]xG associated with S are built with the 
universal expressions associated with the subsemigroup U = [1, n -1] x G of S by 
the following process. 
At first, let us introduce the subsemigroup V = {n} x G of S which is in fact 
isomorphic to a group and let (l'rn,g»(n,g)E v be the universal expressions on the 
alphabet Av associated with V. Let us also consider the substitution u from Au 
into As defined by 
l~j=~n-l 
V( i, g) E U, u( a(i,g» = a(i,g) + L a(j,h) l'rn,l) (1) (j,h).(n,l)=(i,g) 
Finally, let (U(i,I)(i,I)E u be the universal expressions on the alphabet Au associated 
with the subsemigroup U of S. Then, for every i ~ n - 1 and for every g in G, we have 
l~j:o::;n-l 
E(i,g) = u( U(i,g» and E(n,g) = l'rn,g) + L l'rn,h)U( U(i,l) (2) (n,h).(i,l)=(n,g) 
The reader can refer to the proof of Proposition 7.23 in order to check that the 
above definitions are true, modulo (M) and (S). 
We can now prove AI,(S, s) by induction on n. If n = 1, S is a group and our 
result follows from Proposition 9.10. If n ~ 2, let us suppose that AI,(S, s) is proved 
at order n -1. Then let JL be a OO-linear representation of S and let us denote by 
Ii the associated OO-*-morphism from ~oo~at(As) in Al,nxn(~oo~at(As». Therefore, 
by the induction hypothesis applied to U and by Proposition 9.7 applied to V, we 
easily obtain, arguing as in the proof of Proposition 9.11 but using (1) and (2) here, 
the desired identity: 
(M) ,,(S) f- Ii (E(i,g» = E(i,g)JL ((i, g» 
for every (i, g) E [1, n] x G. Hence this ends our proof. 0 
9.7. The identity AI, (S, s) 
We can now prove AI,(S, s) without any restriction on the structure of S. 
Theorem 9.13. Let JL be a OO-linear representation of order n of a semigroup S, let Ii 
be its associated OO-*-morphism from ~oo~at(As) into Al,nxn(~oo~at(As» and let 
(ES)SES be the universal expressions associated with S. Therefore, for every s in S, we 
have 
(M),,(S) f- Ii (Es) = EsJL(s). (AI,(S,s» 
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Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 7.24, we shall use here an induction on lSI. First, 
if lSI = 1, our theorem follows clearly from Proposition 9.7. Now let n;3 2 and let 
us suppose that our result is proved for lSI < n. Then, let S be a semigroup with 
lsi = n. If S is left simple or monogenic, our theorem follows from Proposition 9.11 
or 9.12, respectively. If this is not the case, we can consider the left maximal ideal 
I of S that was chosen in the proof of Theorem 7.24. As in this proof, let us also 
denote here by U r;t. S the semigroup generated by S - 1. Then the proof of Theorem 
7.24 shows that the universal expressions (ES)SES associated with S are constructed 
as follows. 
First, let (VU)UE u and (Jj )jEI be the universal rational expressions on the alphabets 
Au and AI associated with U and V, respectively. Then, let u and cp denote 
respectively the two substitutions from Au into Au and from AI into As defined by 
and 
( ) {
au if U ~ I 
'Vu E U, cp a = 
U 0 otherwise 
jv=i 
'Vi E I, u(aJ = aj + I ajcp( Vv). jEI,vE U 
The proof of Proposition 7.24 now shows that the universal expressions (ES),ES 
associated with S are obtained modulo (M) and (S) by 
'ViEInU, Ej=u(Jj)+cpO'J+ I cp(Vv)u(~), 
vj=i 
'VUE U-I, Eu=cp(V;)+ I cp(Vv)u(~), 
vj=u 
'Vi E 1- U, E j = u(JJ + I cp( Vv)u(~). 
vj=i 
Using, with cp and u, the same method as in the proof of Proposition 9.11, it now 
follows easily from the induction hypothesis applied to I and to U that 
(M)A(S) I- ii(Es) = Esf-L(s) 
for every s in S and for every OO-linear representation f-L of S. Therefore this ends 
our induction and our proof. 0 
10. Consequences of the identity .JI(S, s) 
10.1. Action of a semigroup on a free OO-module 
Let M be a finitely generated free OO-module and let E be its basis. Hence, 
every element m of M can be written in a unique way as follows: 
m = I .1m ,ee with .1m ,e E 00 for every e in E. 8 
eEE 
8 .::1m,e will always be used in this sense in the sequel. Therefore, up to the isomorphism i!ll(E) '" g>(E), 
we have .::1m•e = 1 iff e EO m. 
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We will denote M = :!lJ(E). Let S be a semigroup which acts on the right on M. 
Then, the action of S on M is completely given by its action on E. Thus, we can 
write for every s of S and for every e in E, 
e.s = L /le.s.Ji. 
iES 
This leads us now to the following definition. 
Definition 10.1. Let M = :!lJ(E) be a free :!lJ-module with a finite basis E and let S 
be a finite semi group that acts on the right on M. Therefore we shall call reduced 
action matrices of Son M the matrices (R.)SES defined by 
'V s E S, Rs = [/le.s.f ] (e.f)E E xE E .4tE xE (:!lJ). 
Remark. It is easy to see that RsRt = Rst for every s, t in S. Therefore, the mapping 
p which maps every s of S on Rs is a :!lJ-linear representation of order lEI of S. 
Conversely, if J.L is a given :!lJ-linear representation of order n of S, it is easy to 
build an action of Son :!lJ([1, n]) such that the matrices (J.L(S))SES are the associated 
reduced action matrices of Son :!lJ([1, n]). 
Theorem 10.1. Let S be a finite semigroup that acts on the right on a free :!lJ-module 
M = :!lJ(E) offinite basis E, let (ES).ES be the universal expressions associated with S 
and let (RS)SES be the reduced action matrices of Son M. Then, we have 
P(S) ( )+ (P(H)) HE.S4(S) " (M)" (S) 1-1 ---'--'......- L asRs "'" L EsRs· 
SES SES 
Proof. Let p be the :!lJ-linear representation of order lEI defined by p(s) = R. for 
every s in Y. According to Proposition 8.2, the identity P(S) is given by 
(1) 
SES 
modulo (M), (S) and (P(H))HEst(S). Let p denote the morphism associated with 
p as defined in Section 9.1. Then, applying p to (1), we obtain 
(P(H)) HEst(S) " (M) ,,(S) 1-1 _P..:....(s..:....) - p(A;) = (L asp(s)) + "'" L p(Es), 
SE S SE S 
according to Proposition 3.9 and Theorem 8.4. It now follows from Theorem 9.13 that 
(P(H))HEst(S),,(M),,(S) f-I _('--'S)_ (L asp(s))+ "'" L Esp(s). 
SES SES 
Therefore this ends our proof. 0 
Note. Observe that we need the identity P(S) for proving Theorem 10.1. This 
situation is quite different from Theorem 7.24, which also deals with the same 
problem, but with non-reduced action matrices. 
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The following corollary will be essential in the proof of the completeness of the 
system of semigroup identities. 
Corollary 10.2. Let A be a finite alphabet and let (Ma)aEA be a family of matrices of 
AinxnUYJ). For every w = a1 ••• an E A*, let us define Mw by 
Ml = In, ifn = 0 and Mw = Mal'" Man' ifn ~ 1. 
Let S denote the finite semigroup generated by the family (Ma)aEA' Then there exist 
a.finite part W of A* and [JIJ-rational expressions (Fw)wEw such that 
peS) (P(H)) HEst1(S) 1\ (M) 1\ (S) f-J ---'--'----
Proof. There exists clearly a finite part V c A * which contains A, such that we can 
write S = {Mv, v E V}. Of course, we can also suppose that Mu ¥ Mv for every u ¥ v 
in V. Therefore we can identify V and S. Let us now consider the action of S on 
[JIJ([l, n]) defined by 
VVE v,VPE[JIJ([l,n]), P.Mv=t .::!P,iCt (MJi,jj). 
The matrices (MJvEY are clearly the reduced action matrices of Son [JIJ([l, n]) for 
this action. Hence it follows immediately from Theorem 10,1 that 
(P(H))HEst1CS)I\(M)I\(S) f-J _P...:..Cs...:..) - (I avMv)+·= I BvMv, 
VE v VE V 
where (BvLE yare the universal [JIJ-rational expressions associated with S. Let us 
also denote by a the substitution from Av into A defined by 
if V~ A, 
if v = a E A. 
Applying a to the previous identity, we obtain 
(P(H))HEst1(S) 1\ (M) 1\ (S) f-J _P_(S_) - ( I aMa)+ = I FvMv, 
QEA VE v 
where Fv = a(BJ for every v E V. It follows that we have 
peS) (P(H)) HEst1(S) 1\ (M) 1\ (S) f-J -
To conclude, it suffices to define W = V if IE S or W = V u {1} if I ~ Sand 
consequently to modify the family (FJvEY' D 
Notes. (1) The above proof shows that, for every family of matrices of order n, 
there exist a semigroup S and an action of Son [JIJ([l, n]), such that this family is 
only composed of reduced actions matrices for this action. 
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(2) If every matrix Ma has at most one 1 in each row, it is easy to show, uSing 
a completion process, that we can suppose that they have modulo (M) and (S) 
exactly one 1 in each row. In this case, we can use in the previous proof Theorem 
7.24 instead of Theorem 10.1, since the matrices (Ma)aEA are now a subfamily of 
the action matrices of Son [1, nJ for a naturally constructed action. Therefore we 
can in this case avoid the use of P(S). 
10.2. A determination process 
We associate with every free iY3-module M = iY3(E) of finite basis E, the matrices 
5 = [5e,mJ(e,m)EEXM and .1 = [.1m,eJ(m,e)EMxE' 
Remark. An easy computation shows that 5.1 = IE' 
Lemma 10.3. Let S be a semigroup that acts on the right on a free iY3-module M of 
finite basis E, let (RsLES be the reduced action matrices of Son M and let (MsLES 
be the action matrices of Son M. Then, for every s E S, we have 5Ms.1 = Rs. 
Proof. Indeed, let s E Sand (e, f) E E x E. Then we have 
(5Ms.1)(e,f) = L 5e,m5m.s,n .1n,f= L 5e.s,n .1n,f 
n,meM neM 
= .1e.s,f= (Rs)(e,f)' 
Hence this ends the proof. 0 
The following result shows how, from the viewpoint of rational identities, a finite 
automaton and the automaton obtained by the classical determination process are 
related. 
Proposition 10.4. Let S be a finite semigroup which acts on the right on afree iY3-module 
M of finite basis E, let (RS)SES be the reduced action matrices of S on M and let 
(M.)SES be the action matrices of Son M. Then, we have 
P(H))HE.sIl(S)!I(M)!I(S) rl _P--,(--,S)_ 5( L asMs) * .1=( L asRs)* 
SE5 seS 
Proof. Let (EsLES be the universal rational expressions associated with S. Then, it 
follows from Theorem 7.24 and from Lemma 10.3 that 
(P(H))HE.sIl(S)!I(M)!I(S) r- (L asMs) * =1+ L EsMs 
SES SES 
r- 5 (L asMs) * .1 = M + L Es5Ms.1 
seS seS 
r- 5 (L asMs) * .1 = 1+ L EsRs· 
se8 se8 
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But, it follows also from Theorem 10.1 that 
(P(H))HEsd(S)A(M)A(S) 1-1 _P-,-(S-,-)_ ( L asRs) * = I + L EsRs. 
SE S SE S 
It is now straightforward to conclude with these two last identities. 0 
Remark. We think that it should be possible to prove the above identity with less 
axioms. But this problem remains open. 
Note. We can also study from our viewpoint, other methods used in automata 
theory. For instance, it can be easily proved that the classical completion process 
is (M)-(S) stable. 
11. Completeness of semigroup identities 
We shall prove in this chapter that the system, composed of the identities (M), 
(S) and (P(S)) for all finite semigroups, is complete. This result was conjectured 
by Conway (see [7, p. 116]). 
11.1. Automaton recognizing a [llJ-rational expression 
A finite automaton d of order n on the alphabet A is a triple (I, M, T) where 
IE Allxn([llJ) and TE Alnxl([llJ) are called initial and final state vectors and where 
M is called the transition matrix of .sd and is defined by 
where (Ma)aEA is a family of matrices in Alnxn([llJ) almost all equal to O. Then, any 
rational expression equivalent modulo (M) and (S) to I.M*. T will said to be a 
rational expression recognized by .sd modulo (M) and (S). 
The following proposition is just a new formulation of a classical result in terms 
of [llJ-rational expressions. 
Proposition 11.1 Conway ([7, p. 31]). Let A be an alphabet and let E be in )goo911at(A). 
Then, there exists an automaton (I, M, T) such that 
(S) A (M) I-- E = I.M*. T. 
Proof. Let us denote by )g the set of the [llJ- rational expressions that are recognized 
modulo (M) and (S) by some finite automaton. First, let us show that )g is a 
semiring. Now let E and F be two rational expressions recognized modulo (S) and 
(M) by the automata (II, M I , TI ) and (I2, M 2, T2) of order nand m, respectively. 
Then, E + F is clearly recognized by the automaton (I, M, T) of order n + m defined 
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by 
M=(~II ;J, 
In order to study the product E.F, let us now consider the matrices 
I = (II 0), T=(~J 
Using Definition 3.2, it is easy to see that 
(M)I\(S) I- E.F""'1.M*.T (1) 
Let us introduce the two matrices 
Then, according to (1), we have 
(M) 1\ (S) I- E.F"'=' 1.( Q*.P)*.Q* T 
Hence, since Q* is a boolean matrix, E.F is recognized modulo (M) and (S) by 
the automaton (I, Q* P, Q* T). Finally, it is easy to see that 1 and 0 are in <tf. Thus 
<tf is a semiring. Let us now prove that <tf is a ~-*-algebra: therefore, let E E <tf. 
Then, E is recognized modulo (M) and (S) by some automaton (I, M, T) of order 
n. Let us introduce now the matrices of order n + 1: 
e = (1 0 ... 0), 
Using Definition 3.2, we easily obtain 
(M) 1\ (S) I- E* "'" e.N*.j. (2) 
Let us also consider the two matrices 
p=(m) and Q=(~). 
According to (2), we can write 
(M)I\(S) I- E*""'e.(P+Q)*,f ~ E*"'='e.(P*Q)*.P*j. 
Since p* is in Aln+I(~)' this means that E* is recognized modulo (M) and (S) by 
the automaton (e, P*Q, P*f). It follows immediately that <tf is a ~-*-algebra. It is 
also easy to show that A c <tf. Hence, since the ~-*-algebra <tf911iJlat(A) is generated 
by A, we proved that <tf = <tf911iJlat(A). This ends our proof. 0 
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11.2. Completeness of semigroup identities 
We are now able to prove the main result of this paper which shows that the 
system (M), (8) and (P(8)) for all finite semigroups, is complete. It will immediately 
follow from the following theorem. 
Theorem 11.2. Let A be an alphabet and let (E, F) be a rational identity over A. Then, 
there exists a finite semigroup 8 such that 
Proof. Let E = F be a rational identity over A. By Proposition 11.1, there exist two 
automata (1, M, T) and (1, N, V) recognizing respectively E and F modulo (M) 
and (8). Then let (Ma)aEA and (Na)aEA be the boolean matrices such that 
M= LaMa and N= LaNa. 
aEA aEA 
We can now introduce the family of matrices (Ala)aEA that will synchronize the two 
automata recognizing E and F. For every a E A, we define 
Let 8 be the semigroup generated by the matrices (Ala)aEA' By Corollary 10.2, there 
exists a finite subset W of A* and rational expressions (FW)WEW such that 
(P(H)) HE.5I'l(S) II (M) II (8) 
I-----'---P(S) (L aAla) * = (~) = L Fw (~) . 
aEA orN* WE W OR 
It follows immediately that 
(P(H))HE.5I'l(S)IIP(8) I (M),(S) M*= L FwMw, 
WEW 
(P(H)) HE.5I'l(S) II P(8) I (M),(S) N* = L FwNw. 
WEW 
Hence, multiplying these relations by the initial and final states vectors associated 
with the two automata recognizing E and F, we deduce 
(P(H)) HE.5I'l(S) II P(8) I (M),(S) E = L Fw(I.Mw. T), 
WEW 
(P(H)) HE.5I'l(S) II P(8) I (M),(S) F = L Fw(J.N
w
• V). 
WEW 
But I.Mw • T = 1 iff the automaton (1, M, T) recognizes the word w, i.e. iff w belongs 
to the language A(E). In the same way, J.Nw.V=1 iff w belongs to the language 
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A(F). Hence, since A(E)=A(F) here, we have for every WE W; 
Using the two previous identities, it is now straightforward to obtain 
(P(H)) HEd(S) A P(S) I (M),(S) E:::: F. 
Therefore, this ends the proof of our theorem. 0 
Notes. (1) The algorithmic process described in this theorem can be applied to any 
couple (E, F) of @J-rational expressions. Thus it gives us a "deductive" method to 
check if (E, F) is an identity: indeed, it will suffice to see if the above relations (*) 
are all satisfied. 
(2) If the automata associated above with E and F are deterministic, we can 
avoid the use of P(S), according to a note following Corollary 10.2. 
Corollary 11.3. Let 9' be the class of finite semigroups. Then the following system is 
a complete system of @J-rational identities for any alphabet A: 
(M), (S), (P(S))SEY' 
Proof. It is an immediate consequence of Theorem 11.2. 0 
Corollary 11.4. Let ce be the class offinite commutative semigroups. Then, thefollowing 
system is a complete system of@J-rational identities for the one letter alphabet A = {a}: 
(M), (S), (P(S))SE'€' 
Proof. Observe that the semigroup S constructed in the proof of Theorem 11.2 is 
monogenic, hence commutative when IAI = 1. The corollary now follows easily from 
Theorem 11.2. 0 
Note. Corollary 11.3 solves an open question of Conway (cr. [7, p.116]) and gives 
us the first well described complete system of @J-rational identities. 
12. Stability of semigroup identities 
12.1. Subsemigroup 
Proposition 12.1. Let S be a finite semigroup, let p be a subset of S and let T be a 
subsemigroup of s. Then, for every t in T, we have 
(M),(S) P(S, p, t) I P( T, P 11 T, t). 
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Proof. Let us denote by Ap and Apr> T the two alphabets Ap = {as> s E p} and Apr> T = 
{at, t E P n T} and by u the substitution from Ap into Apr> T defined by 
'rI t E P n T, u( at) = at and 'rI s E P - P n T, u( as) = O. 
Then we clearly have the following decomposition: 
T S-T 
u(C(S,p»= T (C(T,pnT) I 0) 
S-T P Q 
which shows that we have modulo (M) and (S), 
u([C(S )]+)=(u(C(S »+)=( [C(T,pnT)t 
, p , p Q* P[ C ( T, p n T)]* 
Now let t E P n T. It follows from the previous relation that we have 
u(u,.[ C(S, p )t.u) = ut.u([ C( T, p n T)t).u = u;.[ C( T, P n T)t.u', 
where u; and u' are of order T. Hence, it follows that we have modulo (M) and 
(S), u(P(S, p, t» = P( T, p n T, t). It is now straightforward to conclude. D 
Corollary 12.2. Let S be a finite semigroup, let p be a subset of S and let T be a 
subsemigroup of S. Then, we have 
(M),(S) (P(R» HE.stI(S) A peS, p) I P( T, p n T). 
Proof. Since d( T) c deS), this corollary follows immediately from Propositions 
12.1 and 8.2. D 
Corollary 12.3. Let S be a finite semigroup and let T be a subsemigroup of S. Then, 
we have 
(P(R» HE.stI(S) A peS) I (M),(S) P( T). 
Proof. It is an immediate consequence of Corollary 12.2. D 
12.2. Quotient 
Before studying the relations existing between the identities associated with a 
semigroup and with its quotients, let us give the following definition. 
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Definition 12.1. Let n = (n), ... , n,) E (N*)' and let M E .4t,x,(~oo~at(A»). Then we 
will denote by M ®n J the matrix which is defined by 
where Jj,j denotes the matrix of .4tnixniU~) all of whose entries are 1. 
The following proposition appears as a new generalization of Lemma 7.7 
Proposition 12.4. Let M be a matrix of .4tmxm(~oo~at(A») with a zero constant 
coefficient. Then, for every n E (N*)', we have 
(M) A (8) I--- (M ®n Jt = M+ ®n J. 
Proof. We can show this result by induction on the order r of the r-tuple n. The 
case r=1 follows from Lemma 7.7. When r;:;::2, we can compute (M®nJt with 
the following decomposition: 
M®J=(M),)J),) I B ) 
C N®mJ 
where N denotes the matrix M j,ri'2 and m = (n2,"" n,). Using a similar method 
as in Proposition 9.7 for instance, it is easy to show that our proposition follows 
from the induction hypothesis applied to the matrix N ®m J and from Lemma 7.7 
applied to M),)J),). 0 
Proposition 12.5. Let == be a congruence of a finite semigroup 8 and let 1T be the 
projection of S on the quotient semigroup 8/ ==. Then, for every subset p of S and every 
s in 8, we have 
P(8, p, s) I (M),(S) P(8/==, 1T(p), 1T(S)). 
Proof. Let us denote 1T(t) = t for every t in 8 and u the substitution from Ap = 
{a" rEp} into Ap = {a f , f E p} defined by u( a,) = af for every r in p. Since we work 
with ~, we immediately have for every s, t E 8, 
( 
UEp ) UEp UEp 
u sf" au = sf" ail = sff ail' (1) 
N ow let R = {Sj, i E [1, r]} be a section of == and let cl( s) denote the equivalence 
class of s E 8 for ==. Finally let us introduce the notations 
n = (lcl(s))I, ... , Icl(s,)I), 
Vi,j E [1, r], Jj,j = (1) E .4tcl(s,)Xcl(sj)(~) 
Vi,jE[l,r], Sj,j= L ail' 
(S;)il ~(Sj) 
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where ii E P in this last relation. It follows now from (1) that we have 
drs,) 
cl(s,) (SI,I.JI,I 
O'[C(S, p)] =: _:_ 
cl(s,) Sr,1 Jr,1 
Hence, we obtain by Proposition 12.4, that 
(M)II(S) I-- O'[C(S,pt]=O'[C(S,p)t 
= (C(S/ ==, p) ®n Jt "'" C(S/==, pt ®n J, 
Now let S be an element of S. Then, we have 
But, according to the structure of 00, an easy computation gives 
where Us and u I denote vectors of order S / ==. Thus, we have proved that 
It is now straightforward to obtain our proposition. D 
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Corollary 12.6. Let == be a congruence of afinite semigroup S and let 7T be the projection 
of S on S / ==. Then, for every subset p of S, we have 
(M),(S) (P(H))HEd(S)IIP(S,p) I P(S/==,7T(p)). 
Proof. Since we have .sIL(S/==)c .sIL(S), the corollary follows easily from Proposi-
tions 12.5 and 8.2. D 
Corollary 12.7. Let == be a congruence of a semigroup S. Then, we have 
(P(H))HEd(S)1I P(S) I (M),(S) P(S/==). 
Proof. It is an immediate consequence of Corollary 12.6. D 
12.3. Homomorphic image 
We can easily express the previous results in terms of homomorphic image. 
9 This relation is obtained by adding in the first member several times the same terms of the second 
member. Thus it holds, since we have here I + 1 = 1. 
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Proposition 12.8. Let S, T be two finite semigroups and let cp be a semigroup morphism 
from S into T. Then, for every subset peS, we have 
(P(H»HEd(S)/lP(S,p) I (M),(S) P(cp(S),cp(p». 
Proof. Let;: denote the semigroup congruence defined by u;: v iff cp(u) = cp(v) for 
every u, v E S. Since cp (S) = S /;:, our result follows from Corollary 12.6. 0 
Corollary 12.9. Let S, T be two finite semigroups and let cp be a semigroup morphism 
from S into T. Then, we have 
(P(H» HEd(S) /I P(S) I (M),(S) P(cp(S». 
Proof. The corollary follows immediately from Proposition 12.8. 0 
12.4. Division 
Let Sand T be two semigroups. Then we say that S divides T, and we denote it 
by S < T, iff S is a quotient of a subsemigroup of T (cf. [17] or [9] for more details). 
We can give the following two results which are immediate consequences of 
Corollaries 12.2 and 12.6. 
Proposition 12.10. Let S be a finite semigroup that divides a finite semigroup T and 
let p be a subset of T. Then there exists a subsemigroup U of T and a congruence ;: 
on U such that S = U /;:. Let us denote by 7T the canonical projection from U onto S. 
Then, we have 
(P(H» H Ed(T) /I P( T, p) I (M),(S) P( S, 7T(p n U». 
Corollary 12.11. Let Sand T be two finite semigroups. Then, if S divides T, we have 
(P(H» HEd(T) /I P( T) I (M),(S) P(S). 
12.5. Direct product 
Proposition 12.12. Let Sand T be two finite semigroups and let p and p I be respectively 
two subsets of Sand T. Then, we have 
(P(H» HEd(S)ud(T) /I P(S, p) /I P( T, p') I (M),(S) P(S x T, p X p'). 
Proof. We can write for every pair (s, t) and (u, v) in Sx T, 
sa=U,O'Ep 
[C(S x T), p X p'](S,I),(U,V) = L a(a,{3)' 
1{3=V,{3Ep' 
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Then let us now introduce the substitution rr from Ap, into Aisxs( 19oo~at(Apxp.)) 
which is defined as follows: 
VtEp', rr(at)=[ L a(O',t)] 
sa=U,aEp (S,U)EpXp' 
Observe that we obviously have 
rr[ C( T, p')] = C(S x T, p x p'). (1) 
But, we can write, according to Proposition 8.2. 
(P(H))HES1(T)"P(T,p') I (M),(S) C(T,p'tu",=A;,u, 
where u is a vector of order T. Applying rr to this relation, it follows from (1), from 
Theorem 8.4 and from Proposition 3.9 that we have 
(P(H))HES1(T)"P(T,p') I (M),(S) C(SXT,pxp'tu"'=rr(Ap,tu. (2) 
Let us now study rr(Ap.). We can clearly write 
rr(Ap') = [L ( L a(O',t))] 
tEP' sa=U,aEp (s,u) 
= [ L ( L a(O',t))] 
sa=U,CXEp tEp' (s,u) 
It follows from this computation that we have 
rr(Ap') = T[ C(S, p)] 
if we denote by T the substitution from Ap into Apxp' which is defined by 
Vs E p, T(as) = L a(s,t)· 
IEp' 
Therefore, according to the relations (2) and (3), we obtain 
(3) 
(P(H))HE.sII(T)"P(T,p') I (M),(S) C(SxT,pXp'tU"'=T[C(S,ptu]. 
Using P(S, p), it follows by Proposition 8.2 that 
(P(H))HE.sII(S)U.sll(T)"P(T,p')"P(S,p) I (M),(S) C(SxT,pxp'tu"'=T[A;u]. 
Observe now that we have 
T(Ap) = L L a(s,t) = Apxp" 
SEp tEp' 
Hence, it follows immediately from the previous identity that 
(P(H)) HE.sII(S)U.sll(T)" P( T, p')" P(S, p) I (M),(S) C(S X T, P x p't u "'= A;xp'u. 
It is now straightforward to conclude to our proposition. 0 
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Note. The above proof shows also that the semigroup identity P(S x T, p X pi) is 
completely defined modulo (P(H))HEd(S)ud(T)' 
The following two results are immediate consequences of Proposition 12.12. 
Corollary 12.13. Let S be a finite semigroup and let p be a subset of S. Then, for every 
n E N*, we have 
Corollary 12.14. Let Sand T be two finite semigroups. Then, we have 
(P(H))HEd(S)ud(T)AP(S)AP(T) I (M),(S) P(Sx T). 
12.6. Semidirect product 
Let S, T be two semigroups and let. be a left action of Ton S. Then, the semidirect 
product S p:< T is the semigroup constructed over S x T whose law is defined for 
every s, u in Sand t, v in T by 
(s, t).( u, v) = (s( t.U ),tv). 
We refer the reader to [9] or to [17] for more details. 
Proposition 12.15. Let S be a finite semigroup that acts on the left by . on a finite 
semigroup T, let peS and let pi c T. Then, we have 
(M),(S) (P(H))HEd(S)ud(T)AP(S, T.p)AP(T,p') I P(Sp:< T,pxp'). 
Proof. We clearly have, for every pair (s, t) and (u, v) in Sx T, 
t{3~V,{3EP' 
[C(S p:< T, p X p')](S,t),(u,v) = L a(a,{3) 
s(t,a)~u,aEp 
L L L a(a,{3)' 
sx~u,XET.p t{3~V,{3EP' t.a~x,aEp 
Let us now consider the substitution u from AT.p into jlTxT(?~'oo911at(Apxp'» that is 
defined by 
"Is E A T.p , u(as ) = (L L a(CX,{3») • 
rJl=v.J3Ep' t.a=S,ClEp (t,v)ETxT 
The previous relation shows that we have 
u[ C(S, T.p)] = C(S p:< T, p X pi). (1) 
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Hence, it follows from (1) that 
(M) t\ (S) I-- [C(S ~ T, p x p')t.u = 0"[ C(S, T.p t.u]. 
Using P(S, T.p), we obtain according to Pro .• ositions 8.2,3.9 and Theorem 8.4 that 
(P(H))HEd(S)t\P(S, T.p) I (Ml,(S) [C(S~ T,pxp')t.u=O"[A~:pu]. (2) 
But an easy computation permits us to show that we have 
= [L L L a(CX,f3)] 
tf3~V,f3EP' SET.p t.O'~S,O'Ep (t,v)ETxT 
= [ L L a(CX,f3l] . 
tf3~V,f3EP' O'Ep (t,vlETx r 
Let us now introduce the substitution r from Ap ' into AC,XH' defined by 
VVEP', r(av)= L a(u,vl' UEp 
Therefore the previous relations show that 
O"(AT.p) = [ L r(af3 )] =r(C(T,p')). 
tf3~V,f3Ep' (t,vlETxT 
Hence, relation (2) can be written as follows. 
(P(H))HEd(Slt\P(S, T.p) I (M),(S) [C(S~ T,pxp')t.u=r[C(T,p'tu]. 
Using P( T, p'), it follows easily from Proposition 8.2 that we have 
(P(H)) HEd(Slud(T) t\ P(S, T.p) t\ P( T, p') 
I (M),(Sl [C(S ~ T, p x p')t.u = r[A;,u]. 
In order to conclude, let us compute r(Ap '): 
r(Ap') = L L a(u,vl = Apxp" 
VEp'UEp 
Therefore, it follows immediately from the previous identity that 
(P(H)) HEd(Slud(T) t\ P(S, T.p) t\ P( T, p') 
I (M),(S) ) + + f---- [C(S ~ T, p X p' ] u = Apxp'u. 
It is now easy to obtain our proposition. 0 
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Corollary 12.16. Let S be a finite semigroup that acts on the left by . on a finite 
semigroup T, let p be a . stable subset of S and let pi c T. Then, we have 
(P(H» HEd(Tjud(T) II P(S, p) II P( T, pi) I (M),(S) P(S ~ T, p X pi). 
Proof. It is an immediate consequence of Proposition 12.15 and of the fact that 
P( S, p) implies here P( S, T.p) according to Proposition 6.2. 0 
Corollary 12.17. Let S be a finite semigroup that acts on the left by . on a finite 
semigroup T. Then, we have 
(M),(S) (P(H» HEd(S)ud(T) II P(S) II P( T) I P(S ~ T) 
Proof. The corollary follows obviously from Corollary 12.16. 0 
12.7. Wreath product 
Let Sand T be two semigroups. Then, the wreath product of Sand T is the 
semigroup denoted SoT which is the semidirect product ST1~ T associated with 
the action of T on STI defined for every f E STI and t E T by 
t.f: Tl~ S 
t' ~ f(t't). 
The wreath product is the most general semidirect product possible (see [17] or [9] 
for more details). Note also that we shall say here that a subset of p of Sis T-stable 
iff p Tl is T-stable. We can now give the following proposition. 
Proposition 12.18. Let S, T be two finite semigroups, let pi be a subset of T and let p 
be a T-stable subset of s. Then, we have 
(P(H»HEd(S)ud(T)IIP(S,p)IIP(T,p') I (M),(S) P(So T,pT1Xp'). 
Proof. It follows clearly from Corollary 12.16 that we have 
(P(H))HEd(ST1)Ud(TjIlP(ST1,pT1)IIP(T,p') I (M),(S) P(So T,pT1Xp'). 
But, Corollary 12.13 shows that we have 
(P(H))HEd(S)IIP(S,p) I (M),(S) p(ST1,pTl). 
It is easily shown that every group of d(ST1) is included in a product of groups of 
d(S). Therefore, according to Corollaries 12.3 and 12.14, we have 
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Grouping together the three previous deductions, the proposition now follows 
immediately. 0 
Corollary 12.19. Let S, T be two finite semigroups. Then, we have 
(M),(S) (P(H)) HE.stI(S)U.stl(T) " P(S)" P( T) I P(S 0 T). 
Proof. It is an obvious consequence of the previous proposition. 0 
13. Completeness of group identities 
13.1. Semigroup and group identities 
Let us now recall Krohn-Rhodes's theorem (cf. [9, p.39] of [15, p.87]). It will 
be our main tool to reduce semigroup identities to group identities. Let S be a finite 
semigroup. Then, S divides the wreath product 
where each Sj is either a simple group dividing S, or is U2 • Moreover, the proof of 
Krohn-Rhodes's theorem (see [9, pp. 39-42]) shows that all groups that appear in 
(*) are commutative when S is commutative. 
Definition 13.1. For every finite semigroup S, we shall denote by X(S) the family 
of groups that appear in Krohn-Rhodes's decomposition (*). 
Remark. When S is aperiodic, X(S) = {I} (see [9, Chap. III, Theorem 7.6]). 
Theorem 13.1. Let S be a finite semigroup. Then, we have 
(M),(S) (P(H)) HE.stI(S)U:J(S) I I (P(H)) HE.stI(S)" P(S). 
Proof. It follows immediately from Proposition 8.2, from Corollaries 12.19 and 
12.11, from the aperiodicity of U2 and from Proposition 8.9 that we have 
(P(H)) HE:J(S) I (M),(S) P(S). 
Conversely, since every group in X(S) divides S, Corollary 12.11 implies that 
(P(H))HE.stI(S)"P(S) I (M),(S) (P(H))HE:J(S)' 
Thus, this ends our proof. 0 
We can now solve the second conjecture of Conway [7, p. 116] which claimed 
that semigroup identities can be reduced to group identities. 
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Corollary 13.2. Let [I be the class of finite semigroups and let Cfj be the class of finite 
groups. Then, we have the following equivalence: 
(M),(S) (P( G»GE'§ I I (P(S»SE.'i" 
Proof. It is an obvious consequence of the previous theorem. 0 
Corollary 13.3. Let [leg be the class of commutative finite semigroups and let Cfjeg be 
the class of commutative finite groups. Then, we have 
(M),(S) (P(G»GE'§'€ I I (P(S»SE.'i''€' 
Proof. The corollary follows from Theorem 13.1 and from the fact that every group 
in XeS) is commutative when S is commutative. 0 
We can also show that every semigroup identity is equivalent to an identity 
associated with only one group. 
Corollary 13.4. Let S be a finite semigroup. Then, there exists a finite group Gs such 
that we have 
(M),(S) (P(H» HEd(S)" peS) I I P( Gs ). 
Proof. By Theorem 13.1, it suffices to construct a group Gs such that 
(M),(S) (P(H»HEX(S)vd(S) I I P( G,) (1) 
Let us prove that (1) is satisfied with Gs equal to the direct product of the groups 
in XeS) u deS). First, Corollary 12.14 shows that 
(M),(S) (P(H»HEX(S)vd(S) I P(G,). 
On the other hand, since every group in :f{(S) u deS) is isomorphic to a subgroup 
of Gs> Corollary 12.3 gives the converse deduction. Hence, this ends our proof. 0 
13.2. Completeness of group identities 
The previous results now lead us immediately to the following two results of 
completeness for systems of group identities. 
Theorem 13.5. Let Cfj be the class of finite groups. Then, the following system is a 
complete system of !?lJ-rational identities for any alphabet A: 
(M), (S), (P(G»GE'§' 
Proof. It is an immediate consequence of Corollaries 13.2 and 11.3. 0 
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Theorem 13.6. Let C§C(i be the class of commutative finite groups. Then, the following 
system is a complete system of[1JJ-rational identities for anyone letter alphabet A = {a}: 
(M), (S), P( G))OE'fJ'(6' 
Proof. The theorem follows immediately from Corollaries 13.3 and 11.4. 0 
13.3. Identities of aperiodic semigroups 
First, let us recall (see Section 8.1) that it is possible to define the semigroup 
identity of an aperiodic semigroup only modulo (M) and (S). Theorem 13.1 allows 
us also to solve an open question of D. Perrin concerning the identities associated 
with aperiodic semigroups. 
Corollary 13.7 (Aperiodic semigroups). Let S be an aperiodic semigroup. Then, we 
have (M)" (S) I- P(S). 
Proof. The corollary follows clearly from Theorem 13.1 since we have here the 
following relations: %(S) = .sIl(S) = {I}. 0 
Note. Thus this corollary generalizes Proposition 8.9. This result justifies also the 
denomination of aperiodic identities for (M) and (S). 
We can now give the following result which characterizes the aperiodic semigroups 
in terms of rational identities. 
Theorem 8.8 (Characterization of aperiodic semigroups). Let S be a finite semigroup. 
Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(i) S is an aperiodic semigroup; 
(ii) (M)" (S) I- P(S\ 1). 
Proof. Since .sIl(S) = {I}, (i) --,> (ii) follows from Corollary 13.7, Propositions 6.3 
and 8.2. To prove (ii) --,> (i), let us suppose that (ii) holds and that S is not aperiodic. 
Hence, there would exist a non-trivial group G c S. Let us denote by G' the semigroup 
equal to G if 10 = 1s[ and to G 1 if not. Then, it follows from Proposition 12.1 that 
we have 
(M)" (S) I- P(S\ 1) I- P( G', 1). 
But, since .sIl( G') = {l}, it follows from Proposition 8.2 that we have 
P( G', 1) I (M),(S) I P( G', 10)' 
If G' = G, P( G', 10 ) is equivalent modulo (M) and (S) to P( G) by Corollary 7.5. 
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If G' = G\ P( G', 1G ) is equivalent modulo (M) and (S) to P( G', G, 1G ) by Proposi-
tion 6.3 and it is easy to see that this last identity is exactly equal to P( G). Therefore, 
it follows that 
(M) A (S) r- P( G). 
But there exists clearly an element g E G of prime order p;?; 2. Hence, it follows 
obviously from Proposition 12.3 and Lemma 7.16 that we have 
(M) A (S) r- P( G) r-P(7L/ p7L) r- P(p). 
But, this is in contradiction with Theorem 2.5. Hence, this ends our proof. D 
13.4. Reduced action matrices 
With Theorem 13.1, we can also reformulate Theorem 10.1, using here only group 
identities. Observe that our new result is now closely related to Theorem 7.24 which 
gives a similar result for non-reduced action matrices. 
Theorem 13.9. Let S be a finite semigroup that acts on the right on a free ~-module 
M = ~<E> of finite basis E, let (E.)SES denote the universal rational expressions 
associated with S and let (RS).ES be the reduced action matrices of Son M. Then, we 
have 
( )
+ (M),(S) (P(H))HES4(S)u:JC(S) I I asRs === I EsRs. 
SES SES 
Proof. It is an immediate consequence of Theorems 10.1 and 13.1. 0 
13.5. Group identities and Jordan-Holder sequences 
Let us recall (cf. [4, Chap. 1, Section 4.7]) that a Jordan-Holder sequence of a 
group G is an increasing sequence (GJ ;=I,n of subgroups of G such that 
{I} = G1 C G2 C ••• c Gn- I c Gn = G 
which also satisfies the following two conditions: 
Vi E [1, n -1], G; <l Gi+1 and Gi+I/ Gi is a simple group. 
We can now give the following result. 
Proposition 13.10. Let G be a finite group and let H be a normal subgroup ofG. Then, 
we have 
P( G) I (M),(S) I P(H) A P( G/ H). 
Proof. First, it follows from Corollaries 12.3 and 12.7 that 
P( G) I (M),(S) P(H) A P( G/ H). 
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Conversely, G < H 0 (G/ H) by Corollary 2.2.3 of [9]. Hence it follows that 
P(H)" P( G/ H) I (M),(S) P( G) 
by Corollaries 12.11 and 12.19. D 
Proposition 13.11. Let (GJ i=l,n be a Jordan-Holder sequence associated with afinite 
group G. Then, we have 
(M),(S) 
P(G) I I (P(Gi+1/ GJ)i=1 n-l' 
Proof. It suffices to use an induction on the length n of a Jordan-Holder sequence 
with Proposition 13.10. Observe that the induction starts clearly for n = 1 since 
P( {I}) is the trivial identity a r "'" a r. D 
Then, we obtain the following result of Conway by a new method. 
Corollary 13.12 (Conway [7, p. 116]) (Soluble groups). Let ~ denote the set of prime 
integers and let G be a finite soluble group. Then, we have 
(P(lL/plL»pEfY> I (M),(S) P(G). 
Proof. Let (GiL=I,n be a Jordan-Holder sequence associated with a finite soluble 
group G. Then, by [4, Corollary 1.72] there exists a family (PiL=I,n-l of prime 
integers such that we have Gi+l/ Gi = lL/ PilL for every i in [1, n -1]. Our result now 
follows immediately from Proposition 13.11. D 
Note. By Proposition 13.11, we can in fact say that we had above 
( ( 
(M),(S) 
P 7L/PilL»i=l,n-l I P(G). 
Corollary 13.13. Let G be a finite commutative group. Then, we have 
(P(7L/plL»pEfY> I (M),(S) P(G). 
Proof. This result follows clearly from Corollary 13.12 since every commutative 
group is soluble. D 
13.6. Some complete systems of [lfJ-rational identities 
Using the results of the previous section, we show here how the complete systems 
obtained in Section 2 can be reduced. Note that the symmetric and the alternating 
group of order n will be respectively denoted by ®n and by ~n' 
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Theorem 13.14. The following system is a complete system of OO-rational identities for 
any alphabet A: 
(M), (S), (P«(5n»n;;'2' 
Proof. By Cayley's theorem, every group is a subgroup of some (5n with n;;;. 2. Our 
result now follows easily from Theorem 13.5 and Corollary 12.3. 0 
Note. Therefore we have obtained the first explicitly described complete system of 
OO-rational identities. Nevertheless, it should not be forgotten that the identity P«(5n) 
uses an alphabet with n! letters! 
Corollary 13.15. The following system is a complete system of OO-rational identities for 
any alphabet A: 
(M), (S), (P(~n»n;;'2' 
Proof. We have ~n <J (5n and (5n/~n = 7l./271. for every n;;;' 2 (see [5]). It now follows 
easily from Theorem 13.14 and Proposition 13.10 that 
(1) 
is a complete system of rational identities for A. Since 7l./271. is isomorphic to the 
subgroup {(2143), (1234)} of .sti4 , it follows from Corollary 12.3 that 
P(~4) I (M),(S) P(71./2Z). (2) 
Our result now follows easily from (2) and from the completeness of (1). 0 
Corollary 13.16. For every integer m;;;. 2, the following system is a complete system 
of OO-rational identities for any alphabet A: 
Proof. For every n;;;' 3, (5 n contains the subgroup Sn = {O" E (5n, 0"( n) = n} which is 
clearly isomorphic to (5n-1' It now follows from Corollary 12.3 that 
(1) 
Since (1) is true for every n;;;' 3, the corollary now follows obviously from Theorem 
13.14. 0 
Note. Thus, we showed in particular that the system given in Theorem 13.14 is not 
composed of independent indentities. Indeed, the above proof shows that we have 
in fact the following sequence of deductions: 
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Therefore, it is not possible to extract from the system given by Theorem 13.14 any 
subsystem composed of independent identities. 
Corollary 13.17. For every integer m;;;, 2, the following system is a complete system 
of [!l3-rational identities for any alphabet A: 
Proof. This result can be easily obtained as in Corollary 13.16. 0 
Theorem 13.18. Let [ff!l be the class of finite simple groups. The following system is a 
complete system of [!l3-rational identities for any alphabet A: 
(M), (S), (P( G»OECY'g. 
Proof. It is an immediate consequence of Theorem 13.5 and Proposition 13.11. 0 
Note. We gave this result though the above system is not optimal. Indeed, the 
identities associated with the alternating groups of order ;;;,5, which are simple, 
already form a complete system by Corollary 13.17. With this theorem, we just want 
to indicate that an interesting research direction would be to see if there are other 
families of [ff!l that lead to complete systems. 
The following result gives us a complete system for a one letter alphabet which 
is very close to the system (M), (S), (P(P»PEf1I' whose completeness was known in 
that case (see [7, Chap. 4]). 
Theorem 13.19. Let A = {a} be an alphabet with only one letter. Then, the following 
system is a complete system of [!l3-rational identities for A = {a}: 
(M), (S), (P(Z/pZ»PEfJp. 
Proof. The theorem follows immediately from Theorem 13.6 and Corollary 
13.13. 0 
14. Letter reduction conjectures 
14.1. The weak letter reduction conjecture 
We showed in the last chapter that the system ® = (M), (S), (P(@ln»n;;.z was a 
complete system of [!l3-rational identities for every alphabet A. Unfortunately, this 
system is very complex since the identity (P(@ln» uses an alphabet with n! letters. 
In the system ~ = (M), (S), (P(Un)n;;.Z) which is also complete (cf. Corollary 13.15), 
the identity (P(~J) uses ~n! letters, which is not very different. We will present 
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here a conjecture which, if true, would permit us to reduce the system 6 to an 
equivalent system with identities involving only two letters. But, let us give first 
some notations. 
In the sequel, u and p will denote respectively the following transposition and 
cycle of order n of the symmetric group of order n: 
u = (1 2) and p = (2 3 ... n 1). 
The couple {u, p} is a generating system for 6 n: thus, the symmetric group is said 
to be dicyclic (see [5, p. 181]). 
We can now define the weak letter reduction conjecture which was already given 
in an equivalent way by Conway (cf. [7, pp. 118, 119]). 
Conjecture 14.1. If {u, p} is the above generating system of 6 n , we have 
P(6
n
, {u, p}) I (M),(S) P(6
n
). 
Note. This conjecture is extremely strong since it claims that the identity in two 
letters P(6 n , {u, p}) implies the identity in n! letters P(6 n ). Indeed, this is the last 
important open problem for 9?3-rational identities. 
The followmg proposition shows that, if the conjecture was true, there would 
exist complete systems using only two-letter identities. 
Proposition 14.1. If Conjecture 14.1 is true, the following system is a complete system 
of two-letter 9?3-rational identities for any alphabet A: 
(M), (S), (P(6 n, {u, P}))n;'2' 
Proof. The proposition follows immediately from Theorem 13.14. 0 
14.2. The identity P(6 n , {p, u}) 
In this section, we will study the identity P( 6 n, {u, P }) more closely in order to 
make explicit the weak reduction letter conjecture. 
Lemma 14.2. Let A = {a, b} be a two-letter alphabet, let n ;;;. 3 and let us consider the 
following permutations of 6 n - l : 
Vi E [2, n -1], Uj = (n - i, n + 1- i) E 6 n - 1 
and 
r = (n -1, ... ,2,1) E 6 n - l • 
We will denote the action matrices of the elements (Uj)j~2,n-1o r and ,-I for the natural 
action of 6 n - 1 on itself as follows: 
ViE[2,n-l], 9?3 j =MUi and 9?3o=M" 9?3 1 = Mr-l. 
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Let us define A = aI and Bi = bOOi for every i in [2, n -1] and let us finally introduce 
the matrix M defined by 
0 A+Bo 0 0 0 0 
B\ 0 A 0 0 0 
0 0 B2 A 0 0 
M= 0 0 0 B3 A 0 
0 0 0 0 0 A 
A 0 0 0 0 Bn-\ 
Then, we have the identll" 
P(@Sn-\) 1 (M),(S) u\M*u 
=«a+b)(b+(ab*t-2a ))*( l+(a+b)C~: (ab*)i)). 
Proof. To compute its star, let us decompose M as follows: 
0 A+Bo 0 0* 
B\ 0 A 0 
M*= 
0 0 B2 0 
0 0 0 A 
A 0 0 Bn _\ 
= (~ I ~) * = CBD;C)* I B(D~ CB)*). 
Sinceweclearlyhave.H( C + CB)* = BD*( CBD*)* = (BD*C)* BD*modulo(M)and 
(S), it follows immediately that 
(M) 1\ (5) 1-1 -- u\M*u = u\ (BD*C)*( u + BD*u ).\0 
In order to compute the star of D, observe now that we can write 
D~bHaN withd~ (: 002 o ) and N = (~ : ~ .. 
OOn-\ 0 
It follows easily that we have modulo (M) and (S), 
D* = (bL1)*(aN(bL1)*)* 
n. 
~J 
(0) 
(1) 
10 The two notations "u" denote here two vectOrs of distinct orders. We will constantly use such a 
convention in the sequel. 
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In order to compute (bLl)*, let us define 
Ll' = ". 
(
iYJ2 
)
E.1{Q(iYJ) where Q=[2,n-1]x@?n_l' 
iYJn - 1 
Every matrix flJ i is the action matrix of a transposition. Therefore iYJi can be 
interpretated as the action matrix of 1 E 7L/2Z for a left action of 7L/27L on the set 
Q. It follows now from Corollary 7.3 and Lemma 7.16 that we have 
(M) 1\ (S) f----- (bLl')*:=: (I + bLl')(b2 )* 
(M),(S) (bLl')*:=: (b 2 )*(I + bLl'). 
Finally, let us introduce the matrix l), decomposed in the same way as Ll: 
It follows easily from (2) that we have 
(M)I\(S) f- (bLl)*:=: I+(b 2tl) + (b 2 )*bLl. 
Since Nl) = N, it follows that we have modulo (M) and (S), 
aN(bLl)* = a(N + (b 2t Nl) + (b 2 )*bNLl) = a(b2 )*.N 
where .N stands for 
K~N+bNA{ I+b~"_) 
Then, identities (3) and (1) show that we have modulo (M) and (S), 
D* = [I + (b 2 )+ l) + (b 2 )*bLl](a(b2 )* .N)*. 
But, by iterated applications of (M), we obtain 
n-2 
(a(b 2 )* .N)* = L (a(b 2 )* .N)i + (a(b 2 )* .Nr-l(a(b2 )* .N)*. 
i=O 
Since we have here (a(b 2 )* .Nr-1 = 0, it follows immediately that 
D* = (I + (b 2t l) + (b 2 )*bLl) C~: [a(b 2 )* .N]i). 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
Using (4), we are now able to compute the expression BD*C that occurs in (0). 
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But, first let us define for every i E [2, n -1], 
ll; = (a( b2)*)(I + biJJ2) ... (a( b2)*)(I + biJJi). 
Observe now that B(I + (b 2t 8 + (b2)*b..1) = B. Then, it follows from (4) that 
BD* = B C~: [a(b 2)* .N'r) = [(aI + biJJJll;1~2.n-I' (5) 
It follows immediately from (5) that we have 
BD*C = (aI + biJJ1)(biJJo+ IIn_Ia). (6) 
We are now going to use the two relations (5) and (6), obtained with (M) and (S), 
in order to report them in (0). First, observe that 
Since n;:, 3, Z/2Z can be identified as a subgroup of ~n-I' Therefore, we have 
according to Corollary 12.3, 
P(~n-I) I (M),(S) ll;u "'= (ab*)iu. (7) 
Relation (5) now gives immediately 
P(~n-I) I (M),(S) BD*u",=[(a+b)C~>ab*)i)]u. (8) 
Hence, reporting this identity in (0), we obtain 
P(~n-I) I (M),(S) uIM*u"'= uI(BD*C)*u ( 1 + (a + b )C~>ab*)i)). 
(9) 
Thus, we must now study uI(BD*C)*u. First, observe that it follows from relations 
(6) and (7) that we have 
P(~n-I) I (M),(S) BD*Cu"'=(a+b)(b+(ab*)"-2a )u. (10) 
But by (6), BD*C belongs to the iJJ-algebra ~[~n-I]' Thus it can be written as follows 
BD*C = I aaMa for some aa in ~ell~at<a, b), 
CTE6 n _ 1 
where (Ma) are the action matrices associated with the natural action of ~n-I on 
itself. Hence, using P(~n-I)' we obtain, by Proposition 7.2, 
P(~n-I) I (M),(S) (BD*C)*u "'= [uI(BD*C)u]*u. 
This last relation can be also written, according to (10), 
P(~n-I) I (M),(S) (BD*C)*u "'= [(a + b)(b + (ab*)"-2a )]*u. 
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Therefore, it follows from this last deduction and from (9) that we have 
P(@:ln-I) I (M),(S) UIM*u=«a+b)(b+(ab*)n-2a))*(I+(a+b)C~: (ab*)i)). 
Thus, this ends the proof of the lemma. D 
Proposition 14.3. Let n ~ 2, let {u, p} be the generating system of @:In which was 
previously defined and let us denote by R (a, b) the rational expression 
R(a, b) = [(a + b)(b + (ab*r-2a)]*( 1 + (a + b )C~: (ab*)i)). 
Then, we have modulo (M) and (S), 
P(8
n
_ 1) 
P(@:ln,{u,p}) I I (a<T+ap)*=R(ap,a<T)' 
Proof. First, observe that this result is obvious for n = 2. Now let n ~ 3 and let us 
consider the subgroup H of @:In defined by 
H = Fix(1) = {7 E @:In, 7(1) = I}. 
Using the above denotations, it is easy to see that we have 
Vi E [0, n -1], Hpi = {h.pi, hE H} = {7 E @:In, 7(1) = i + I}. (0) 
It follows clearly that the family (Hpi)i~O,n_1 is a partition of @:In' Observe finally 
that for every i E [2, n -1], we have 
piup -i = (n + 1- i, n + 2 - i) = U; E H. 
It follows that we have for every i E [2, n -1], 
(Hpi)U = Hpiup-Ipi = (HUi)pi. 
Note that 
(1) 
(2) 
for every i E [2, n -1] since H is a subgroup of @:In' Let us now define the element 
r of H by Up-I =(n n -1 .. , 3 2) = rE H. Then, we have 
Hu=(Hup-l)p=(Hr)p and (Hp)u=Hr- l. (3) 
Since H is a subgroup of @:In, we have 
Let us now introduce the following action matrices for r, r- I and (Ui)i~2,n-1 
associated with the natural action of H on itself: 
Mo=MatHHr, M1=MatHHr-1 and ViE[2,n-l], Mi = MatH HUi' 
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Hence, if we order H, it follows from relations (1), (2), (3) and (4) that we can 
decompose the matrix C(@5 n, {O", p}) in the following way: 
C(@5n'{O"'P})= 
H 
Hp 
H 
0 
a(TM1 
0 
0 
apI 
Hp 
apI + auMo 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 0 0 \ ... 
apI 0 ... 0 
a(TM2 apI ... 0 
0 0 ... apI 
0 0 ... auMn- 1 I 
Using the natural isomorphism of H onto @5n-l, our result now follows clearly from 
the previous lemma. 0 
The above proposition leads us naturally to the following definition. 
Definition 14.1. Let n;;. 2. Then, we shall call symmetric identity of order n, and 
denote by R(n), the following 97J-rational identity on A = {a, b}: 
R(n): (a + b)* = [(a + b)(b + (ab*)"-2a)]* (1 + (a + b )C~: (ab*)j)). 
Remark. When we substitute 0 for a (resp. 0 for b) in R(n), we obtain P(2) (resp. 
P(n)). This is a good trick to remember quickly that b is associated with 0" and a 
with p in R(n). 
We can now define the system given in Proposition 14.1. 
Corollary 14.4. If Conjecture 14.1 is true, the following system is a complete system 
of two-letter 97J-rational identities for any alphabet A: 
(M), (5), (R(n))n;'2' 
Proof. With Conjecture 14.1 and Proposition 14.3, it can be easily shown by 
induction on n that we have for every n;;. 2, 
(R(i))j=2,n I (M),(S) I (P(@5j,{0",P}))j=2,n' 
Our result now follows clearly from Theorem 13.14, Conjecture 14.1 and (*). 0 
14.3. The strong letter reduction conjecture 
Though the resolution of Conjecture 14.1 would suffice to give a complete system 
of two-letter identities, it may also be asked whether, for a group G, the IGI-Ietter 
identity P( G) is a consequence of the I 'YI-Ietter identity P( G, 'Y) associated with a 
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generating system y of G. Such a result would be in the spirit of Section 12 where 
we showed how natural algebraic operations on semigroups can be expressed in 
terms of deductions for the associated identities. Let us now give the strong letter 
reduction conjecture. 
Conjecture 14.2. Let G be a finite group and let y be a generating system for G. Then, 
we have 
P( G, y) I (M),(S) P( G). 
Notes. (1) Conjecture 14.2 implies obviously Conjecture 14.1. 
(2) The converse deduction of the above follows easily from Proposition 6.2. 
(3) A similar conjecture can also be proposed for finite semigroups. 
Conjecture 14.2 is motivated by a result of Conway which permits us to show 
that it is true when G is a commutative finite group, as we will see in the sequel. 
First, let us recall Conway's theorem. 
Theorem 14.5 (Conway [7]). For every n ;;:,: 2, we have 
P(n) = P(Z/ nZ, {I}) I (M),(S) P(Z/ nZ). 
Proof. The fact that P(n) = P(Z/pZ, {l}) comes from Lemma 7.16. The theorem 
can now be found in [7, Chap. 13, pp. 112-115] by putting together Theorem 4 of 
[7, p. 112] and the proof of the "boiling process" [7, pp. 113-115]. 0 
Notes. (1) Conway's proof of the above theorem requires a meta-rule that will be 
presented and studied in the next section. 
(2) With Theorem 14.5 and Corollary 13.12, we can obtain Theorem 6 of Chapter 
13 of [7] which says that we have for every soluble group G, 
(P(P»pEg> I (M),(S) P(G). 
We can now prove that the strong letter reduction conjecture is true for every 
commutative group. But, first, let us show it in the case of finite primary cyclic groups. 
Lemma 14.6. Let n;;:': 1, let p be a prime integer and let y be a generating system of 
Z/pnz. Then, we have 
P(Z/pnZ, y) I (M),(S) p(Z/pnz). 
Proof. Let us consider y = {nJ. ... , nr }, a generating system of Z/pnZ. Then, using 
Bezout identity, it follows easily that 
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Thus, there exists some i E [1, r] such that 
since, if it were not the case, the prime integer p would divide each ni and (*) could 
not be satisfied. Hence, y contains an element iii, given by (**), which is alone a 
generating system for 7L/ pn7L. Thus, as we have by Proposition 6.2, 
p(7L/p n7L, 'V) I (M),(S) P(7L/ n7L {-}) I p ,ni , 
it suffices to prove the lemma when y = {x} is reduced to a single element. In this 
case, it is easy to see that 
(1) 
where P denotes the boolean permutation matrix associated with a defined by 
a(k) = k.x for every k in 7L/ pn7L, which is a permutation of7L/ pn7L, since {x} generates 
this group. Using the same method as in Proposition 7.2, it follows easily from (1) 
that 
Then, it is obvious to deduce from this relation that we have 
P(z/pnz, {1}) I (M),(S) I P(Z/pnZ, y). 
Our lemma now follows clearly from Theorem 14.5. 
We can now prove that the strong letter reduction conjecture is true for finite 
commutative groups. 
Proposition 14.7 (Letter reduction for commutative groups). Let G be a commutative 
group and let y be a generating system of G. Then, we have the deduction 
peG, y) I (M),(S) peG). 
Proof. By the classical structure theorem of finite abelian groups, there exist prime 
integers (Pi);=l,n and integers (n i)i=l,n such that 
G = IT 7L/ p7'7L. 
l:::';i~n 
Let us now consider the projection 7Ti of G onto its ith component Z/ p7'Z. The 
system Yi = 7Ti( y) is clearly a generating system for the group Z/ p7iZ. Hence, by 
Lemma 14.6, we obtain the deductions 
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But, according to Proposition 12,8, we have 
"",'E[I,n], P(G,'Y) I (M),(S) P( (G) ()) p(71jn71 ) V 7Ti ,7Ti 'Y = IL Pi 'lL, 'Yi . 
Grouping the two last identities, it follows that 
peG, 'Y) I (M),(S) {P(Zjp7
'
ZHi=I,n (1) 
But Corollary 12.14 shows that 
{P(Zj '!IZ)} , I (M),(S) P. .=I,n (2) 
The proposition follows now immediately from (1) and (2). D 
Note. The previous result can probably be generalized to soluble groups. 
14.4. A complete system for a one-letter alphabet 
Theorem 14.5 permits us to give the following simple proof of the completeness 
of the classical axioms for a one-letter alphabet. 
Theorem 14.8 (Completeness of the classical axioms for A = {a}). Let ~ be the set 
of prime integers. Then the following system is a complete system of OO-rational 
independent identities for A = {a}: 
(M), (S), (P(P))PEf¥" 
Proof. It follows immediately from Theorems 13.19, 14.5 and 2.5. D 
Notes. (1) The classical proof of this result can be found in [7, Chap. 4]. 
(2) This theorem gives us a complete system of two-letter identities for a one-letter 
alphabet which is optimal in the sense of Theorem 2.4. 
14.5. Matrix versions of group identities 
It follows also from the strong letter reduction conjecture that every I'YI-Ietter 
identity P( G, 'Y) implies its matrix versions for every group G and every generating 
system 'Y of G. 
Proposition 14.9. Let 'Y be a generating system of a finite group G. Then, if conjecture 
14.2 is true, we have for every matrix substitution u, 
P( G, 'Y) I (M),(S) u(P( G, 'Y)). 
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Proof. Theorem 8.4 shows that we have for every matrix substitution (T, 
P(G) I (M),(S) (T(P(G». (1) 
Since P( G, y) is a consequence of P( G) by Proposition 6.2, it follows from relation 
(1) and Proposition 3.9 that we have 
P(G) I (M),(S) (T(P(G, y». 
Our proposition now follows immediately from Conjecture 14.2. D 
The following corollary generalizes the corresponding result of Conway that was 
given for G=lL/nlL with P(n) (cf.[7,p.115]). 
Corollary 14.10. Let y be a generating system of a finite commutative group G. Then, 
for every matrix substitution (T, we have 
P(G, y) I (M),(S) (T(P(G, y». 
Proof. It follows immediately from Propositions 14.9 and 14.7. D 
15. Complete systems of rules 
15.1. The concept of meta-rule 
Up to now, we have worked only with gn-rational identities. But, it can be also 
interesting to use rules of deduction. Hence, let us now define what we mean by 
rule: let Y, .0/" be two vectors with coefficients in ~911i?lat(B), let,j, J be two gn-rational 
expressions in ~911i?lat(B) and let us suppose that we have 
\f~ E (~9Bi?lat(A»B, A(Y(~» = A(.o/"(~» => A(,j(~» = A(J(~». (*) 
Definition 15.1. Then, we call meta-rule associated with (*), the deduction rule 
denoted (V«i?l) and defined by 
\f~E(~9Bi?lat(A»B, Y(~)=.o/"(~) => ,j(~)=J(~). 
Note. More generally, we can suppose that (*) holds under certain hypotheses on 
~ (such as asking that the constant coefficient of certain entries of ~ is 0, for 
instance). This leads to a more general model of meta-rule. But, all the results that 
are given in the sequel remain valid for such rules. 
Observe that a meta-rule is consistent by construction: this means that, if the 
interpretation of the first member of a meta-rule is valid, it is also the case for the 
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interpretation of the second member. Thus, we can define the notion of deduction 
using a meta-rule. 
Definition 15.2. Let d be a system of OO-rational identities and let (At:1l) be a 
meta-rule associated with a condition (*). Then, one says that a OO-rational identity 
(E, F) is a consequence from d and from (At:1l) and one denotes 
d, (At:1l) f- E = F or d II--(A/_;j//_)_ E = F 
iff there exists a sequence of OO-rational identities (Ej , F;)j=I,n ending with (E, F), 
such that we are, for every kE[I, n], either in one of the situations (D j)j=I,8 of 
Definition 2.3, or in the situation 
(09 ) 3( ibhEB E [1, k[ B, 3 ~ E (~9B:1lat(A) )B, 
(Eib , Fib) = ([fi(~)' gj(~)) and (Eb Fk) = (g(~), J(~)). 
Note. (09 ) expresses that we can apply the meta-rule in order to deduce its con-
clusion when the premises of the meta-rule are deduced. 
All the vocabulary concerning deductions that we defined in Sections 2 and 3, 
can be extended without difficulty to deductions using meta-rules. Thus we can in 
particular speak of: 
• matrix deductions using meta-rules (defined as in Section 3.1); 
• complete systems of meta-rules (defined as in Definition 2.5); 
• models of a meta-rule: Definition 2.7 can be easily adapted. Observe also that 
Proposition 2.6 still holds for meta-rules. 
Let us end by defining the notion of consequence of a meta-rule. 
Definition 15.3. Let d and (At:1l) be respectively two systems of OO-rational identities 
and of meta-rules and let (At[1/iI) be a meta-rule given by 
V~ E ~9B[1/iat(A), g\(~)~c(6\(~). 
Then, the meta-rule (At:1l I ) is said to be a consequence of d and of (At:1l) iff 
We shall denote such a situation as follows: 
Note. If a meta-rule (At:1l I ) is a consequence of d and (At:1l), every consequence 
of (At:1l I ) is clearly a consequence of d and (At:1l). 
15.2. Conway's meta-rule 
We are going to study here a meta-rule introduced by Conway (cf. [7, p. 116]) 
who claimed without proof that his rule was equivalent with the corresponding 
monoid identity. Following Platieau [18], we shall now show this equivalence. 
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Lemma IS.1 (Platieau [18]). Let M be a finite monoid and let (Em)mEM be a family 
of OO-rational expressions. Let us now define for every m, n in M, 
Em,n = LEu. 
mu=n 
Then, we have the deduction 
Proof. Let (Em)mEM be expressions in ~9/l~at(A> that satisfy the premises of the 
deduction to be proved and let m, n, p E M. Then, we have 
nv=p 
{EmEn';;; Emn}m,nEM I- Em,nEn,p = L L EuEv';;; L Euv 
mU=n nv=p mu=n 
I- Em,nEn,p';;; L Ew = Em,p' 
mw=p 
This ends our proof. 0 
Lemma 15.2 (Platieau 18]). Let M be a finite set and let (Em,n)m,nEM be a family of 
OO-rational expressions. Let us introduce the matrix 
At = [Em,nlm,n)EM E AtMxM(~9/l~at(A». 
Then, we have the following deduction: 
Vm, n, p EM, Em,nEn,p';;; Em,p} I (M),(S) At*:== At. 
Vm E M, E!,m:== Em,m 
Proof. We shall use an induction on IMI. At first, the lemma is clear when IMI = 1. 
Now let n ~ 2 and let us suppose that our result is proved for every IMI < n. Then, 
let M = {ml' ... ,mJ and let (Em)mEM be a family of rational expressions that 
satisfy the premises, denoted 2P( ~), of the deduction to be proved. We can decom-
pose At as follows: 
(
El,1 EI,2 ... EI,n) 
E2 I E2 2 ••• E2 n EI I B At= .'.' .' =(~c' ), where EiJ·=Em.m .. 
.. . CTD 'UJ 
.. . 
En,l En,2 ... En,n 
The matrix At* can be written modulo (M) and (S) as follows: 
At*=(ffi) 
where we will make d, 00, cg and qz; more precise later. It follows from the induction 
hypothesis that we have 
2P(E) I (M),(S) D*:==D. (0) 
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We can now study SIi and write 
[1I>(E) I (M),(S) SIi = (EI,I + BD*C)* = (EI,I + BDC)* 
1----- SIi ~ (EI,I + I EI,kEk,IE1,1)* 
k,1""2 
1---fiJ'--'.(-,E)~ SIi ~ (EI I + I EI 1)* = Ef I 
, k,1""2' , 
fiJ'(E) 
Let us now study Cf6. It follows from (0) and (1) that we have 
[1I>(E) (M),(S) Cf6 = D*CSIi = DCSIi ~ DCEI,I 
Cf6 ~ [I Ei,kEk,1 EI'I] 
k""2 i~2,n 
Let us come now to the study of rJJ. We have, therefore, 
[11> (E) (M),(S) 
(M),(S) 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
where the last deduction comes from the induction hypothesis applied to D. Finally 
let us end with ~. Then, we have by (3), 
[1I>(E) (M),(S) 
(4) 
The four identities (1), (2), (3) and (4) mean exactly that we have 
[1I>(E) I (M),(S) .;U* ~.;U. (5) 
But, we clearly have 
(M)/I(S) I- ';u*=I+.;U+.;U2.;U*~.;U. (6) 
The lemma follows now from (5), (6) and Proposition 2.9. 0 
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Proposition IS.3 (Conway [7, p. 116] and [18]). Let M be a finite monoid and let 
(Em)mEM be a family of [l}J-rational expressions on an alphabet A. Then, we have 
modulo (M) and (S), 
Proof. Let us denote by f1J>(E) the premises of the deduction to be proved. Let us 
now introduce the following matrix: 
At = [Em.nlm.n)EM E AtMxM(~9il911at<A», where Em.n = LEu' 
mu=n 
It follows from Lemmas 15.1 and 15.2 that we have 
f1J>(E) I (M).(S) At* "'= At. (1) 
On the other hand, using Q(M, 1), we obtain 
Q(M, 1) f- [ L Et.m]* "'= L (At*)t.m. 
meM mEM 
Therefore, it follows from (1) that 
f1J>(E) " Q(M, 1) I (M).(S) [L Et.m] * "'= L Et.m 
mEM meM 
Hence, this ends our proof. 0 
This proposition allows us to give the following definition. 
Definition 15.4. Let M be a finite monoid. Then we call meta-rule of Conway 
associated with M, and we denote by 9ll(M), the deduction rule defined by: for 
every family (Em)mEM of [l}J-rational expressions, we have 
Remarks. (1) A similar meta-rule can be given for semigroups (it suffices to replace 
the star by +). It can be shown that the meta-rule associated in this way with the 
semigroup S is equivalent to 9ll(st). We shall not develop this viewpoint here: 
indeed, we can work equivalently with monoids or semigroups. Moreover, Conway's 
meta-rule will be essentially used with groups. 
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(2) When G is a finite group G, the rule !Jl (G) says just that: for every family 
(Eg)gEG of ~-rational expressions, we have 
We can now establish the equivalence between !Jl(M) and Q(M, 1). This result 
was claimed, but not proved, by Conway (cf. [7, p. 116]) and it seems that the first 
proof of this fact was given by Platieau [18]. 
Lemma 15.4 (Conway [7]). Let M be a finite monoid and let (Em)mEM be the family 
of the ~-rational expressions associated with M by Corollary 7.27. Then, for every 
rational expression ~ E ~oo!Jlat(AM)' we have modulo (M) and (S), 
Proof. According to Corollary 7.27, we can write modulo (M) and (S), 
(P(H))HEsi(M) I- [C(M)]* "'" I EmMm, 
mEM 
where (Mm)mEM is the family of action matrices for the natural action of M on 
itself. Let us denote by u the substitution of ~oo~at(AM) defined by 
'tim E M, u(am) = Em. 
Then, the previous relation can be written 
(P(H))HEsi(M) I--- [C(M)]*=u(C(M)). (1) 
According to Theorem 3.1, Corollary 3.2 and (1), it follows from Proposition 2.2 
that the following deductions hold: 
(P(H))HEsi(M) t-I ---- [C(M)]**""'[u(C(M))]* 
f--...:....(M....;.).:..:...'(S",:",,) _ [C(M)]* "'" [u( C(M))]* 
(P(H))HEd(M) 
11-----'---'-- u( C(M)) "'" [u( C(M))]* 
1----- u(C(M))""'u[C(M)]* 
Hence, if we identify the entries of the row associated with 1M in this last relation, 
we obtain immediately 
'U M (P(H)) 1 (M),(S) E (E ) 
v mE, HEsi(M) 1--'--'-'-- m "'" U m' 
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It follows easily that we have for every 'jg in 'jgoofnat(AM)' 
'jg(am)mEM:S:; I Eu u('jg(am)mEM):S:; I u(EJ 
mu=n mu=n 
mu=n 
Therefore, our lemma is proved. 0 
Proposition 15.5 (Conway [7,p.116] and [18]). Let M be a finite monoid. Then, we 
have modulo (M) and (S), 
(P(H» fn(M) I HEst(M) -l Q(M,I). 
Proof. According to Proposition 15.3, we just have to prove 
fn(M) I (M),(S) Q(M,1). 
Let us denote by (Em)mEM the family of ~-rational expressions defined by Corollary 
7.27. According to this result, we have 
(P(H))HEsi(M) f- [C(M)]* "'" [m~n Eu lm,n)EMxM' (1) 
Let us now prove that the family (Em)mEM satisfies the premises of fn(M). First, 
observe that we have for every m, n in M, 
according to Propositions 3.1 and 3.2. Therefore, it follows from (1) that 
(P(H))HEsi(M) I (M),(S) aman:s:; Emn. 
Hence, applying the previous lemma, we obtain 
(2) 
It can also be easily proved by induction on the order of a matrix that every diagonal 
entry of the star of a matrix is of the form Z*. Using Proposition 2.2, it follows 
from this remark that we have for every matrix M in Alnxn ( 'jgoofnat(A») and for 
every i in [1, n], 
(M)" (S) f- (M*)i,i "'" [(M*)i,i]*' 
Applying this identity to C(M) and using (1), we obtain for every m in M, 
(P(H))HEsi(M) I (M),(S) [mu~m Eu r "'" mu~m Eu. (3) 
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Then, the two relations (2) and (3) show that the family (Em)mEM satisfy the premises 
of the rule r!Il(M). Hence, using this rule, it follows that 
(4) 
Sut, according to (1), we can also write 
(P(H))HEd(M)A(M)A(S) f- am=[C(M)]l,m:o;;;[C(M)*]l,m=Em. 
Thus, it follows from Proposition 2.10 that we have 
According to Proposition 2.9, it follows from this relation and from (4) that 
91t(M) 
mEM mEM 
Since this last identity is obviously equivalent to Q(M, 1), this ends the proof of 
our proposition. D 
When M is a group, the previous proposition gives us more simply the following 
corollary. 
Corollary 15.6 (Conway's meta-rule for groups). Let G be afinite group. Then, we have 
r!Il (G) I (M),(S) I P( G). 
Proof. Since d( G) = {I} for a group, the corollary follows immediately from Propo-
sition 15.5, Corollary 7.5 and Proposition 6.4. 
Corollary 157.7 (Completeness of Conway's meta-rule). Let C§ be the class of finite 
groups. Then, the following system is a complete system of rules for every alphabet A: 
(M), (S), (r!Il(G))GE'§' 
Proof. It is an immediate consequence of Corollary 15.6 and of Theorem 13.5. D 
Note. Using Proposition 15.5, the other complete systems obtained in Section 13 
can also be easily transformed into complete systems of rules. 
15.3. Salomaa's meta-rules 
Let us introduce now the definition of Salomaa's meta-rules. 
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Definition 15.5. (1) We call Salomaa's meta-rule the deduction rule, denoted by 
(9'), which is defined by 
{ E""'EF+G * 't/ E, F, G E ~oo911at<A), () ~ E"'" GF . c F =0 
(2) We call Salomaa's unitary meta-rule the deduction rule, denoted by (9'1), 
which is defined by 
{ E""'EF+l * 't/ E, F E ~oo911at<A), c(F) = 0 ~ E "'" F . 
(3) We call Salomaa's alphabetic meta-rule the deduction rule, denoted by (9'.sIJ), 
which is defined by 
't/ A, 't/ E E ~oo911at<A), E "'" 1 + E.A ~ E "'" A*. 
Note. Salomaa showed that (M), (S), (9') is a complete system (see [23] and 
[11, Chap. 5]). He conjectured that (M), (S), (9'1) remains also complete. 
Proposition 15.8. Let C(j be the class of finite groups. Then, we have the following 
sequence of deductions: 
(9') I- (9'1) I- (9'.sIJ) I (M),(S) (P(G))GE'IJ' 
Proof. Clearly, the only non-trivial deduction to prove is 
( Cf).sIJ) I (M),(S) (P( G)) v' GE'IJ' (0) 
Let G be a finite group, let (Mg)gEG be the action matrices for the natural action 
of G on itself and let (Eg)gEG be the universal rational expressions associated with 
G which are defined according to Corollary 7.3 by 
(M)" (S) I- ( L agMgt"'" L EgMg. 
gEG gEG 
By Proposition 8.2, the identity P( G) is defined modulo (M) and (S) by 
A~ "'" E, where E = LEg. 
gEG 
According to Theorem 3.1 and to Proposition 3.9, we can write 
(M),,(S) I- (L agMg) + "'" L agMg+( L agMg)+( L agMg) 
gEG gEG gEG gEG 
I- ( L EgMg) "'" L agMg+( L EgMg)( L agMg). 
gEG gEG gEG gEG 
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It follows easily from this relation that 
(M) II (S) f-- g~O EgMg = Jo ( ag + 2~g Euav) Mg. 
Applying the vector u to the two members of this relation, we obtain 
(M)II(S) f-- E= L Eg= L (ag+ L Euav) =Ao+EAo 
gEO gEO uv=g 
(1) 
We can now apply the rule (9'd) to 1 + E. It follows immediately that 
the last deduction coming from (1). It is now easy to obtain (0). Therefore, our 
proposition is proved. 0 
As an immediate consequence of Proposition 15.8, we have the following result 
which solves positively Salomaa's conjecture recalled above. 
Corollary 15.9. The two following systems are complete systems of rules: 
(M), (S), (9'1) and (M), (S), (9'd). 
Note. Observe that proposition 15.8 proves also with a new method that (M), (S), 
(9') is a complete system of rules. 
The result we obtained above allows us to show the completeness of weakened 
versions of Salomaa's unitary meta-rule. First, let us give the following result which 
follows easily from Propositions 2.10 and 15.8. 
Proposition 15.10. Let us consider the two-following meta-rules: 
{
E=FE+l 
V E, FE jg9/j9Jlat(A), c(F) = 0 ~ E ~ F*, (9'1~) 
VA, VEE jg9/j9Jlat(A), E = 1 + AE ~ E ~ A*. (9'd~) 
Then, we have the deductions 
(9'1~) I (M),(S) (9'd~) I (M),(S) (9'd). 
Note. The reader will easily check the consistency of (9'1~) and of (9'd~). 
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The following result now follows clearly from Proposition 15.10 and Corollary 
15.9. 
Corollary 15.11. The following systems are complete systems of rules for every alphabet 
A: 
(M), (5), (9'1~) and (M), (5), (9'ld~). 
15.4. Boffa's meta-rule 
Boffa introduced in [3] the following very simple meta-rule. 
Definition 15.6. Let A be an alphabet. Then, we call Boffa's meta-rule the deduction 
rule, denoted (00/), which is defined by 
'V E E 199jJ~at(A), E2:=:: E => E*:=:: 1 + E. 
Boffa related his meta-rule with Salomaa's and Conway's meta-rules by the 
following result proved in [3]. 
Theorem 15.12 (Boffa [3]). Let C(} be the class of finite groups. Then, we have the 
following sequence of deductions: 
(9') f-- (9'1) I (M),(S) (00/) I (M),(S) (~(G))GE'§' 
Therefore, the following corollary follows immediately from this theorem. 
Corollary 15.13. The following system is a complete system of rules for every alphabet 
A: 
(M), (5), (00/). 
Note. It follows also from Theorem 15.12 that (M), (5), (9'1) is complete. 
15.5. Commutation meta-rules 
We present here other complete systems of rules that Conway introduced in 
[7, pp. 103-108] where their completeness was claimed, but not proved. 
Definition 15.7. Let A be an alphabet. We shall call commutation meta-rules the 
following deduction rules: 
('~O) 'V E, F, G E 199jJ~at(A), EF = FG => E* F = FG*, 
(Cf6lf) 'V E, F, GE 199jJ~at(A), EF~ FG => E*F~ EF*, 
(Cf61r) 'VE,F,GElggjJ~at(A), EF~FG => E*F~FG*, 
(Cf62t') 'V E, F E 199jJ~at(A), EF = F => E* F = F, 
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(~2r) 'V E, F E ~oofYlat(A), EF = E ~ EF* = E, 
(~3t) 'VE,FE~oofYlat(A), EF-s;,F ~ E*F-s;,P, 
(~3r) 'V E, F E ~oofYl at(A), EF ~ E ~ EF* ~ E. 
Note. The reader will easily check that all these rules are consistent. 
Proposition 15.14. Let A be an alphabet. Then, for every i E [1, 3], we have 
(~it) I(M) (~/) and (~ir) I(M) (~/). 
Proof. (~O) implies clearly (~/) since we have for every E in ~oofYlat(A), 
E2=E ~ E*.E=E.l*=E I(M) E*=I+E*.E=I+E. 
The same method can be used to prove our result for (~2t) and (~2r). Let us now 
show that (~U) implies (~/). For every E in ~oofYlat(A), we have 
I(M) E*=I+E*.E-s;,I+E. 
But, using two times (M), we clearly have 
(M) f-- E*~ 1 + E. 
It follows immediately that 
E2 = E I ('€tt),(M) E*=l+E. 
Hence, (~lt) implies (~/) modulo (M). The same argument can also be applied 
with (~lr), (~3r) and (~3t). 0 
Corollary 15.15. All the systems that follow are complete systems of rules for every 
alphabet A: 
(M), (S), (~O); 
(M), (S), (~2t); 
(M), (S), (~3r). 
(M), (S), (~U); 
(M), (S), (~2r); 
(M), (S), (~lr); 
(M), (S), (~3t); 
Proof. Our result follows immediately from Proposition 15.14 and Corollary 
15.13. 0 
15.6. Iteration meta-rule 
We shall end this section by considering a rule which was studied by Conway 
(see [7, p. 102]) and by Salomaa [23]. 
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Definition 15.8. Let A be an alphabet. We call iteration meta-rule, and we shall 
denote by (.1/) the following deduction rule: 
VE,F,O,HE~oo[Jlat(A>, [VnEN,EFnO::;;;H] ~ EF*O::;;;H. 
Note. The consistency of this rule is clear. 
Proposition 15.16. Let A be an alphabet. Then, we have (.1/) I(M) (ilJ/). 
Proof. We have for every E in ~oo[Jlat(A>, 
E 2 ""'E f- (E.E n.l""'E::;;;E)n,,"o ~ E.E*::;;;E. 
The proposition now follows using the same argument as in Proposition 15.14. 0 
Corollary 15.17. Thefollowing system is a complete system of rules for every alphabet 
A: 
(M), (8), (.1/). 
Proof. It is an immediate consequence of Proposition 15.16 and Corollary 15.13. 0 
Note. For every rational expression E, let us denote by n(E) the number of letters 
appearing in E, counting each letter each time it occurs in E. Let us now define for 
every E in ~oo[Jlat(A>: 
M(E)=2 n(E)+2. 
Then, the following rule is consistent (see [13] for instance): 
VE,F,O,HE~oo[Jlat(A>, [Vn::;;;M(D),EFnO::;;;H] ~ EF*O::;;;H. 
The proof of Proposition 15.16 now permits us to show that (M), (8) and this rule 
forms a complete system of rules. 
16. Independence of group identities 
16.1. Conway's model 
We will first recall the construction of a model which was introduced by Conway 
(see [7, pp. 117, 118]). It will allow us to solve several questions of independence 
for rational identities associated with groups. Therefore let us consider a finite group 
o and a family f!li of subgroups of 0 containing both {I} and 0. Furthermore, let 
0 00 = 0 u {oo} be the semigroup obtained by adding to 0 an absorbing element 00. 
We can now give the following definition. 
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Definition 16.1. We shall call Conway's model, associated with the group G and 
with the family fJi, the ~-*-bound-algebra M!Y'( G) defined by 
M!Y'(G) = (g)l(Goo), U, X,.Sil, *), 
where the addition is the union, the product is defined by 
VA, BE g)l(Goo), AB = {a.b, a E A, bE B} 
and where the star operation is defined by 
{
A*=(A), 
A* =(A)u {oo}, 
if (A) E fJi, 
otherwise, 
where (A) denotes the submonoid of Goo generated by A 
Notes. (1) Since, by convention, (0)={1}, the reader will easily check that M!Y'( G) 
is really a ~-*-bound-algebra. 
(2) For every subset A of Goo, (A) is either a subgroup of G, or the union of a 
subgroup of G with 00. 
Lemma 16.1. Let G, H be finite groups, let fJi be a family of subgroups of G containing 
{1} and 0 and let (AhhEH be a family in M!Y'( G) such that 
Then, the subset A of G defined by 
U Ah=A 
hEH 
is either the union of a subgroup of G and of 00, or a subgroup of G, according as 00 
belongs to some Ah or not. 
Proof. Let (AhhEH be a family of subsets of G which satisfies (*). Then, if ooe At. 
it follows from Definition 16.1 that we have 
Af=AI ~ AI=(AI)· 
Hence, Al is a subgroup of G belonging to fJi. It follows that 1 E Al and hence that 
1 E A Conversely, if 00 E AI, we have 
Af=AI ~ Al =(AI)u{oo} 
by Definition 16.1. It follows also that 1 belongs to Al and hence to A Moreover, 
we clearly have 
AA = U AuAv C U Auv C A 
u.vEH u.vEH 
Thus, A is stable for the product of Goo and contains 1: hence, A is clearly a 
submonoid of Goo. It is now straightforward to conclude. 0 
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Proposition 16.2. Let G, H be finite groups, let fI be a family of subgroups of G 
containing both {I} and 0 and let (AhhEH be afamily of elements of I(j> ( G) c M!'F( G) 
that satisfies 
Then, the subset A c G defined by 
U Ah=A 
hEH 
is a subgroup of G. Moreover, Al is a normal subgroup of A which belongs to the 
family fI and the quotient group AI Al divides Hl1, i.e. 
Proof. Let (AhhEH be a family of subsets of G which satisfies (*). It follows from 
Lemma 16.1 and from its proof that A and Al are subgroups of G and that Al 
belongs to fl. This point being proved, we can introduce 
NE = {h E H, Ah ;t. 0}. 
Since Al is a subgroup of G, 1 E NE. We also have for every u, v in NE, 
o ;t. AuAv c Auv ~ Auv;t. 0 ~ UV E NE. 
Hence, NE is in fact a subgroup of H. Now let us show that we have 
VU, V ENE, IAul = IAv!, (1) 
Indeed, let u, v be in NE. Therefore, we clearly have IAuAu-1vl ~ IAul since the 
subsets Au and Au-IV of G are not empty. But we also have 
AuAu-1v C Av ~ IAuAu-1vl:;:; IAv!, 
Thus, by symmetry, relation (1) follows easily from the two last inequalities. Now 
let us prove that 
(2) 
Let us consider u, v in NE. According to (*), we have AuAv c Auv. But, it follows 
also from (1) that IAuvl = IAul:;:; IAuAv!, This inequality, joined with the previous 
inclusion, shows that we have Auv = AuAv. Hence, relation (2) is proved. Let us now 
show that we have 
For every a in A, let us denote by 'Pa the mapping from A into A defined by 
'Pa:A ---,> A 
h ---,> ha. 
11 That is, AI AI is a quotient group of a subgroup of H. 
(3) 
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Let a E A and let U E NE such that a E Au. According to (1) and (2), ({)a clearly 
induces a bijection from Au' onto Au'+! for every i;;. O. It follows that 
Vi ~ 0, Au'+' = ({)AAu') = «({)a)i+I(AI) = ({)a,+,(A I). 
Then, if n denotes the order of a, we necessarily have 
Au" = ({)a"(A I) = ({)I(A I) = AI' 
It now follows from (2) that we have 
Using (2), we can write 
a-I = an- I E (Au)"-I = Au"-' = Au-I. 
Hence, (3) is shown. This point being proved, we can now easily show that Al is 
a normal subgroup of A. Indeed, for every a in A, let us consider u in NE such 
that a E Au. Therefore, we have according to (3) and (2), 
Hence, we have proved that Al <l A. In order to conclude, let us now show that 
(4) 
Indeed, let us suppose that there exists x E Au n Av with u, v ENE. Then, using ({)x, 
it follows easily from (1) and (2) that we have for every z in A v , 
<pxCAu) = Auv = AuAv ::::} xz E AuAv = ({)xCAu). 
Therefore, there exists t in Au such that xz = tx. It follows that 
according to (3) and (2). Thus, we have proved that Av c Au. The symmetry of the 
problem implies the equality. Hence, relation (4) is proved. 
Let us introduce the group U formed with the sets belonging to the family 
(Au)uENE and equipped with the product defined by (2). Let us also denote by cP 
the mapping which associates to every a E A the unique subset Au of A which 
contains a. According to (4), this mapping is well defined and it is clearly a group 
morphism of kernel AI' Thus, it follows that AI Al = U. 
Let us also denote by 1/1' the mapping of NE into U which associates to every 
u E NE the corresponding element Au of U. Relation (2) shows that 1/1' is a group 
morphism. Since 1]1 is a surjection, it follows that U = NE IKer 1]1. Therefore, the 
two last relations prove that AI Al is isomorphic to a quotient of the subgroup NE 
of H, i.e. that AI Al divides H. Hence, this ends our proof. 0 
We shall now use Proposition 16.2 in order to obtain some properties of Conway's 
model. At first, we shall study under which conditions on fJi, Conway's model is a 
model for the aperiodic identities (M) and (8). 
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Proposition 16.3. Let [!Ii be a family of subgroups of a finite group G that contains {I} 
and 0. Then, Conway's model M;g;( G) is a model of the identity (S) iff [!Ii satisfies 
the following property: 
V FE [!Ii, H subgroup of F ~ HE [!Ii. (Y) 
Proof. First, let us suppose the property (Y) is satisfied. Then, let A, B be in M;g;( G). 
If A or B is empty or contains 00, we can easily check that 
(AuB)* = (A* B)* A*. (,,) 
Therefore, we must only prove that (,,) is true when A and B do not contain 00 and 
are not empty, in order to show that M;g;( G) is a model for (S). From now on, let 
us suppose that these conditions hold. Then, let us show that 
(Au B)=«A)B). (1) 
We clearly have «A) B) c (A u B). Conversely, since we clearly have Be «A)B), it 
suffices to prove that A c «A)B) in order to obtain the other inclusion. But this last 
relation is true since we can write for every a in B, 
a = abb- 1 E AB(B) c «A)B), where bE B. 
Therefore, (1) is proved. Let us suppose now that (A u B) E [!Ii. Then, according to 
(1), «A)B) E [!Ii. It follows from (Y) that (A) E [!Ii. Thus we have 
(A u B)* = (A u B) = «A)B)(A) = (A* B)* A*. 
Conversely, if (A u B) e [!Ii, it follows from (1) that «A) B) e [!Ii. Hence, we have 
(A u B)* = (A u B)u {oo}=«(A)B)u {oo})(A) = (A* B)* A* 
in all cases. Therefore, these two last relations prove that M;g;( G) is a model for 
(S). Conversely, let us suppose that M;g;( G) is a model for (S) and that (Y) is not 
satisfied. Hence, there would exist a group H of [!Ii which has a subgroup A e [!Ii. 
Then, we would have 
(A u H)* = H* = (H) ¥:- (A* H)* A* = [« (A) u {oo})H) u {oo}]( (A) u {oo}) 
= (H)u {oo}. 
Hence, M;g;( G) is not a model for (S). This contradiction shows that (Y) must be 
satisfied. Thus, this ends our proof. 0 
Note. In other terms, M;g;( G) is a model for (S) iff [!Ii is stable by subgroups. 
Proposition 16.4. Let [!Ii be a family of subgroups of a finite group G that contains {I} 
and 0. Then, Conway's model M;g;( G) is a model of the identity (M) iff [!Ii satisfies 
the following property: 
VgEG, HE [!Ii ~ gHg-1E[!Ii. (At) 
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Proof. First, let us suppose that the property (.At) is satisfied. Then, let A, B be in 
Mg;( G). If A or B is empty or contains 00, we can easily check that 
(AB)* = {I} u A(BA)* B. (m) 
Hence, we just have to prove that (m) is true when A and B do not contain 00 and 
are not empty, in order to show that Mg;( G) is a model for (M). From now on, let 
us suppose that these conditions hold for A, B. Then, let us show that 
VaEA, (AB)=a(BA)a- l • (1) 
Let a E A. Then, we can write, for every a E A and every f3 E B, 
a(f3a)a-1 = (af3)(af3)(af3)-1 E (AB). 
It follows that we have 
a BA a-I c (AB) ~ (a BA a-I) = a(BA)a-1 c (AB). (2) 
Since the mapping which associates axa- I to x is a bijection, it follows from (2) 
that I(BA)I,;;; I(AB)I. Hence, I(AB)I = I(BA)I by symmetry. It now follows from (2) 
that (AB) = a(BA)a-\ i.e. that (1) holds. This point being proved, we can show 
that Mg;( G) is a model for (M). Indeed, let us suppose that (AB) belongs to f!Ji. 
Then, according to (1) and to (.At), (BA)E fJP. Thus, we have 
(AB)* = (AB) = {I} u A(BA)B = {I} u A(BA)* B. 
Conversely, if (AB) fE f!Ji, (BA) fE f!Ji according to (1) and to (.At). Then, we can easily 
check that we have 
(AB)* = (AB)u {oo}={l}u A«BA)u {oo})B = {1}u A(BA)* B. 
Thus, (m) is always satisfied and Mg;( G) is really a model of (M). Conversely, let 
us suppose that Mg;( G) is a model of (M), but that (.At) is not satisfied. Therefore, 
there would exist HE f!Ji and g E G such that gHg -I e f!Ji. Let us now define A = gG 
and B={g-I}. With these notations, we would have 
(AB)* = (gGg- I )* = (gGg- I ) U {oo} = gGg- I U {oo}, 
{1}uA(BA)* B = {l} U gG(G)g-1 = {1}u gGg-l. 
It follows that (m) is not satisfied: hence, Mg;( G) is not a model of (M). This 
contradiction ensures that the property (.At) is true if Mg;( G) is a model for (M). 
Therefore, our proposition is proved. 0 
Notes. (1) Thus, Mg;( G) is a model of (M) iff f!Ji is stable by conjugation. 
(2) (.At) can also be equivalently given as an equivalence. 
Proposition 16.5 (Conway [7, p. 117]). Let G be a finite group, let H be a subgroup 
of G and let f!Ji be a family of subgroups of G that contains 0 and {I} but not Hand 
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which satisfies the properties (9') and (At) of Propositions 16.3 and 16.4. Then, 
Conway's model M:Y'(G) is not a model for the identity P(H). 
Proof. Since M:Y'( G) is here a model for (M) and (S) according to Propositions 
16.3 and 16.4, it suffices by Corollary 15.6 and Proposition 2.6 to see that M:Y'( G) 
is not a model of ~(H). Let us now consider the family (AhhEH defined by Ah = {h} 
for every h in H. Then, according to the hypotheses, we clearly have 
'fIg,hEH, AgAh=AghCAgh and Af={I}*={I}=A1 • 
But, we also have 
U Ah = H e:1' => (U Ah) * = H u {oo} >" H. 
hEH hEH 
It immediately follows that M:Y'(G) is not a model for the rule ~(H). 0 
Proposition 16.6. Let G be a finite simple group and let us consider the family of 
subgroups of G which are different from G: 
:1'= {Hsubgroup ofG, H>" G}u{0}. 
Then, Conway's model M:Y'(G) is a modelfor (M) and (S). Moreover, when H is a 
group, M:Y'( G) is a model of the group identity P(H) iff G does not divide H. 
Proof. It follows clearly from Propositions 16.3 and 16.4 that M:Y'( G) is a model 
for (M) and (S). Let H be a finite group. Then, we can now study if M:Y'( G) is a 
model for the identity P(H), since it is only defined modulo (M) and (S). According 
to Proposition 2.6 and Corollary 15.6, it suffices to see that M:Y'( G) is a model for 
the rule ~(H) iff G does not divide H, in order to show our result. Hence, let us 
suppose now that H is not divided by G and let (AhhEH be a family of elements 
of M:Y'(G) which satisfies the premises of ~(H). Observe that:;;;; becomes the 
inclusion in the sense of M:Y'( G). Thus, we have 
Then, according to Lemma 16.1, the element A defined by 
A= L Ah= U Ah 
hEH hEH 
is a submonoid of Goo. It follows that A = (A). Let us now show that A = A *. First, 
if some Ah contains 00, we have 
A* = (A) u {00}=A. (1) 
Secondly, if no Ah contains 00 and if (A) = A E :1', we have 
A*=(A)=A. (2) 
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Finally, if no Ah contains 00 and if (A) = A ~ BJP, it follows that A = G by definition 
of BJP. Then, according to Proposition 16.2, AI is a subgroup of G in BJP and AI <lA. 
Since G is simple, it follows that AI = {t}. But Proposition 16.2 says also that AI AI 
divides H: it follows here that G < H. But, this last situation is in contradiction 
with our hypothesis. Hence, we always have A * = A; i.e., 
Thus, Mg,( G) is a model for rJi (H). Conversely, let us suppose that Mg,( G) is a 
model for the rule rJi(H) associated with a finite group H. If G < H, Mg,( G) is a 
model for rJi( G) according to Corollaries 15.6, 12.11 and Proposition 2.6. But, since 
G does not belong to BJP, Mg,(G) is not a model of rJi(G) according to Proposition 
16.5. This contradiction implies that G does not divide H when Mg,( G) is a model 
of rJi(H). Therefore, our proposition is proved. 0 
Proposition 16.7 (Conway [7, p. 117]). Let G be a finite group and let us consider the 
family BJP of all soluble subgroups of G: 
BJP = {H subgroup of G, H soluble} u {0}. 
Then, Conway's model Mg,(G) is a modelfor (M) and (S). Moreover it is a model 
for every group identity P( H) associated with a finite soluble group H. 
Proof. It follows clearly from Propositions 16.3 and 16.4 that Mg,( G) is a model 
for (M) and (S). According to Corollary 15.6 and Proposition 2.6, it suffices to 
show that Mg,( G) is a model for the rule rJi (H) when H is soluble in order to prove 
our proposition. Then, let H be a soluble group and let (Ah)hEH be a family of 
elements of Mg,( G) which satisfies the premises of rJi (G). Then, arguing as in 
Proposition 16.6, we can show that, if we define A by 
we will have A * = A, except possibly if we have A = (A) ~ BJP and if each Ah does 
not contain 00. In this case, Proposition 16.2 shows that AI is a normal subgroup 
of A belonging to BJP and that AI AI divides H. hence, according to the definition 
of BJP, AI is a soluble subgroup of G. Moreover, since H is soluble, AI AI is also 
soluble (see [4, Chap. 1, Section 6.4]). Thus, AI and AI AI are soluble groups. It 
follows that A is soluble (see [4, Chap. 1, Section 6.4]). But, this is not possible 
since A~ BJP here. Therefore, we always have A = A*. In other words, Mg,( G) is a 
model for the rule rJi(H) when H is a soluble group. 0 
Let us recall finally the following result of Conway (cf. [7, p. 118]) which corre-
sponds to the particular case of @:in' 
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Proposition 16.8. Let n;>- 5. Let us consider the following family fffP formed of the 
subgroups of @:in which are distinct from @n and ~n: 
fffP = {G subgroup of @:in, G": @:in, G": ~nl u {0}. 
Then, Conway's model M~(@:in) is a model for (S) and (M). Moreover, when His 
a finite group, M~(@:in) is a model for the group identity P(H) iff @:in and ~n do not 
divide H. Finally, M~(@:iJ is not a model of R(n). 
Proof. The fact that M~(@:in) is a model of (M), (S) and the characterization of 
the groups H for which M~(@:iJ is a model can be proved as in Proposition 16.6 
with some obvious modifications. In order to show that @:in is not a model for R(n), 
it suffices to consider A = {p} and B = {(T} where p and (T denote the generating 
system of @:in introduced in Section 14. Then, arguing as in the proof of Theorem 
8, Chap. 13 of[7], we can check that the identity R(n) is not satisfied in M~(@:in). 0 
Note. A substantial part of the previous result is contained in Theorem 8, Chap. 
13 of [7]. Here, the only original result is in fact the characterization of the groups 
H such that M~(@:in) is a model for P(H). 
16.2. Independence of group identities 
We can now use the results that we showed in the last section, in order to prove 
independence results for group identities. 
Proposition 16.9. Let G be a finite simple group and let us denote by .J{@ the family 
of the groups that G does not divide. Then, the identity P( G) is independent of the system 
(M), (S), (P(H»HE.Nr!iJ. 
Proof. It is an immediate consequence of Propositions 16.6 and 2.6. 0 
Corollary 16.10. Let G be a finite non-commutative simple group. Then, the identity 
P( G) is independent of the following system: 
(M), (S), (P(P»PEgp. 
Proof. Observe that if G divided Z/ pZ for some prime integer p, G would be 
commutative. Our result now easily follows from Proposition 16.9 and Theorem 
14.5. 0 
Corollary 16.11. Let n ;>- 5. Then, the identity P(Un) is independent from the following 
system: 
(M), (S), P(U n - 1), (P(P»PEgp. 
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Proof. The argument given in Corollary 16.10 shows that Un does not divide Z/ pZ 
for every prime integer p. On the other hand, Un does not divide Un-I since, if it 
were the case, we would have l2rnl ~ l2rn- lll. Therefore, our corollary follows from 
proposition 16.9 since 2rn is simple when n ~ 5. 0 
Proposition 16.12 (Conway [7, p. 118]). Let n ~ 5. Then, the identity R(n) is indepen-
dent from the following system: 
Proof. With the arguments given for 2rn, we can also prove that @5n and 2rn divide 
neither @5n-l, nor any cyclic commutative group when n ~ 5. Hence, it follows now 
from Propositions 16.8 and 2.6 that R (n) is independent from 
Then, the corollary follows immediately from Theorem 14.5. 0 
Note. The independence of R(n) with P(@5n-l) was not shown in [7]. 
Corollary 16.13. Let n~5. Then, the identity R(n) is independent of the following 
system: 
(M), (S), (R(m»m<n, (P(P»PEPl" 
Proof. It follows from the proof of Corollary 14.4, from Corollary 12.2 and from 
Proposition 6.2 that we have 
P(@5n-l) I (M),(S) (P(@5 m, {O', P}»m<n I (M).(S) I (R(m»m<n' 
Then, it is easy to adapt the proof of Proposition 16.12 in order to deduce our 
corollary from Propositions 16.8 and 2.6. 0 
Corollary 16.14. Let 4~ i <j. Then, the identity P(@5;) (resp. P(2rJ) is independent 
of the identity P(@5j) (resp. P(2rj». 
Proof. The corollary follows immediately from Corollary 16.11 and Proposition 
16.12, according to the proof of Corollary 13.16 and to Corollary 13.17. 0 
Note. When n = 2, 3 or 4, the two previous corollaries are false since @5n is soluble 
here. Therefore, according to the note following Theorem 14.5, P(@5 n) is then a 
consequence of (P(p »PEPl' and it is also the case for R(n) according to Propositions 
14.3, 6.2 and Corollary 12.3. More precisely, it can be shown that 
P(2) 1\ P(3) I (M),(S) I P(@5
4
) I (M),(S) R(4), 
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P(2) /I P(3) I (M),(S) I P(~3) I (M),(S) R(3), 
P(2) I (M),(S) I P(~2) I (M),(S) R(2), 
These results are obtained by using Jordan-Holder sequences of ~2' ~3 and ~4 
(see [5] for instance) and Proposition 13,11. 
Let us end with two results dealing with solubles groups. 
Proposition 16.15 (Conway [7, p. 117]). Let G be a finite non-soluble group. Then 
the identity P( G) is independent of the following system: 
(M), (S), (P(p ))PEP]>' 
Proof. Our result follows easily from Propositions 16.7,2.6 and Theorem 14.5. D 
Note. According to Corollary 13.12 and Theorem 14.5, the identity associated with 
a non-soluble group is independent of all the identities associated with the soluble 
finite groups. 
Proposition 16.16. The system thatfollows is not a complete system of rational identities 
for every alphabet A with more than two letters: 
(M), (S), (P(P))PEP]>' 
Proof. The proposition follows from Corollary 16.13, since R(n) is a two-letter 
identity. D 
Note. This result illustrates clearly the difference between alphabets with more than 
two letters and alphabets with one letter. In fact, it corresponds to the difference 
between commutativity and non-commutativity for groups. 
16.3. Non-finiteness of two-letter identities in a complete system 
The following result was proved by Conway (see [7, p. 118]). We obtain it here 
as a consequence of our results. 
Theorem 16.17 (Conway [7, p. 118]). Let A be an alphabet formed with more than 
two letters. Then, every complete system of Pll-rational identities for A has necessarily 
an infinite number of identities using more than two letters. 
Proof. Let us suppose that there exists a complete system .siI of Pll-rational identities 
for A which has only a finite number of identities using more than two letters. Then, 
we can decompose .siI as follows: 
.siI = Pll u «Ei, Fi))i~l,n' 
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where the identities of 97;) use just one letter. Since the system (P(lS n »n;;'2 is complete, 
there exists a finite part I c ~ such that 
Then, according to Corollary 12.9, we have 
p(n lSi) I (M),(S) (P(IS;))iEI' 
lEI 
But, according to Cayley's theorem, the group DiEl lSi is also a subgroup of IS N 
for some integer N. It follows that 
P(IS N ) I (M),(S) p(n lSi) lEI 
by Corollary 12.3. Thus, it is now straightforward to obtain 
(1) 
But, it follows from Theorem 13.19 that the system (P(7L/p7L))PErJ> is complete for 
a one-letter alphabet. Therefore, we have by (1), 
(P(7L/p7L))PErJ> 1\ P(IS N ) I (M),(S) d. 
Since d is complete, this relation shows that the system 
is also a complete system of rational identities. But Proposition 14.12 shows that 
the two-letter identity R(N + 1) is not a consequence of the above system. Therefore, 
this contradiction ends our proof. 0 
Note. This result shows in particular that the system of identities whose completeness 
was conjectured in Corollary 14.4, is optimal in a certain sense. Moreover, we have 
also obtained a new proof of Theorem 2.4. 
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